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ONE HUNDRED MB TWENTY-EIGHTH MEETING
Monday, 13 February 10,67,.- at 3 p.m.

Acting Chairman:

to. iffiOYA (Kenya)

Chairtlatl!

Br. AYIDA (Nigeria)

OPENING ADDRESSES (item 1 of the revi,ed provisional agenda)
The ACTDIC CHAIKMAH declared open the eighth session of the
Commission. Opening address by H.E. Lieutenant-Colonel Yakubu GO
Lieutenant-Colonel Yakubu GOUON (Head of the Federal Military

Government of Nigeria), welcoming delegations to the session, said that
the modest sca,le of the .Nigerian Government's hospitality for the session
did not detract from the warmth of its welcome.

By forcing over-lavish

hospitality, it wished to set an example in prudent living for the Nigerian
people. He felt that some African Governments and African people were too
extra-r^gant in their public and private expenditure and should save more for
the development of their economies.

The Commission had entered the second phase of its role in promoting

development and was tackling the practical problem of economic co-operation.
Many member States were taking steps to provide an infrastructure for such
co-operation. Nigeria had recently established high-frequency radio links
with nearly twenty African countries, and was improving its waterway and
road links with its neighbours. The Commission should concentrate on

helping member countries to improve communications with each other. Better
air travel facilities across the continent were urgently needed. The Commissic

and OAU must continue to co-operate and give leadership in that

field.

Before they could establish basic industries, African countries would
have to form permanent associations to provide larger ^rkets and a wider
production base.

Hany KCA countries had co-operated to a limited extent

in agricultural export marketing and production research.

Nigeria was

co-operating ful1^ with °ther African cocoa and groundnut producers and
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the results of its oil palm research had been shared with other countries.

Wider co-operation was needed in the production and marketing of foodstuffs
grown for local consumption.

Only with adequate food supplies could African

Governments make headway with their development efforts and maintain political
and social stability*

The Commission could promote joint efforts in development research by
creating institutions for translating and adapting the results of research.
Individual countries could not themselves surmount the difficulties
involved in applying science and technology to development.

In many parts of Africa closer economic co-operation was impeded by
political, historical or language difficulties*

Industrial integration,

for instance, was complicated by economic relations with advanced countries,
especially those maintaining close economic links with their former terri
tories in Africa.

Some of those countries viewed African industrialization

as a-potential threat to their long-term economic interests, whereas, in

fact, the developing countries would become better trading partners as their

economies grew stronger and required more capital goods.

The Commission could

help to correct such misconceptions-

African countries should, however, try to derive maximum advantage

from the development already achieved.

Some African products could compete

with similar goods imported from outside Africa.

A decision at the current

session that no member of ECA should impose higher tariffs on goods from

an Africa country than on similar goods from non-African countries would
represent a significant step forward.

The ECA countries could then go on

to a progressive lowering of trade barriers among themselves,

Nigeria would not fail in its obligations as an African State, but,

like aJ young nations, it would need the patience and understanding of
other countries.

It :had learnt that, irrespective of political, tribal

or religious differences, common economic interests strongly reinforced
the bonds between peoples.

The countries should concentrate on the

unifying factors in Africa and mount a concerted attack on their common
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;probleme of economic backwardness, poverty, illiteracy and primitive

technology.

All African countries should regard themselves as truly equal

partners in a joint development effort, and no country should try to dominate
its partners.

Nigeria recognized that the future of Africa lay in true economic co
operation and political understanding among the member States and would

continue to play an effective role in African affairs.

It fully supported

ECA's current efforts to establish inter-governmental co-operation in West
Africa and appealed to the industrialized countries for their co-operation.
Nigeria would continue to improve its communications with other African

States in accordance with the programme of work proposed for adoption by
the Commission at the present session. The Government and people of Nigeria
would make their full contribution to ECA's activities. He was confident
that the work of the present session would be fruitful.
The ACTING CHURMMT, on behalf of the participants, thanked

Leiutenant-Colonel Yakubu GOVOT for sparing time, amid his heavy duties

of State, to inaugurate the session and for his wise and practical.sugges
tions. He expressed his faith in Nigeria's eminent role in Africa's'future
and stressed the interdependence of all African States.

Mr. de SEYM5S (Undersecretary for Economic and Social Affairs,

United Nations) read out a message from the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

Message from U Thant, Secreta-ry-General of the United Nations^
The opening of the eighth session of the Economic Commission for Africa
was a reminder of the crucial importance which the United Nations attached

to the building of peace through economic and social development of the
developing countries. In pursuing that objective, the United Nations and
the Commission each drew benefit from the experience of the other.
He was convinced that the decisions of the General Assembly to merge
the Special Fund and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance into

the United Nations Development Programme and to establish the United Nations

1/ The full text of the message from the Secretary-General of the United
Nations is reproduced in Official Records of the Ecnnomic and Snr.i»l
Council, Forty-third Session,

flippl»».»„+ vt~t
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Industrial Development Organization ,ould have a definite impact on the
development efforts of the African continent. Conversely, the United Natxons
could not but benefit from the closer co-operation with the Organization

of African Unity formalized by the Agreement signed the previous year wxth
its Administrative Secretary-General.

The Commission, a vital part of the United Nation, recognized that
the fate of Africa was inextricably linked with that of the world aB a

whole ami that the,continent ™t receive from the developed countries the
capital and the technology which it needed.

Conse^ently, the Co^niscxon

had a key role to play in the efforts of the United Nations to stimulate the
flow of capital to the developing areas, which had expanded but slowly xn
recent yearso

He reaffirmed his fi™ support for the African countries and expressed
the hope that the eighth session might mark further progress in the Unxted
Nations- relentless search for enduring peace and prosperity throughout
the world,,

The

—=> ^ the African countries, the efforts

impressed by the dxitic^.x.

they were making and the opportunities yet to be recognised and exploited
While the task of dev3lopin3 the African continent was ultimately that of
the African countries twelves and would, of course, be facilitated by

co-operation among the., truly rapid develop would .^ore^ire increased
assistance" from' the advanced' entries and so.e' obviously necessary reforms
in their aid

The first six years of the United Nation development Decade had been

a period of disappointment, bordering on failure. Coring «"*«^^
.verago ir.ee,,: in the developing countries had increased by $220 - ,1,800
per annun,, while the corresponding increase in the very poor nacions had

Teen perhaps S70 - £0 per «»». The objectives of the Decade were stxll
largely unachieved,

If the future outlook was based on the existxng

situation, pessimism was fully warranted.

__
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The net flow of long-term capital from the richer to the poorer
countries was not increasing.

According to an estimate by the Organization

for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the net flow of official
assistance (including the cost of tGchnical assistance)had been $9,200
million in I96I, £8,300 million in 1963 and $10,000 million in 1965.

The

flow of official capital, which better reflected the policies of Govern
ments, had risen only from £6,100 million to $6,400 million during that
period.

Those figures had not been adjusted for price changes and it was

probable that the 1965 flow would not buy more investment goods than that

of I96I.

During that period, terms of trade had deteriorated, populations

had grown and the terms of loans had hardened, thus reducing the value to
the developing countries of the flow of capital in I965, as compared with
the flow in I96I.

In terms of the target of 1 per cent of the gross national product
of the advanced countries, the net official flow of aid had fallen from

0.60 per cent in I96I to 0*49 per cent in 1965.

The full picture was,

in fact, even worse, since the figures reported by OECD did not take account
of repayments of principal and other reverse flows of capital, which were
continuing to rise at an accelerating rate.

The possibility of a reduction in the flow of capital from the richer
countries was occurring at a time when those countries were achieving un
precedented

rates

of growth, thus making it even more difficult for the

poorer countries to narrow the gap.

The shrinkage of foreign capital was already having a number of

undesirable effects, such as the continuation, or even the intensifica
tion, of spheres of influence, greater selectivity on the part of the
countries providing aid on a bilateral basis and increasing competition

for the limited funds available.

The complexity of aid negotiations, the

frustration created by the growing number of refusals and the increasing
external supervision, at times bordering on interference.in domestic
affairs, were also resulting in an ambivalent attitude towards foreign
aid among the developing countries.
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The outlook was being worsened by the growing hostility to foreign aid

in the advanced countries.

Although much aid had to be given on a long-

term basis to be effective,

it was curtailed as a means of alleviating

short-term balance of payments difficulties.

It might also be cut if

recessions threatened, wars were intensified or the political party in
power changed.

It thus became unstable and could not serve as a basis for

planning.

There was little hope for the developing countries unless they initiated
a constructive programme of co-operation, which would benefit both rich and
poor countries.

The funds set aside for foreign aid by the advanced coun

tries represented a small fraction of their expenditure on defence, an

expenditure necessitated by an ideological conflict which was essentially
irrelevant to the developing countries.

Moreover, foreign aid at present

included a sizable proportion of military assistance, goods paid for and

loans repaid by the recipient countries in their own currency, and capital
subscribed to multilateral organizations.

The inclusion of the principal of loans in the flow of development
capital created a false impression of total aid.

Such aid could be more

realistically measured by calculating the proportion of the principal that
would have had to be obtained as a grant if the recipient country had

borrowed in the capital market.

On that basis, only 20 per cent of the

amounts loaned in I965 would qualify as grants, as compared with 29 per
cent in the preceding year,

indicating that terms had hardened substantially.

The primary aim of technical assistance and the provision of develop

ment capital, that of raising per capita incomes, could be achieved only
by increasing the ratio of capital and skilled manpower to unskilled
labour.

In that regard, the developing countries needed to slow down

the rate of population growth since emigration offered little hope of a

solution in view of the fact that advanced countries generally admitted
only relatively well-trained and educated

immigrants.

The flow of invest

ment capital from the advanced countries was also impeded by the restrictions
they imposed on imports of goods from the poorer countries.

Yet the flow
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of such' capital would benefit the advanced countries themselves, since
capital: goods were largely purchased from them and their consumer1'goods
would find: bigger markets as the developing countries prospered.

The Mar-shall Plan had involved a capital flow of nearly £14,000 million
in three years from one country, 80 per cent of it in outright grants.

The

rich nations, which had since greatly prospered, especially the European
beneficiaries of that Plan, might now assist Africa.

Many of the existing policies and institutional arrangements governing
the distribution of development capital were better suited to the needs of

the older developing countries, whereas most African countries had.attained
independence since i960.

They were making slower progress in terms of

,per capita income than Asia and Latin America and had had to reorganize or
create suitable governmental and fiscal structures and overcome the fears
of domestic and foreign investors.

The African countries should prepare a comprehensive integrated economic
development programme suited to their needs and obtain the support of the
advanced countries for it.

Such a programme would require a massive inflow

of capital for perhaps thirty years and of technical assistance personnel

for ten to fifteen years; it would also require the co-operation and
support of all independent developing African nations.

It should provide

for the creation of a continental infrastructure, the collection and analysis
of economic information, the expansion of food production, storage and market
ing, and the development of human resources.

As they gained independence, African countries made large investments
in extending and modernizing the infrastructure left behind by the colonial

Powers.

As a result of those investments, the continent was equipped with

modern harbour facilities, railways, roads and airports; efficient posts

and telecommunications; extensive power facilities, and well-staffed systems
of government administration.

The infrastructure inherited from the colonial

Powers, was, however, designed to facilitate trade between the colony and
the metropolitan country; it tied Africa to Europe, but the African terri
tories could scarcely communicate or trade with each other.

That kind of

E/GN,U/SR.12$-139(Ym)
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infrastructural development was reflected in the pattern of Africa's trade,
which was almost entirely with countries outside Africa.
countries generated more trade among themselves,

Until African

they would achieve neither

their development potential nor the degree of specialization which would

enable them to compete in the sale of industrial products in international
markets.

Furthermore,

they would have to continue to rely for industrializa

tion on import substitution and the elimination of barriers abroad to the
import of African industrial and processed primary products.

however,

In Africa,

import substitution, the extent of which depended on the size of

the market that could be served, was limited by the physical and technical
barriers to intra-African trade.

Until those barriers had been removed,

it was difficult to imagine import substitution playing the important role
it tad played in Latin America and Asia.

An effective continental infra- ■

structure was another means for promoting the export of African products.
Indeed,

infrastructural development was a method by which private foreign

capital could be attracted to the continent as an important and ever-growing
supplement: to official development capitaleconomic

The Commission should provide

advice on the kinds of infrastructure needed,

of priorities and possible sources of finance;

the appropriate order

it should also take the lead

in organizing the co-operative effort that would be essential to success*
Substantially better basic information was needed not only for national

planning but also for the planning of the continental infrastructure.

An

intensive and thorough study of the continent's natural resources should be

made,

since the ultimate shape of the African infrastructure would be affected

by a knowledge of the continent's potential resources,

of Africa's human resources was also required.

A better knowledge

Agreement should be reached

on uniform systems for collecting and classifying data.

Data centres might

be established throughout Africa where information could be stored on tape
and analysed with the aid of modern computers.

The data thus collected and

analysed would assist both the public and private, sectors to make better
decisions,

particularly investment decisions in the industrial field.

An improved continental infrastructure would open up many opportunities
for industrial development, but steps must be taken to ensure that such

opportunities were widely known and understood.

Experience suggested that

E/CN,14/SR.128-139(VIII) ' :.
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private enterprise alone could not bo relied on for the rapid industrializa

tion necessary, and it had thus become essential to increase the time and
money spent in evaluating industrial opportunities for potential foreign
and domestic investors.

Substantial work of that kind had already been undertaken by ECA, and.
similar studies on a smaller scale had been made by various development

banks in the African countries and by outside consultants.
done was not enough.

But what had been

Rapid industrialization required a much more carefully

organized approach to the identification and evaluation of industrial projects.
He had suggested the previous month at the Addis Ababa Conference of

Industrialists and Financiers that consideration should be given to the.
establishment of feasibility analysis centres at strategic points through
out Africa to survey industrial opportunities and assess the feasibility

of promising projects.

He outlined the specific functions of such centres,

which could be established under the sponnorship of ECA.

He urged support

for the recommendation submitted by the Executive Secretary of ECA for the
establishment of industrial information and promotion centres,

The third aspect of the programme to fill the information vacuum was

the intensification of research activities.

Three problem areas merited

special attention: nutrition and food production, education and training,

and the social and economic problems of developmenta

There was an urgent

need to,find better foods, and increase the nutritive content of those now
produced, and to improve methods of cultivation and means for preserving

food.

Progress on such problems was essential not only for the development,

but for the very survival

of the African countries.

,

In education, the

methods now employed were archaic and unsuited to needs, and further research
on the learning process,, the identification of aptitudes, etc, was urgently

needed.

Finally, there was a need for extensive ,intei-disciplinary research. ■ =

on the social and economic .problems associated with development,

:

Africa needed at least one large-scale research institute dealing
with each of those three sets of problems.

The centre being started in

Nigeria was a beginning so far as food research was concerned, but no
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action had yet been taken in the other two fields.

The problems he had

mentioned had unique characteristics in Africa and research on them must
be carried out in that continent.

The institutes he proposed might help

to decrease the flow of better-educated people, whom the African countries
could ill afford to lose, to research institutes abroad, and it was an

investment which should qualify for financial support on a grant basis from
the International Development Association-

A food programme for Africa must be intimately related to the needs
of the.rest of the world.

The aim was not to achieve self-sufficiency, but

to become a major supplier to the remainder of the world.

No matter how

successful the efforts to industrialize, Africa would remain for many

generations chiefly a producer of agricultural and other primary products,

and it must learn to produce them efficiently and on a rapidly growing scale.
Africa needed capital for the construction of food storage facilities

and finance for the crops to be stored.

It was important that developing

countries should increase food production, not only for domestic uses but
also to supply countries faced with food shortages.

should undertake to purchase

The United Nations

essential stocks of basic foods at negotiated

prices from those African countries able to grow surpluses.

It should also

construct essential storage facilities in those countries.

Both the storage

facilities and the grains stored would remain the property of the United
Nations, which could draw upon and make shipments from the stocks whenever

and wherever the need arose.

Such a storage and marketing programme should

lead to a substantial expansion in the production of staple foods.

Other

necessary complementary measures included the opening up of new land, land
reclamation, the introduction of agricultural extension services, the

determination and implementation of sound land tenure policies, the develop

ment of transport and marketing facilities in the rural area and the provision
of loan capital to small farmers.

Africa had to find means of expanding the

flow of capital for rural and agricultural development.

Much of the food

processing done in the advanced countries should be transferred to the

developing countries, where the basic crops were grown.

That would not be

possible, however, until the advanced countries eliminated their trade
barriers.
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If Africa was to overcome its manpower shortages, it would have to
expand realistically and practically its secondary school and university

facilities.

Rapid expansion would not be effective, however, unless

fundamental and related services were also increased.

The danger of over

production in education and of graduate unemployment should be circumvented

by expanding job opportunities, not hy curtailing enrolments in schools
and universities.

Training and apprenticeship opportunities abroad for

middle-level occupations and an expansion of university scholarships were
also required.

Steps should also be taken to increase the number of primary

school enrolments and reduce illiteracy among the adult population.

The programme outlined would ve expensive in development, capital.

There

would also have to be a significant increase in technical assistance, parti
cularly for the preparation and co-ordination of projects, an.aspect that

had been greatly under-estimated in the past, partly owing to the growing
complexity of administration and partly because the situation in Africa
was not the same as in other developing areas.

Large numbers of technical assistance experts of all kinds would be
needed to train Africans and simultaneously help to carry out an ambitious

development programme, but the critical question was whether they could be
found.

Doubling the large flow of technical assistance would raise diffi

culties of recruitment and involve heavy expenditure; also such assistance
might be inefficiently used,

First of all, the planning staff in ECA and the African Development

Bank should be substantially expanded, so that technical assistance needs
could be accurately defined.

The main agencies for bilateral and multi

lateral technical assistance should devise methods of increasing the flow-

of technical assistance, including more countries and using private channels,,
to the full.

Increasing- the duration of contracts and employing teams of

experts might ease the recruitment problem.

Continuity throughout the

implementation of major continental infrastructural projects could be
ensured by organizing international management groups.
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The raising of development capital was more complex,

Africa should

make greater use of the world's capital markets, through the African

Development Bank.

By joint action, it should be possible to borrow larger

amounts on more reasonable terms; guarantees and interest subsidies by the

advanced countries would make such flotations easier and reduce the cost
to Africa, at very little expense to the assisting nations.

Projects so

financed would have to become viable before repayment of the loan became
due.

The bulk of the development programme for Africa .would have to be

financed more liberally than was possible through the commercial capital
market.

It was therefore necessary

to seek a substantial increase in the

flow of official development capital on much more liberal terms, as basic

investments would hardly pay off in the short time normally allowed.

Such

projects were, however, of permanent value, and that fact should be taken
into account in working out terms.

The external development capital needed

for the programme might take the form of grants or very long-term lowinterest loans, distributed by the African Development Bank, and raised

by special subscriptions so as not to jeopardize existing aid.

There would

have to be a balance among continental, sub-regional and national projects.
The realism of such a programme' might be questioned, but Africa could
certainly play its part in initiating the programme and in carrying it

through.

As conditions in African countries were very diverse, the develop

ment strategy would affect countries differently.

Countries could help one

another, and the success of the programme would depend on the degree of
economic co-operation achieved.

The Commission should be asked to convene a meeting of economic and

finance ministers in the developing countries of Africa io agree on a

co-ordinated apx^ach to the advanced nations.

For that meeting, EGA should

prepare a detailed plan, in consultation with the African Development Bank,
and also estimate capital and manpower requirements.

The development of Africa was at stake and a major effort was required.

An "African economy11 had to be created to ensure even development.
wise,

some countries might develop while others stagnated.

Other

But, above all,

there was a danger that Africa's dependence on countries outside the continent
would never come to an end.
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The meeting'was suspended at 5.10 p.m. and resumed at 5.40 p.m.

ELECTION CEF OFFICERS (item 2 of the revised provisional agenda)'

; '

The ACTING CHAIRMAN called for nominations for the office of
Chairman.

Mr. BRIGHT (Liberia) nominated Mr. Ayida (Nigeria).
Ato MOHAMMED AB3URAHMAN (Ethiopia) seconded the nomination.

Mr. Ayida (Nigeria) was elected Chairman by acclamation.
.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN called for nominations for the office of

First Vice-Chairman.

Mr. MHIRI (Tunisia) nominated Mr. Sbihi (Morocco).
■" Mr. MUTSAL (Sudan) seconded the nomination.

Mr. Sbihi (Morocco) was elected First Vice-Chairman by
acclamation.

.

ACTING CHAIRMAN called for nominations for the office of
Second Vice-Chairman.

Mr. KUQ (Cameroon) nominated Mr. Lamana (Chad).

Mr. EEBRAH (Ghana) seconded the nomination.
Mr. Lamana (Chad) was elected Second Vice-Chairman by
acclamation.

-

.

..~...v

.;

.

.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN called.for nominations for the office of

Rapporteur.

Mr. ABDI (Somalia) nominated Mr. Chimba (2ambia)
Mr. OGOLA (Kenya) seconded the nomination.

Hr» Chimba (Zambia) was elected Rapporteur by acclamation.
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,.^.-ff.he ACTING CHAIBMAN expressed his deep appreciation for the

support and co-operation he had received-during his term of office :from all
the member countries of ECA and from its secretariat.

In particular, he

wished to place on record his appreciation^ the-valuable work done by
Mr. Gardiner, the Executive Secretary*

Mr* Ayida (Nigeria) took the Chair.

h ...

...

The CHAIRMAN expressed the Commission's gratitude to Mr. Mboya

for the valuable work he had done during his two-year term of office, and

hoped that he'would prove "a" wort^ successor.

He thanked the Commission

for the honour they had done his delegation-in electing him Chairman.

Great changes had taken place in Africa since the establishment of

ECA in 1958^

In that year, for example, the journey from. Lagos to Addis

Ababa had taken three days, whereas now it took only five hours. He hoped
that the Development Decade would enable solid economic foundations to be
laid for further material progress in Africa.

.., .

In 1958, there had been only nine African members of ECA, if South

Africa were excluded, as it should have been "if ECA was conceived as an

institution for enhancing the economic interests of the African.

At the

1958 session/ the Nigerian delegation had been instructed^ state that
ECA had no useful role to play and that when Nigeria became independent it

would concentrate, on collaboration in technical and scientific matters through

the fission de co-nation technique en Afrique au sud du-Sahara (CCTA).
The United Kingdom delegation had been taken aback when the Nigerian delega
tion departed from its official brief a**declared Nigeria's support for
ECA.

However, to the pleasant surprise of the Nigerian delegation, the

United Kingdom delegation had changed its position and also affirmed its
support for ECA.

Today the picture was significantly different.

The Commission was

now an African institution, and Africa could no longer te intimidated

fcy the presence of the former metropolitan Powers. Power was now in the
hands of the Africa* States and it was to be hoped that they could
exercise it in the economic interests of their peoples.

E/CH. 14/SR, 12-8-139 (VIII)
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It was difficult to predict how Africa would develop over the next

ten years, but the secretariat had prepared two excellent documents to

facilitate the work of the session:

the report on the 1965-66 biennium

(E/CN.14/348 - E/4173 and Corr.l) and the programme of work and priorities

for the biennium 1967-68 (E/CN.14/36o/Rev.l; Add.l, Add.2 and Corr.l).
While most Governments were preoccupied by the day-to-day problems

of survival, those privileged to direct the planning decisions in their
countries must look ahead.

Supersonic travel between Lagos and Addis

Ababa might be achieved by 1977 on the basis of imported equipment and

foreign technical know-how, but the Commission must concentrate on .what
Africa could do for itself. The potentialities for development were there,
but they could only be realized through co-operation.

The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m.

■ ■
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ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-NINTH MEETING

Tuesday, 14 February 19671 at 10.25 a.m.

Chairman:

.

,

.

.

■ . *Ir. AYIBA (Nigeria)

"'

*

ADOPTION OP THE AGENDA AND ORGANIZATION-OF THE WORK OF THE SESSION (agenda

item.3) (E/CN.U/358/Rev.l)
.,

.

Mr» BRIGHT (Liberia) proposed a change in the wording of item

.10 to reads "Relations with the Organization of African Unity and the
African Development Bank"=

Before discussion of that item,

desirable for the secretariat

to distribute a document

it would be

setting out the

relations of the Commission with those two organizations.

Mr. RAVOAGAMGY ANDRIANAVALONA (Madagascar) proposed that the
Commission should also examine the question of the revision of its terms

of reference; paragraphs 15, 16, and 17, in particular,

should be altered

to suit current needs and ithe role :..the.-Commiss-ion had to play.
Mr. BRIGHT (Liberia) seconded the proposal of the representative
of Madagascar and suggested that

the question should be examined under

item 12 (Any other business),,
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Commission should adopt the
revised provisional agenda with the proposed modifications.
It

was

so

decided.

STATEMENT BY THE UNDER-SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS

Mr. de SEYNES (Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs)
thought the address given at the opening meeting by the Chairman of the
seventh session and the prefatory note by the Executive Secretary appearing

in the draft report of the Commission (E/CN.14/L.321 and Corr.l) would set
the tone for the current

session.

After a period when the enthusiasm over independence and the earnest

desire for African Unity had produced a multiplicity of proposals aimed
at multilateral arrangements,

the need was being felt to take a second

look at national realities and tackle the most humble aspects of economic life,

E/CN.14/SR.128-139(VIII)
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Improvements in productivity, the provision of storage facilities and
marketing arrangements, the production of agricultural implements, household
goods, and building materials were the modest but highly important objectives
which the Executive Secretary rightly emphasized.

Nevertheless he .did not think that there was any disenchantment with

multinational co-operation, nor any pulling back.
had been some encouraging signs.

On the contrary, there

For example, a community had been formed

in East Africa; in the Maghreb, headway had been made towards industrial
specialization and the organization of trade; the Customs Union of West
African States had set up permanent machinery; the agreement on sugar
production and consumption with the Joint Afro-Malagasy Organization (OCAM),

the creation.of the African Groundnut Council, and the preparations for the
joint exploitation of the River Senegal were other important achievements.
The somewhat different approach the Executive Secretary thought it
desirable to adopt in the work of the Commission reflected the special
situation in Africa.

Excluding the Republic of South Africa, the foreign

trade of Africa showed an increase which might encourage optimism: 50 per
cent since i960.

However, on breaking down that aggregate, it could be

seen that three countries accounted by themselves for a very high proportion

of the improvement, . The growth of the other countries since i960 was not
more than 25 per cent.

For the under-developed countries as a whole it

was 40 per cent.

Africa1s wealth in minerals, particularly petroleum and copper, coupled
with the existence in several regions of deep, fertile soils capable of
supporting intensive agriculture, had given rise to the theory of "development
poles", which would require a much more advanced system of co-operation and
regional integration if it were to be put into practice.

The historical heritage had added to the difficulties resulting from
the accidents of geography.
sively on economic facts.

Nation building could not be founded exclu

The political instability which was observable

here and there did not facilitate the work of planners, tut at least,it

made possible a deeper understanding of the mechanisms on which action must

/
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be taken.

Different countries reacted differently to problems, hesitating

whether to embark upon a policy of. gradual change or one of radical trans
formation.

In either case they had to operate with extreme frugality in .

the matter of human resources and technical cadres.

...

Although for the moment the problem of hunger was not so acute in

Africa as in other regions, the growth of the population left no room for
optimism.

Per capita agricultural production did not at present exceed

the level of.1957-1959; since that time it had fallen by 10 per cent in
North Africa, whereas it had increased by 10 per cent in the developed
countries.

Throughout the world there were enormous difficulties in the

way of making agriculture a dynamic sector.

It would be a mistake to

identify the demographic problem too closely with the Malthusian dilemma.

Even where there was no threat of famine, there was a danger that the efforts
made in the most varied fields, such as urbanization or employment, might
be completely unsuitable unless they were based upon an accurate knowledge
of population growth.

It already, seemed.clear that the rate of population growth in Africa

would continue to rise for a long time, while that of the rest of the world
would begin to fall early in the next decade.

According to the most recent,

estimates, the annual rate of population growth towards the end of the
century would be 2 per cent in the underdeveloped regions as a whole and
3 per cent in Africa.

Faced with such prospects, the efforts made in the realm of statistics
and population research in Africa, seemed inadequate.

Several countries

had not yet organized a complete census, and in others the censuses under

taken were very far. from perfect.. The situation was better as regards the .
registration of births, deaths,, and migrations.

It would seem that the

Commission could become the centre for a new and systematic effort in that
direction*

In a recent statement at Niamey, the Assistant Administrative

SecretarywGeneral of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) had said that
every African Government had to choose between two solutions: the first
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consisted in making profitable use of existing similarities in order to.
consolidate oo-operation between governments and the second, apparently
more difficult, in building a community to develop a large area free from

foreign enclaves.

The Commission's current session might provide the opportu.

nityfora realistic examination of that choice.

Such a regional integration undertaking could be achieved only through
the expression of political will, Mhioh would perhaps require the sacrifice
of some short-term economic interests. As an organ of the United Nations,
the Commission could emphasise the responsibilities of the world community

with respect to regional integration.

Africa could not, by itself, mobilize the resources necessary for such
a purpose.

The industrial countries had to adapt their trade policies and,

for a time at least, accept differential tariffs or other forms of preference
in favour of Africa; it was a question in fact of a lifted applioation of

the currentlyrecognised principle of the non-reciprocity of obligations in

conditions of inequality.

Financial support for regional integration should be massive and
diversified; it should also be so designed that countries would be able to
survive the disruptions attributable to the establishment of free-trade
areas - a very real problem as the experience of the Latin American free-

trade area proved.

It would be necessary to ensure long-term investment

in the most backward countries and promote the redeployment of resources
that might prove necessary when several countries decided to link their
economic destinies.

A major contribution was also essential for the development of

transport because it was necessary to break the vicious circle of insuffi
cient trade caused by lack of transport and vice versa.

The cost involved

was enormous and it was a long-term enterprise, but, as much of the effort

to promote integration faced that problem, it had to be made the main

topic of discussion.
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The world community would show wisdom if it provided the means neces

sary for African integration.

Although there was no really encouraging sign

in that respect, African countries should nevertheless pursue together a
permanent negotiation, one of whose objectives should be to create structures,
habits, reflexes and practices which would add to Africa's weight in major
world decisions.

There was a danger that the Kennedy Hound would be concluded without
the ■African countries, or the under-developed countries as a whole, having

succeeded in finding the cohesion necessary to have any decisive effect
on the policies of the large industrial countries; the second United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development and the next meeting of under-developed

countries at Algiers would give then, another opportunity to make themselves
heard, but there was no time to lose.

There should be no despair of international co-operation at African

and world levels.

Some not insignificant headway had already been made,

such as the International Coffee Agreement.

Established under the auspxees

of the Commission, the African Development Bank (ABB) had already begun

operations and would attract large contributions from the rest of the world
for African projects.

Much of the Commission's efforts should be concentrated on the new

Development Decade which the Economic and Social Council and the United
Nations General Assembly had decided to begin preparing at once. The
Commission must be able to present to the international community a

realistic but ambitious programme that could lead to mutual commitments

between industrial countries and "third world" countries. The idea of
commitment appeared essential, because the uncertainties of international
politics were a.graver handicap for Africa than for any other region

and because the international arrangements and institutions could only

exercise an influence, which, although useful, would have to be strengthened
by sufficiently lasting and specific commitments.

Such commitments were

taking shape within the framework of several international bodies, such

E/CN. 14/SR. 128-139 (VIII)
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as the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD,), the Organi

zation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and, on the American
continent, the Inter—American Comraittee on the Alliance for Progress (ICAP).
Africa could not isolate itself from the world, nor could the world
disengage itself from Africa.

The duty of solidarity, obvious at the

economic level, was also necessary with respect to fundamental human rights,
gravely imperilled in one part of the continent.

Forming a solid part of

the United Nations world system, the Commission could and should be a centre
for collective reflection and specific action which would help the continent
to take its proper place in the world.

STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OP THE UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Mr* MACY (United Nations Development Programme) said that the
statistics left little doubt that Africa was on the move economically.

Although the pace of economic development varied from country to country
and serious problems persisted, the trend was certainly one of progress.
Under the leadership of its Executive Secretary, ECA was making a notable
contribution to that progress.

Economic development in Africa depended primarily on the efforts made

by the individual countries themselves.

Most of them were marshalling

their own human and physical resources for that purpose.

However, in Africa as elsewhere, the developing countries required
external assistance, since they lacked capital, skilled manpower and

equipment.

The assistance already provided from bilateral and multilateral

sources was playing a vital role in the development of the African continent.
It was nevertheless insufficient.

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) was one of the major
sources of multilateral assistance to Africa.

Development was a 30-operative

task and UNDP collaborated with the developing countries as a partner in
the execution of projects that the countries prepared themselves. - Behind

its contribution was a world-wide partnership of rich and poor countries.
In Nigeria 210 people representing 42 countries were working together,on
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UNDP-assisted projects.

Such work was made possible by partnership vdth

the United Nations and its specialized agencies, which implemented and
supervised the projects approved by the Governing Council of UNDP.

The UNDP partnership Kith international agencies was of special
significance in Africa, where more projects were being undertaken than
in any other continent.

Out of the total of 3,597 UNDP-assisted technical co-operation and

pre-investment projects, 1,295 were or would be in Africa. The document
before the Commission on UNDP activities in Africa on 1 January 1967
showed that a total of $25O million was currently allocated for country
or regional projects in Africa. But that figure had already been exceeded:
the Governing Council of UNDP had just approved a new pre-investment pro
gramme of 70 projects, including 26 for Africa. The total UNDP commitment
in Africa was now more than 8279 million.

,,

About S40 million of that sum was.being spent on many small-scale but

nonetheless vital projects within the framework of the Technical Assistance
Programme for 1967/69- The balance was divided among 220 large^ale preinvestment projects designed to help recipient countries to discover and
develop their resources so as to enable the, more easily to attract foreign
investment capital.

:

m the relationship between UNDP and the developing countries of Africa,

the latter were the senior partners, since the counterpart funds contributed
■ to projects by the African countries totalled $295 million. The readiness
of the African countries to assume the major responsibility in the.joint
action had been considered a very encouraging sign by the.chief donor
countries*

.
Since the resources available for assistance were limited, IHDP spared
no efforts to make the best possible use of available funds. . Itaiw the
thirteen months which had elapsed since the consolidation of the Special
J^d and the Expanded Program of Technical Assistance, many measures had

been taken to increase the operational efficiency of the Programme.. The IMP

.
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had negotiated new agreements with various specialized agencies to achieve
closer collaboration in the field. In that connexion, the OTDP Inter-Agency
Consultative Board had an essential part to play.

Describing the role of Besident Representatives, he said that they
were not merely representatives of the Administrator of the Programme in

the recipient countries; they also served as liaison officers between
Governments and Headquarters and, as such, strove to make activities more
rational and effective. The Resident Representative could also, on request,
serve as an intermediary in connexion with certain forms of external assistance,

for example, bilateral aid, which might be extended to UUDP projects. In
Africa, "associated aid" of that kind already amounted to more than $30
million. The task of Resident Representatives was not always an easy one.
It was often necessary for them to press hard to obtain essential project
support from Governments. They did so in accordance with formal instructions
from OTDP, in.the interests of the projects and of the Programme as a whole.

For no matter what efforts might be expended by OTDP and the executing agencies,

. the successful implementation of projects was largely dependent upon action
by recipient Governments.

He had been requested to draw the Commission-s attention to the diffi
culties encountered by the executing agencies in the recruitment of experts.
Specialists with the necessary qualifications were very busy people and
rarely available; they could not afford to wait several months for the

Government concerned to approve their appointment.

The period of waiting

should never exceed one month.

With regard to regional projects in Africa, he wished to emphasize
that for the proper execution of such projects, all the participating

Governments must meet their contractual commitments fully and promptly.
The Governing- Council and Administrators of OTDP attached great importance
to the useful information with which ECA had provided UWDp'in connexion
with several regional pre-investment projects. They were grateful to ECA
for its participation in the organization of regional seminars and in the
preparation of many technical assistance and pre-investment projects.
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As the Commission's draft report (E/CN.14/L.32l) indicated, the African
countries had many urgent areas of concern in the years.ahead: regional
co-operation,

intracontinental transport,

shortage of skilled manpower,

small-scale industry, the commercial aspects of agriculture, agricultural
training,

exploitation of known development possibilities, "banking and

foreign investment opportunities.

At the request of Governments, UNDP was

assisting projects in all those fields.

Later in the session, Mr.

Paul-Marc Henry,

the Assistant Administrator

of UNDP and Associate Director of its Bureau of Operations and Programming,

would provide the Commission with any information it needed on the nature
and purpose of the joint
agencies.

efforts of Governments, UNDP and its executing

There were two points to which the Administrator of UNDP attached

special importance.

The first concerned what might be called "nation-;

building", the process whereby a country became better able to make the
fullest possible use of all its resources to create an increasingly pro
ductive economy and a social system that provided ever greater opportunities
for people to build a better life.

The Administrator had referred parti

cularly to the increasing urgency of raising rural living standards and
agricultural productivity in order to improve conditions not only on the
farms but

also in the towns.

Secondly, the Administrator had referred to the need for fuller*
mobilization of domestic capital and increasing the flow and; effectiveness

of external assistance.

He had said that the net flow of development

■

assistance would have to be doubled by 1970 if reasonably adecpiate. progress

were to be achieved in the low-income countries,
could be particularly useful in that connexion.

Pre-investment work
All Governments must

appreciate that the $172 million currently pledged for 1967 was almost
15 per cent short of the $200 million target set by the General Assembly.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations had stated that it was

imperative to close that gap.

He had also called for a contribution

level of $350 million to be reached by 1970.

The next three years might

be decisive for the future course of the development drive and for UNDP's
role in it.-
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STATEMENT BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF TEE UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE FOR
TRAINING AND RESEARCH

Mr. d'ARBOUSSTO (Executive Director, United Nations Institute

for Training and Research) said he wished briefly to describe the United
Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR), its goals, its
achievements and aspirations, especially with regard to co-operation with
the States members of ECA and the agencies collaborating with it. The

Institute had been established on the initiative of several member States
and had taken three years, from 1962 to 1965) to assume its final form,
thanks to the unflagging support of the United Nations Secretariat, which
had attached great importance to providing it with the necessary funds for
its smooth functioning.

The Board of Trustees of the Institute had met for the first time

in 1965. It consisted of the President of the General Assembly, the
President of the Economic and Social Council, the Secretary-General, the
Executive Director of the Institute and individuals chosen by the SecretaryGeneral for their competence and interest in international affairs.
In the resolution by which it had established UNITAR (resolution

1827 (XVII)), the General Assembly had recognized that economic and social
development.and the achievement of peace and security depended on inter
national co-operation in various areas, and a study made by the United

Nations Secretariat had shown what part the Institute's activities could
play in efforts made in that field.

After having defined the fundamental

principles of the Institute, the Board of Trustee, had adopted a plan of
organisation and a programme, which had been drawn up by the Executive

Director with the help of a n^ber of individuals, including the United
Nations Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs.

The Institute owed its international character both to its links
with the United Nations and to the composition of its governing bodies,
its sphere of action and its programme. But it was also an autonomous
body with' a Board of Trustees and a budget supported by voluntary
contributions. It enjoyed wide freedom of action, especially with respect
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to co-operation with international and national organizations.

Its organiza

tion was simple: it had an Executive Director and two directors in charge

of training and research, respectively, the staff servicing either activity,
as required.

It endeavoured to take part in the co-ordination of United

Nations activities as a whole; and the Executive Director attended the
meetings of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination and presided over
the annual meeting of directors of the institutes in the United Nations

family.

He had submitted a complete report on UNITAR activities to the

last session of the General Assembly (A/65OO) and would therefore confine
himself to supplying some additional information.
With regard to training, the Institute organized short-term programmes

in the fields of international economics, international law and inter
national organizations as well as regional programmes of longer duration

dealing with the diplomatic service, international law and technical

assistance.' Ifaus, in 1967, a six-month programme was to be organized at
Geneva for young diplomats and the first seminar on international law,

" for which the Institute was to provide two professors, would be held at
Dar-es-Salaam. UHITAE had also undertaken the implementation of a joint
programme with international organizations in oo-operation with UNDP, six
of whose deputy

resident representatives had participated in a seminar

with seventeen national director, of foreign aid co-ordination.

Lastly, the Institute had tackled the important matter of the training

of United Nations staff, which it was studying together with the specialized
agencies.

In that connexion, he tod submitted a proposal to the Admini

strative Committee on Co-ordination, which was to meet at Geneva in

April 1967.

The new approach was characterized by a larger number of

programmes at a higher level and by increased decentralization.

The Institute also had a fellowship programme and the first

fellowships had been awarded in 1967, thanks to a grant from the Govern
ment 'of the United States of America.

It hoped to establish posts for

associate members, who would enjoy the same advantages as fellows. In
that spirit, he would submit tc the Board of Trustees the proposal of
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the Administrative Secretary-General of OAU and the Executive Secretary
of ECA that the Institute should assist them in training their officials.

That proposal provided the best illustration of the services the Institute
could render.

In the matter of research, the Institute had already done important
work by determining the broad fields to be studied and selecting a certain
number of projects, which were already being implemented*
cover three "broad fields,

The studies would

namely, development and modernization problems,

international organization problems and problems relating to human rights
and international lav/.

All those studies were vitally important for the

developing countries, but they would also serve the purposes of the member
ship of the United Nations as a whole.

The research programme of UNITAJt must, therefore, mainly be related

to the action by the international community to meet the ever-new needs
created by development and the maintenance of international peace.

The

Institute was, for that reason, less subject to the constant pressures

of everyday routine than the secretariats of the United Nations and other
international organizations.

After describing several important studies -undertaken by the Institute,
which were mentioned in his report, he said that the two main functions

of UNPTAR, training and research were interrelated; research made possible
the development of new training methods in an ever-changing world.

Where administration was concerned, three points should be emphasized*
The first was that the budget had been greatly simplified, although it
still conformed to United Nations procedures.

It was a modest one, but

it should be remembered that additional funds were made available to the

Institute through the collaboration of other agencies.

Secondly, the

staff of the Institute was very small and carefully chosen on the basis
of qualifications in such a way as to ensure that all the major regions

of the world and all schools of thought and religions were represented
in it.

Thirdly, the Institute had made a point of systematically

encouraging United Nations agencies to co-ordinate their activities.
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Preliminary results suggested that the Institute's work should "be

extended in the near future and that new sources of funds would have to
"be found.

In that connexion, it should be noted that almost half the

contributions to the Institute came from developing countries.

Lastly, as the report of the Institute showed, it was attempting to
find the best means of meeting the demands which were likely to be made
upon it 'and which were of direct interest to the Commission.

It would,

therefore', take due note of the comments and suggestions made by the
secretariat and the members of the Commission.

STATEMENT. BY THE DEPUTY SECBBTARY-GENERAL OP THE INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

■Mr. MILI (Deputy Secretary-General, International Telecommunication

Union) said;that the Plan Committee for Africa had just held its second

session at Addis Ababa, under the aegis of ITU.

That Committee, which had

brought together representatives of all the African telecommunication

administrations, had produced a realistic and efficient plan for inter

connecting national networks.

The plan would make possible the creation

of the future pan-African telecommunication network urgently wanted "by all
the African countries.

It had been ITU's task to implement

the first phase,

and it had succeeded in doing so thanks to the work of the Plan Committee
for Africa.

Tiie plan for interconnecting national networks had first been

outlined at Dakar in 1962.

Despite the lack of basic data, that first

attempt had been intended to give Africa a personality in the world of
telecommunications by drafting a plan of its own.

The Addis Ababa plan,

which would replace the preliminary plan, was a rational plan based on

reliable traffic data and statistics; African engineers had adopted standards
suited to Africa and had drawn up a plan which, when carried into effect
would meet the continent's needs for a reasonable length of time.

The

Plan Committee would hold its next meeting in three years' time and could
then make any changes required in the plan to correct inevitable errors

of judgement or to meet new requirements which could not as yet be
foreseen.

'
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The African engineers had also tackled the problem of training staff

and,

for the first time in the history of telecommunications,

the technicians

of a vast continent had fixed criteria for the choice of sites for multinational
or regional

staff training schools.

Rapid training of the technicians who

would be responsible for operating and maintaining the future pan-African
network was essential.

African now had to enter the next phase,
of the plans drawn up.

that of the implementation

It would be for the economists to seek the most

appropriate financing methods.
Implementation of the plan for inter-connecting telecommunication

networks would have to go hand in hand with African industrialization.
Telecommunication projects should therefore be given the
as industrial,
The

joint

agricultural or commercial

same priority

investment projects.

action by ITU and ECA was described in various documents

prepared for the Commission by the

secretariat.

results might come up to Africa's expectations,

While the tangible

it must not be forgotten

that laying foundations was always a lengthy process and that it was wiser
to proceed slowly in the early stages in order to establish a solid base
for more rapid progress later on,
In the telecommunication

sector,

the

foundations had been laid and

tangible results could be expected at a rapid pace. This organization
would always respond to requests for its assistance both in the technical
field and in staff training.

The joint action to implement the plan for

the inter-connexion of African networks had begun successfully.
such action rested on a realistic basis,

Since

the future could be viewed with

optimism,

STATEMENT BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that the activities of the
secretariat during the two years since the last
held at Nairobi were set

out

(E/CN.I4/L.32I and Corr.l).

session of the Commission

in the draft report for the Biennium

Agenda item 5 covered, sector by sector,
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the most important feature, of SSi's wrtivliiea during the past two years

and those planned for the next two jt^.

He would confine himself to

certain general matters which,'in his opinion, required careful considera
tion by the Governments of merabor Statas.

^ ' '

The decision taken at Nairobi to nioet in alternate years only and to

replace the standing committees by o. system of technical working parties
seemed a wise one. The respite thus granted to the secretariat had enabled

it to undertake a series of studies designed to ftothsr economic co-operation
and prepare for the establishment in each sub-region of institutional

machinery to carry forward a program for economic co-operation.

Document

E/CN.14/366. contained an account of activities in 1965-1966 and the work
programme for 1967/1968.

;■

■....

■ ...

■
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The "balance of current international transactions was generally negative

for most African countries.

That was also true of their balance of trade,

except for countries where mining was highly developed or where oil had been

discovered.

In some measure,

deficits on current account had been increased

in recent years by the need to import capital goods faster than imports of
consumer goods could be reduced.

remain negative until

The balance of services and trasfers would

African countries had organized shipping, banking

and insurance services in order to reduce their dependence on foreign under
takings.

It seemed that in almost all countries, the actual growth rate of the
gross domestic product was considerably lower than the planned rate, due
mainly to over-estimates of the growth capacity of short-term savings.

That

state of affairs was attributable to various factors apart from over-estimates
of savings capacities.

Exports had expanded less rapidly and imports,

especially of consumer goods, more rapidly than planned.

The inflow of

capital from abroad had remained almost stagnant between I96I and 1964,

while the outflow of funds for debt payments had increased.

In some

countries, balance of payments difficulties had delayed implementation of
projects or even led to their abandonment; even when foreign assistance
had been available,

it had not always been possible to raise sufficient

funds locally to meet domestic costs.

Agricultural production had grown

very slowly; administrative weaknesses and a deficiency in executive capacity,
had seriously interfered with the implementation of plans.
The aim of economic planning was increased output, diversified pro

duction, and social and economic justice.
importance of increased production,

structure of

Such planning recognized the

and the need for changes in the

national economies to achieve it.

agriculture was appreciated,

While the importance of

its relative share was expected to decline

with the passage of time and that of industry to increase.
Only a few African plans seemed to take into account the high rate
of population growth in Africa,
an instrument

and fewer still economic integration as

for accelerated growth.
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As the develop^!, s: A^z^; ^cnoor.ee was handicapped by a shortage
of trained persons in all fields and at all levels, African plans recom

mended manpower surveys and manpower training to meet the special needs of
African countries.

The major Bmphat'l.s seemed to be placed on the rapid

extension of mass literal. *^<* ~~

oonnidered essential to democracy,

apart from its contention to economic production.

Good progress had been

made in primary education, but in sscondary education results had fallen

short of ro;^---"-'------

" was> ?"^e™°re> necessary to correct the old

bias in favour of the humordties and tc increase the number of students of
science and technology.

The States members of EGA hr.d raquested assistance from the United

Nations Special Fund in setting up and financing the African Institute for

Economic Development and Placing at Bator. But now that the Institute
had been established, the Governments which were financing it from their
budgets were'not making full use of its facilities, and United Nations
fellowships were not being taken up.

Since the inception of the Coaniasion, co-operation had been recognized
as the most important moans,of promoting rapid economic growth and avoid
ing the ir.bC.r^. i which would result from the isolationist pursuit of
national objective l,y individual countries.

In co-operation, member

countries would be able to Produ=e cheaply eoods and services which were

either not being produced within the sub-regions or produced at high cost.
That was true, in particular., of the products of modern heavy or key

industries, which wore all t^ly oapi .al-xn,ensive and required large markets.
The larger markets created through suWegional co-operation would increase

the scope for specialization in industry and agriculture among the member

countries, which, in its turn, would lower costs and prices and raise the
real incomes of their peoples.

In referring to the technological gap between the United States and
the USSR on the one hand, and the Earopean nations on the other, a
well-known weekly had made the following statem3nt:
"The real

solution to Europe's largely self-inflicted

technology gap is up to tho Europeans.

It 1a to mesh

.
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the continent's money, manpower and management by tearing
down the old nationalistic walls that divide its markets,

restrict competition and protect inefficiency ..."
The exenple of Europe was also applicable to Africa.

With the support of the member countries, the ECA secretariat had
in the last two years been able to establish the framework for the insti

tutional machinery required to bring Governments together, to promote working
relationships between them and to evolve a modus operandi for securing,

in respect of major projects, the support of all the countries of a sub-

region as a group*

It had also carried' out pre-'feasibility studies on

specific multinational

projects.

Those were only the first steps, which

had to be followed up by more concrete action on the part of the Governments

of member States.

In the first place, some countries had not as yet joined

one or other of the sub-regional organizations already created.

connexion,

the very positive statement made the previous day by His Excellency,

Lieutenant-Colonel Gowon, had been most encouraging.
sectors, for instance,
transport,

In that

Already in certain

industries based on copper and aluminium or

either the whole continent or groups of countries

air

larger than

the existing sub-regions had been taken as the unit of operation.

A meet

ing with industrialists and financiers had been convened in January I967
to provide advice and suggestions on measures that could be taken to foster
industrial investment in the continent.

The report on that

meeting had

been published as document E/CN.14/392.

Finally, as the profitable opera-

tion of those projects depended on the creation of markets wider than the
present national ones, the member countries should agree to liberalize
their trade policies and pool their resources to develop inter-country
transport and communication links.

Bilateral and multinational assistance for the formulation of projects

in "'bankable" form would probably soon begin to flow to the Maghreb coun^tries, and would be made available'to countries in other sub-regions as
soon as they had organized themselves to receive

it.

The institutional'

arrangements planned for each sub-region provided for a secretariat which

would be responsible for fostering the growth of the sub-region by mobiliz
ing technical and financial resources, both domestic and foreign.

The

-
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Governments of member States would need to augment the resources of the subregional offices by contributions of personnel and material, and approaches
might perhaps also be made to potential donors in the more developed coun

tries with a view to the provision of advisers and consultants to supple
ment the nucleus staff.

But sub-regional groupings wereno more than a half-way house to the
development of closer intra-African economic relations.

In some areas,

action' could be taken even now with that objective in veiw.
countries

could examine and, wherever

arrangements relating to tariff

African

necessary, revise existing

preferences, shipping,

transport,

telecommunications and management of monetary affairs so as to strengthen

their common economic links and foster the balanced growth of the region
as a whole.

In transport, shipping and telecommunications, technical

studies had been undertaken which should enable member States to take
action, individually or

collectively.

In agriculture, co-ordination of

agricultural development plans and agreements on programmes for increasing

agricultural production offered opportunities for co-operation on a regional
scale.

The issue of disparate monetary zones was a delicate one.

It was

suggested that the Commission might concentrate on implementing the

recommendations of the Conference of Governors of Central Banks: to run
African central banking training courses and to publish an African monetary
and financial bulletin.

With a view to a further simplification of consultation procedures,

he suggested that the Executive Secretary should be authorized to

schedule meetings for the purposes of consultations or negotiations only
when the matters to be considered had reached a stage of preparation that
would make it possible for clear results
tions to be ready for such meetings.

to be achieved and for delega

Representatives should keep those

considerations in mind when they came to review the calendar of meetings

for 1967 and I968 (e/cn.H/iHF/29)-
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In the words of the late Secretary-General, Dag Hanjnarskjold, the

Commission was a focal point where the economic needs of the African
people were expressed and where action designed to meet them was initiated.
The secretariat was the executive

arm of the Commission and could be

effective only to the extent that the Governments of member countries
provided it with clear directives for its work and left it in relative
freedom to carry it out.

The Secretary-General of the United Nations had laid down that as

many as 75 per cent of the internationally recruited professional staff
of the regional secretariats should, wherever possible, be recruited from
qualified and competent candidates from the region itself.

However, in

the African region there was a dearth of qualified and experienced personnel
to meet the needs even of the Governments of member countries themselves.
The Commission was working towards the goal of filling 75 per cent of the
posts in the secretariat by competent African nationals.

Opportunities

were not blocked for competent Africans as they became available in

increasing numbers.

The fact that there were not enough trained and

competent Africans to fill secretariat posts needed to be understood and

accepted, as also the problems posed by the use of two working languages.
Referring to the great task confronting the Commission and the whole
of Africa and to the statement by Mr. Mboya, which he hoped would receive

the attention it deserved^ he said that matters discussed by the Commission
and its subsidiary bodies needed to be brought
workers1, businessmen

to the attention of farmers,

and the growing number of educated people.

Until

that was done, the work of the Commission would remain ineffectual.

The

secretariat could advise Governments and collaborate with ministries and
departments, but, in the final analysis,
earners,

it was on the farmers, wage

entrepreneurs, technicians and technologists that economic

development depended.

Although Africa was endowed with abundant natural resources, the task

facing it was immense.

What was required was an awareness of the need for

development, an appreciation of the practical benefit to be derived from
development and the willing co-operation of the community to attain that
development•
The meeting rose at 12.45 pom.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTIETH MEETING

Tuesday, 14 February 19-67j at 3.50 p.m.

Chairman:

Mr. AYIDA (Nigeria)

MEMBERSHIP AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION (item 4 of the
agenda):
(a)

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS

The CHAIRMAN announced that Botswana, Gambia and Lesotho had

now become full members of ECA by virtue of their admission to membership
in the United Nations.

He congratulated those countries on their accession

to independence, and said that he would introduce their representatives to
the Commission when they arrived to take their seats.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL TRENDS IN AFRICA AHD REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (agenda item 5)
(b)

AGRICULTURE
Mr. HABASHI (secretariat) said that agriculture was in an

unsatisfactory state in Africa.

The ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division

had prepared indices and average annual rates of growth of food production

in the region8 from which it appeared that, in a number of countries, popula
tion growth was outpacing food production, while in others the latter was
baxely keeping pace*

Two features stood out in the general picture: first, there had been
little change in productivity or in prevailing modes of production, and

secondly, imports of foodstuffs continued to increase in many, countries.
The need, therefore; was for effective structural change to increase pro

ductivity and enable the development of agricultural resources to contribute
to the economic growth of the continent.

The work of the ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division would be rendered
more effective if the services of a senior marketing economist, a pro
duction economist, a specialist in agricultural industries and process
ing and a planning economist could be made available.
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Emphasis in "the Division's activities had so far "been on conferences,

seminars and training centres and on surveys and studies.of specific

situations of food and agriculture in various parts of the region.
the studies made and the advisory services

While

provided were resulting in

the provision of some technical assistance and some large-scale investment,

it would appear that effective steps must be taken by member States to

achieve the required structural changes in their agricultural development.
Emphasis should thus be shifted from conferences and general studies
towards obtaining agreement on specific steps in multinational economic

co-operation leading to action programmes.

The Division's programme for

I967/68 had, therefore, been drawn up in such a way as to enable member
States to devote attention to the improvement of food production in order
to reduce expenditure of foreign currency on imports of foodstuffs and

eventually to ensure that food production kept pace with population growth.
The following projects were included in.the Divisions proposed work
programme:

(1)

Improvement of marketing and price stabilization services.

(2)

Encouragement of the increased use of fertilizers.

(3)

Manpower surveys and training programmes to increase the
availability of skilled personnel,

(4)

Assistance in the reorganization of the administration of
agricultural

(5)

services,

Assistance in eliminating waste in the handling and storage

of food and other agricultural products.
(6)

Assistance in implementing rural development programmes

such as the development of rural water resources,
drainage,

(7)

storage and processing facilities,

Encouragement,

in collaboration with FAO,

roads and

etc.

of cc—operation

■between countries of various ecological zones in research on
common problems of agricultural production.
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A project was also being included for undertaking studies on specialization
in the production of various agricultural products by various countries so

as to meet short and long-term internal and external demand for agricultural
products at sub-regional levels.

He drew the Commission's attention to the programme of work in document

E/CH.14/36O/Rev.l and Add.l, and said that action projects would have to be
based.on a close assessment of the particular problems in each country and
sub-region, as advocated in the programme of work.

Every assistance would be given to enable countries to implement the
recommendations made by the Inter-Governmental Conference on Timber Trends
and Prospects in Africa, held at Nairobi in September-October 1965. Arrange
rs- were already being made to carry out a survey of development prospects
for the pulp and paper industries in some countries of the central African

sub-region. Similarly, a study of livestock and meat production in five
West African countries had been carried out by EGA, and recommendations had
been made for the development of the livestock resources of the sub-region.

Efforts would also be made to further development programmes relating to
fishing on the Mest African Coast.

Finally, the Division would continue to contribute to documentation

of studies by other divisions of the Secretariat and other specialised
agencies, and to participate in meetings relating to the agricultural and
economic development of the continent.

STATEMENT BY TEE BEFBESENTATIVE OF THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

JtoCHINUAH 0?°°a a*14 Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations)"said his organization's main concern in the Africa, region was

to stimulate interest in the problems of agricultural development, assist
with comprehensive economic and social planning, encourage the provision

of afetfrt. rural institutions, increase production and productivity,
improve processing and utilization and promote regional co-operation.
The Freedom from Hunger Campaign had been conducted with vigour

in all countries and at all levels with seme rewarding results. The
Campaign was essentially aducative in character, although increased
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food production had become an essential factor in its operation.

The

African countries were showing a keen interest in the Farm Broadcasting
Seminars•

When assisting ECA countries in the preparation of economic and
social plans, FAO stressed the importance of statistical information.

The

1970 agricultural census would play a major part in that respect, although
some countries had so far failed to provide for agricultural statisticians

in their technical assistance programmes. A training seminar had recently
been held for French-speaking African countries in connexion with the food
consumption survey, which would also make an important contribution to the

development of agricultural statistics. It was hoped that a similar training
seminar would be organized for English-speaking countries in Africa during

1967-1968.

His organization was also providing planning experts under the

^United Nations Development Programme (UNDP).

If development plans were to attain their objectives, it was vital
to improve the organizational structure of ministries of agriculture,

development, co-operation and,similar agencies concerned with agricultural
development, and to provide research and training institutions. The recent
FAO Land Reform Conference had provided an opportunity for countries to
discuss.their land reform programmes in the light of anticipated social
and economic development requirements. The Special Programme for Africa
was helping member countries to plan their educational institutions and
to organize seminars, workshops ana centres; six to eight advisers had

been appointed and were in constant demand.

The Food and Agriculture

Organization had collaborated with ECA through the joint ECA/FAO Agri

culture Division in sponsoring seminars on co-operatives, credit and rural
sociology, the last of which had been held at Dakar in I965.

Where fo.od production was concerned, FAO had been engaged in various
surveys with long- «*?. short-term objectives.

In co-operation with the

Special Fund, it had been actively engaged in water resources and irriga
tion surveys throughout Africa and with livestock production surveys in

East Africa.

Under the recently established FAO/lBRD Co-operative
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Programme, an increasing number of projects were being selected on the
basxs of.their potential capacity to accelerate overall development.
Although few projects had so far been selected in the African region for
financing by the Bank, it was hoped that a larger number would be elected
during the current ^d ,uccecdino' bienniums.

His organization was in the

process of concluding an agreement with the African Development Bank under

which joint efforts would be made to select and finance projects within

the region with particular refe-enoe to increasing foreign exchange earnings and improving living standards.

Emphasizing the importance of fertilizers in West Africa, he referred
to the fertilizer programme sponsored in connexion with the Freedom from

Hunger Campaign and the proposed agricultural resources production programme.
If that plan was approved, fertilize insecticides, agricultural machinery
and seeds would become available tc developing countries requiring them,
provided that they had suitable institutional arrangements for their proper
use

A major problem facing African countries was the high proportion of

wastage during the harvesting , lld storage of agricultural products.

The

solution lay in the provision of proper storage, processing and utilization
facilities.

To that end, FAO had sponsored a food technology seminar for

the African region x,: Sopt^nr 1&5, which h,,d r-rlo usaful recommendations.
FAO activities in that field had been extended to fish handling, preservation
and marketing and also to forestry and livestock products.

As instances of regional co-operation, he mentioned th» indicative

World Plan for Agricultu al Development, the African Forestry Commission,
the African Commission on Agricultural Statistics, the FAO/WHO/STRC
Regional Food and Nutrition Commission a.nd the FAO Fishery Commission for
Nest Africa. Some of those bodies had unfortunately been ineffective for
political reasons.

At the world level, various commodity study groups

dealt with agro-economic problems a,nd ways of ensuring a more orderly
development of commodity markets.
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In conclusion,
in the region.

he mentioned some of the

It had "been difficult

a regional basis,

special problems encountered

to plan agricultural development

even in fields of common interest,

on

because each country

seemed to prefer to plan purely at the national level without regard to
co-ordination at the regional level.
statistical data on which the

There was

still a lack of suitable

Indicative World Plan could be based*

acute shortage of qualified indigenous personnel and the
research and training facilities,

The

inadequacy of

feeder road and transport systems were

impeding organized agricultural development.

The meeting rose at 4.45 p.m.
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■ ONE H-JNI-PJiTD >&D. TKJTJTY--FIRST MEETING

Wednesday, 1$.February 1967, at 9-45 a.m..

'■ Chairman:

'

_ .

^- AYIDA (Nigeria)

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION (agenda item 4(a))

"

(continued)

The CHAOTAN invited the Commission to express its views on the

Mission of Gambia, Botswana and Lesotho to membership in the. Commission

and, accordingly, on the an^dnent of paragraph 5 of the Commission's terms
of reference.

Mr^DEBMff (Qhana) ^i-a- th^:.ilS-BQi.wana,,.Gambia, and Lesotho had

already been admitted to membership in the United Nations, they should
automatically become members of the Commission. Paragraph 5 of the Com
mission's terms of reference, which contained the list of States members,
was amended iESo_faato. His country welcomed the e*ni»ion of those three
brother countries to the Commission.

fc^ABTSH (Somalia) associated himself with the statement of the
Ghanaian representative.
The_GhanaianjE^

ECONOMIC COOPERATION IN AEBICA (agenda item 6) (e/CH.14/346. H/CH.14/351,
E/CN.14/354, E/CBT.14/366 and Coxx.l, e/CN.14/386) STATEMENT BY THE
SECRETAH IAT

Mr. MSiS:- (,,ore-ix.-i»// cr.id he wished to re-emphasize one

point made by the'Iecutive Secretary in his opening statement.

For

tactical proses, the African countrxes should be divided into ^o
Ihin whioh an effective networ, of inter-State economic relatxons ^
,e established.

But buoh economic contacts must not be confined vath

too rigid bomd,rieE.

Ln many oases and for many comities, natural

economic .roupi^ would cut ,cros. the boundaries of *^b-**;-

as n0W defined.

In f.ct, a number of countries had already appUed

join the inter-govem^ntai arra^-ent in several sub-regions.
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The organization of sut-regional groupings was not yet
eastern Africa,

ten out

of the

complete.

In

fourteen potential member countries had

already joined the Economic Community of Eastern Africa,

In North Africa,

the four Maghreb countries had established a system of close co-operation.
But a framework for economic co-operation between the Maghreb countries,
on the one hand,
yet

and Sudan and the United Arab Republic,

to be found.

on the other,

had

The representatives of the West African countries had

just recommended to their Governments the
consultation and negotiation in that

setting up of machinery for

sub-region.

Only a small number of

countries had so far indicated their definite agreement to the setting up
of machinery for economic co-operation.
by His Excellency,

Central Africa,

In that

Lieutenant-Colonel Gowon,

connexion,

the

statement

had given a positive lead.

In

the UDEAC system had already been set up and had led to the

establishment of a Customs Union and to the wide-ranging co-ordination of
economic development

policies between five countries of the sub-region.

With regard to the proposed programme of work for the I967/68
biennium,

he hoped that the East African Common Market would shortly

"be reconstructed.
take,

it

could make

As soon as ECA knew that form the Common Market would
proposals concerning trade relations between that

nucleus of countries and the ether countries in the sub-region.

The

problem of linking Zambia to Malawi and providing the two countries with
outlets to the Indian Ocean through East Africa was also being dealt with*
The United Nations

investment

study on

Market area.

Development

Programme had recently approved a pre—

improved transport

links within the East

African Common

The problem of linking Ethiopia and Somalia with other coun

tries in the sub—region had yet

to be

seriously tackled.

Burundi and

Rwanda had also requested assistance in improving their routes to the
Indian Ocean,

as well as in rehabilitating the

Congo basin transport

system,

which had been seriously dislocated in recent years.
The Maghreb countries had requested the United Nations to formulate
proposals for negotiations on the liberalization of trade among them
in a selected list of goods.

All the countries of the North African
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sub-region had also requested assistance from the secretariat in working

out means of increasing co-operation in tourism, ocean shipping and air
transport-

A common industrial research institute had also been set up,

which, in the coming biennium, was to sponsor a common agricultural
research programme to deal with erosion, reafforestation and irrigation.
The countries of Central Africa had requested the assistance of ECA

and other international agencies in working out a system of agricultural
specialization and in studying the establishment of transport links within
the

sub-regiont

The sub-regional meeting in West Africa had revealed the special

:

interest of the countries of that area in the possibilities of co-operation
in transport and energy.

Before that meeting,

schemes had already been

worked out at the secretariat level for possible programmes of trade
liberalization in the sub-region.

Meanwhile, the two countries of the

West African sub-region which belonged to the franc zone had, together
with Mali, negotiated a new structure for a Customs union.

During the past two years, one of ECA's principal aims had been to
demonstrate the possibilities of a much broader industrial development

than would be feasible on the basis of national policies pursued in
isolation.

The ECA secretariat had attempted to mobilize assistance from

all the more advanced countries with a view to converting pre-feasibility
studies into fully "bankable" projects.

The response from the more

advanced had so far been disappointing.

Nevertheless, in the last few

years, some of those countries had announced their readiness to support
economic co-operation in Africa.

Some had even declared their preference

for multinational projects.

The problem of co-operation in air transport transcended sub-regional
boundaries.

In the coming years, the secretariat would make further

attempts to rationalize and extend intra-African air transport links.
It was obvious that, as intra-African trade expanded, the African

countries would have to make arrangements to ensure that such trade was

facilitated by means of intra-African payments arrangements.

Construc

tive measures in that regard had recently been taken in East Africa.
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Although they had different
entered into an agreement

currencies,

Kenya,

Uganda

and Tanzania had

on the free convertibility of those currencies

as a means of preserving the essential basis of the East African Common
Market.

By contrast,

the existence of separate.non-convertible currencies

in1 the rest of the continent

seemed to curtail the prospects of working

out satisfactory payments arrangements designed to increase trade.
was the earnest hope of the

It

secretariat that the association of Central

African Banks set up under the aegis of ECA would promote the adoption
of trade and payments agreements«

The secretariat would be glad if the various sub-regional groups

would give it specific directives regarding the projects on which they
wished it to concentrate.

The guidance of member countries on the follow

ing C[usstibns would be-particularly welcome:

(i)

The scope of trade liberalization considered desirable and
feasible

(ii)

(iii)

in each sub-region;

The transport links that were thought desirable;

The measures regarded as suitable for establishing permanent
technical machinery for the promotion of economic co-operation
in each of the

(iv)

sub-regions;

The need for the secretariat during the coming biennium to
maintain contact with agreed representatives of each sub-region
to assist

it

in mobilizing external assistance and in making

the necessary arrangements for the successful

implementation

of the programme of economic co-operation in Africa.
GENERAL DEBATE

Mr. ABEEL MUTAL (Sudan) said he was gratified by the fruitful
work done by the Commission in the economic and social fields during

the past two years.

It was,

co-operation still further.

concerned,

however,

possible to widen the scope of

For instance,

where monetary matters were

attempts to establish an intra-African payments union would

tend to reduce both monetary and credit problems and would considerably
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facilitate-exchange^ransactions,- Similarly, action taken to expand trans

port networks would provide a solution to what was generally described as
"the African bottleneck". With regard to public administration, the Comraission was to be congratulated on giving special attention to the trains

of qualified personnel. In all those fields, co-operation could be increased
ty collaboration with the specialized commissions of the Organization of
African Unity,

international aid in the technical or financial fields which was

channelled to African States through the Commission would be used to greater
advantage than if it reached those States individually under bilateral
arrangements. It was no secret that Africa needed capital, whether in the
fom of loans or grants.

There, too, assistance given through the Comnus-

sion would be mere satisfactory, both with regard to the volume of capital
and the terms of credit.

There was no doubt that the African Development

Ba^k would be a most valuable instrument for stimulating the economy

progreBs of the-A^can countries. It was regrettable that the great Powers
had net shown goodwill by making ^.capital available to the needy coun
tries up to the prescribed limit of 1 per cent of their gross national

product.

It was to be hoped that the emission and the African Development

Bank would succeed in obtaining greater assistance.

Economic development could not, however, be achieved solely by means

of foreign capital. Progress could be attained only through self-help,
and the African State, alone could ensure the economic and social development of the continent.

The post-war divisions had put a brake on the development of the

African countries, which had been assigned the role of supplier, of raw
materials to the metropolitan countries. The only obstacles to inter
national trade so far tackled were those which hampered the commercial
relations of the great industrial Powers, and the economic gap between
those Powers and the developing countries had steadily widened.
He was glad to be able to inform the Commission that.a five-year

plan for which a national oo^ittee would be responsible, had been drawn
up for the Suda., CLo ,ow plan, which differed considerably from the
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previous ten-year plan, provided for the completion of promising projects
not yet fully executed

and for development of

the traditional sector.

He hoped that ECA Nould continue to play a key role in the develop
ment of Africa, provide the machinery for consultation and co-operation,

and serve as an important centre for scientific and technical research.

Mr. ALASSANE (Dahomey) said that his delegation proposed to
analyse the economic situation in Africa from an international standpoint,
since the progress of the African continent was so closely bound up with
the general situation in the world as a whole.

The developing African countries were greatly preoccupied with

problems of agricultural production and productivity.

Progress had been

achieved during the last few years, as the African Governments had now

realized that external aid was only a supplement and could not yield
results unless production was intensified and modernized in the countries
concerned.

The desire of the African countries to help themselves was

obvious, and yet the overall agricultural picture in the developing
countries showed an alarming decline in production and productivity.

The conclusions reached by the FAO Conference at Rome in the summer

of I966 raised in a particularly urgent form the question of the need for
wide-spread agrarian reform as the only means of staving off an imminent

food shortage.

The report submitted by the Under-Secretary for Economic

and Social Affairs to the General Assembly at its twenty-first session led
to similar conclusions,,

It was pointed out in that report, inter alia.

that the developing countries, which had only recently been cereal
exporters, were now compelled to import them.

Similarly, recent studies

had established a relationship between stagnation in the agricultural
production of the developing countries and thfcir spiralling population
growth.

The measures recommended at Geneva in 1964 to promote the marketing
of tropical products seemed to have remained at the stage of pious hopes.
The failure or even the absence of the negotiations advocated by UNCTAD,
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coupled with a hardening, in the position of the consumer countries, had
been accompanied by a substantial drop in commodity prices* while the
prices of imported manufactures had steadily risen.

There had, lastly, been a slowing down in the flow of capital to the

less favoured regions, and the developing countries were being compelled
to float new loans to pay their old debts,

Africa, like Latin America, Asia and the Middle East was thus in a

catastrophic situation.

While the growth rate in the industrialized

countries was approximately 8 per cent, the corresponding figure in the
developing countries was barely 6 per cent.

The Commission was the ideal forum for establishing the objectives
of a concerted.and non-competitive African economic policy.

The report

of the Executive Secretary rightly stressed the need for individual efforts
by countries to stimulate rational progress in agriculture and for the

adoption of a concerted policy for integrated and complementary industrial
development by the governments of a given region.

During the past two years, ECA had been largely engaged in a re
appraisal of the economic resources of Africa and in the preparation of

a development strategy at the regional and sub-regional level.

That task

seemed to have been undertaken systematically, although the growing number

and volume of documents transmitted to Governments was somewhat disquieting.
The, Commission was to be congratulated on its efforts to bring about a

Sa^^e?entralizatiOn °f activities» and also on defining priorities
and drawing up programmes of work for each biennium. If the targets f6r
economic progress defined in the Commission's programme were to be achieved,

the individual Governments would have to exert themselves and display a
willingness to oo-operate^.with the other member States.
Like most African States,

Dahomey lived by agriculture, and was

at present attempting to replace its subsistence economy by a market
economy.

It had drawn up plans for the formation of buffer stocks.

Mineral prospecting was being intensified and iron, lignite and phosphate
deposits had been discovered in the country.

Dahomey was planning
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to "build sugar and ground,-.viJ oil -^i-uMi^..- end a match factory.

The

efficiency of these industrial complexes could be substantially increased
if other States would join Dahomey and Togo in their operation.

The policy

of economic integration desired by member States might be hampered by the
proliferation of similar industries in the same region-

It was therefore

necessary to work cut a stra&egy for specialization and marketing; that

could be done through inter-governmental machinery for co-operation which
it had been decided to set up at the sub-regional meeting at Niamey in
October I966.
It was necessary to be realistic and recognize that sub-regional
- groupings were the prerequisite for any planned development,

as the great

financial Powers wore interested in multinational projects, which offered
the best guarantees.

The African countries would have to pool their energies if they were
to survive the present reduction in the flow of foreign aid,

Mr. LAHAJEA (Chad) pointed out that ever since his country had
taken part in the work of ECA it had always emphasized the need for the
African countries to work towards the economic integration of the continent,
which would be the corner-stone of it3 political unity.

That would be

a long-term task and would have to begin with the establishment of subregional economic.-unions,

forming- viable market areas.

Customs and Economic Union*
first

achievement

of that

The Central African

of which his -. ountry \;v,s a member, was the

typo,,

The ECA siVb-regic/ial offices would be an invaluable tool for
regionalization :,? they played the p?rt

However,

oxoected of them.

unity did not mean uniformityj

of each State had to be respected*

the

special characteristics

Chad was a land-locked country,

with a chiefly agricultural economy that was based almost exclusively

on a single crop - cottcn - and extennive livestock raising.
lacked mineral and energy rfi»ources:
dominated all others„

The country

anrf problems of transport and aocess

to^vtortt&frtWxtBmtofirinA^^

*****•"•«* **^""^^^ r'"
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At the seventh session, hie country's delegation had stressed three

points that it felt were essential to African development: the search
for sources of finance, especially through sub-regional development banks,
the speedy dissemination by ECA of simple, clear and practical information,
and the training of medium-level staff in the public and private sectors.

Too often the only conclusion of very scholarly and conscientious studies
was to point out problems and list possible solutions; the important thing
was to direct the countries towards practical solutions, which could always
be suggested without wounding national susceptibility.

Financing should be provided by means of middle- or long-term loans,

depending on the aim of the operation envisaged.

The sub-regional develop

ment bank should give its full attention to means for granting credit

rapidly and without excessive formalities, in order to encourage investment.
It would be desirable for technical assistance to produce reports
accessible to all and easily utilizable, which refrained from proposing
solutions that would be too expensive.

The African countries also had material needs, which raised the
problem of training users6

His delegation was gratified by the decision to publish in I967 a
study on the economic situation in the sub-regions, but an annual study
might be ineffective,

It would be better if the secretariat of the

Commission speedily distributed simple quarterly economic notes making
it possible for the countries to reorient their policies in time.

The active assistance of the Commission in the drafting of sub-regional

trade and marketing expansion plans would also be valuable.

Most African

countries produced for sale and sold abroad raw materials for which world
prices 'were steadily falling, in order to obtain manufactures whose prices

were steadily rising; that was Africa's great problem.

There as well,

speedy distribution of short quarterly notes would be desirable.

Raw material prices would have to be stabilized so that the primarily
rural and agricultural people of Africa might be able to count on certain
receipts; sudden rises in price enriched only the middlemen - they
benefited the producers only later, and incompletely.
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As Chad belonged to a monetary zone, financing of the balance of
payments deficit on a clearing basis was less of a problem than for other
countries, but his country still took an interest in all measures aimed
at improving the balance of payments of African countries.

It was also

gratified to see that the role of private investment and suppliers' credit
was included in the Commission's programme-

His country noted with satisfaction that the Commission was providing

advisory services for the development of the Lake Chad basin and that a

water resources development institute was going to be

established.

The

seminar on -non-conventional forms of transport would be of interest to

his country's technicians; owing to its geographical situation, his country
could not afford to ignore the search for new means of breaking out of its
isolation,

such as hovercraft, hydrofoils and all types of carriers.

The standardization and stabilization of maritime freight rates was

another important question for his country, as everything it received from
abroad was burdened with exorbitant transport costs.

The seminar on

tourism would also be of interest=

Lastly, he hoped to see the Central African Sub-regional Office headed
by a national of one of the States in the sub-region.

The Commission's

action in Central Africa would thus gain in effectiveness.

Mr. AHMED ISMAIL ABID (Somalia) pointed out that the members

of the Commission and the secretariat should try to assess how fax the
Commission had carried out the important tasks assigned to it.

It was

not in any spirit of fault-finding that he wished to indicate some

inadequacies from which most of the developing countries of Africa
suffered.

The advisory services and training facilities provided so far under

the EGA technical assistance programme were not such as to promote a rapid
take-off for the recipient countries.

The reports drafted as part of

advisory services created a sort of intellectual indigestion, and a

few seminars here and there could not train the large numbers of middle-

and lower-grade workers that the African countries needed most.
livestock and cottage industries needed not so much

Agriculture,

top experts as men
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capable of conveying the message of the research farm and the laboratory
to the people at the grass roots.

So training facilities through the

medium of local languages were necessary, as were large-scale programmes

for training personnel able to implement development plans.

The Commission's

technical assistance programme needed a reorientation, and the advisory

services should be replaced by concrete projects and by the establishment
of training institutions.

The services of experts did not produce results

commensurate with their very high cost.

Bilateral assistance also often failed to fulfil its purpose.

It

too often depended on the political objectives both of the donor and
recipient and too often took the form of commodity loans or tied loans,

thus disturbing existing trade channels and preventing the recipient from
getting the benefit of international competitive prices.

The hang-over

of colonial rule, the costly terms on which external assistance was obtained
and the obligation to repay loans in convertible currency meant that the

balance of external accounts of most developing countries was in a chronically
unfavourable state and that the repayment of interest and instalments of
previous loans often even amounted to more than the inflow of capital.
The burden of their debt was proving beyond their means.

It would not be

easy to find a solution, but the present session should provide an occasion
for giving thought to the problem and suggesting some remedy.

The Governments of recipient countries had sometimes been criticized
for not fulfilling their part of the undertaking.

It was true that the

recipient should play an important part in providing capital, manpower

and services, but the circumstances of each country should be taken into

account or many of them might be left far behind, for there was a widening
gap not only between the developed countries and the developing countries,

but also between the developing countries themselves. In the least fortunate
countries, an initial investment was needed to break the vicious circle of
poverty and low productivity.

The promotion of regional economic co-operation was one of the
Commission's chief tasks.

The Commission had from time to time given

thought to promoting co-operation at the sub-regional level, particularly
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in resolutions 142(VIl) an:1 145\VH)»
to note the establishment

the other.hand,

'In this connexion, it was gratifying

of the Economic Community of Eastern Africa.

On

it was very regrettable that in June 1966 Kenya had seen

fit to revoke Somali Airlines'

traffic rights to Nairobi,

despite the joint

efforts by ECA and ICAO to pro:n te the development of air transport in East
Africa;, at the same time,

Somalia nationals were refused permission to

enter Kenya.

It was true that the two countries had an unsolved problem

between them,

but

such an attitude on the part of Kenya was a direct hit

at sub-regional co-operation.
into an economic community,

In a geographical area to be transformed

it was essential that international links should

be facilitated rather than hampered.
The establishment

development.

of industries was absolutely necessary for economic

In seeking potentialities for the industrial development of

the various countries,

it was necessary to establish balanced national

economies and to respect the interests of every country.

For example,

Somalia had great potential for the establishment of food-processing
industries,

particularly those based on bananas,

It also had large deposits of gypsum.
potential for fisheries,

Somalia,

grapefruit and meat products^

which also had great

would welcome extension of FAO aid to East Africa

to cover a study of fich ropcurner* and movements of fish off the East
African coast.

Finally,

as developing countries had to spend considerable amounts

in foreign currencies on feasibility reports,

of designs for public -..-orks,
supervise the

and as they had to issue tenders for,

construction of,

services in this

as well as on the preparation

such works;

he

suggested that

matter should be established for the benefit

countries in the region.

and

advisory
of the

That was a sector in which the assistance of

ECA could be very fruitful.

Mt> jJATOTJ (African Development Bank) said that the main
purpose of the AD3 was to contribute to the economic development and
social progress of its member countries,

It attached c^eat

either individually or Jointly.

importance to projects intended to benefit several
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member countries or to make their economies complementary,
expansion of their trade.

Currently,

twenty-nine

independent African

countries had subscribed the equivalent of $214 million,
relation to needs,

but

and. thus promote

a small sura in

one that represented a substantial sacrifice on the

part of the members and a clear determination to work together.
hoped that the African States which were not yet

It was

members of the Bank would

soon join it.
The Bank had a staff of eighty persons representing eighteen African
nationalities.

As and when required,

it

called upon the

services of

consultants from African and non-African Governments and other inter

national institutions.

It commenced operations on 1 July 1965«

twenty project proposals had been received,
national.

It had sent missions to several

More than

a few of which were multi
countries to examine specific

projects.
The Bank also intended to co-finance specific projects with other
agencies,

and non-member countries could provide technical assistance,

but one of the most effective forms of co-operation envisaged in the Bank's
charter was the

contribution of funds from capital—exporting countries.

For that purpose,

the Bank had set up a special fund - the African Develop

ment Fund - and had invited the capital-exporting countries to contribute

in convertible currencies.

Contributions would be used either for grants

or for low—interest

loans with long repayment

which,

directly remunerative,

although not

periods to finance projects

were

crucial;

the ordinary

resources of the "bank would be used to finance other projects through
loans on normal terms.

The Bank had established a scheme of co-operation with the United

Nations Development Programme (UNDP), which would inter alia place at
its disposal the services of experts in order to help it to prepare and
evaluate projects.

The total value of the assistance to be provided by

UNEP would be about 53 million over a period of five years.
for itb part,

would provide counterpart

The Bank,

staff and administrative services.

Such collaboration was most realistic and promised to be fruitful.
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The Bank was interested in regional and sub-regional economic co
operation,

size.

which would make it possible to establish markets of sufficient

It had already carried out reconnaissance in the fields of agri

culture,

transport,

power,

iron and steel,

telecommunications and tourism.

It was particularly interested in the generation and distribution of electric
power,

which was a pre-condition for the establishment

industries,

of manufacturing

and cold storage for agricultural products.

With regard to road and rail transport, ECA had already initiated
several general

studies and some were still in progress,

but feasibility

studies would still be required and engineering Btudies of speoific projects
would have to be carried out.

Further,

agreement would be needed among

the States concerned to implement plans that might "be drawn up by their
experts with the assistance of international institutions such as the'ADB.
The Bank offered to its members technical assistance in the prepara
tion of loan applications,

in which it supplemented ECA.

Africa had to produce more food and raw materials, not only for export
but also to enable it to establish industries based on such materials,

processing such produce.
hand in hand.

or

Industrial and agricultural development must go

The Bank was therefore interested in irrigation and land

reclamation schemes,

fisheries,

dairies,

tion of forest and mineral resources.

cattle ranches and the exploita

It was looking forward with interest

to the establishment of industries to process products and,

industries producing agricultural machinery,

perhaps later,

fertilizers and pesticides.

Africa should bear in mind the vulnerability of economies depending

on a few primary products,

which were subject to the vagaries of the

weather or fluctuations in world prices.

Therefore it was simultaneously

necessary to diversify agriculture and prepare industrialization.

Speaking of industrialization,

he referred to the importance of

small-scale industries, which needed relatively small capital and did
not call for very advanced skills but through which it was possible to
achieve savings in imports,

and thus in foreign exchange,

provide

employment to local people and assist in the development of African
entrepreneurship and help to train managerial staff.
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The Bank was empowered to grant loans to national development banks

in member countries, which was not the least of the services that it oould
render.

It was prepared to contribute its own quota to the implementation

of soundly conceived schemes that would allow the African countries to.
achieve a satisfactory rate of development on a national as well as a
continental basis.

Mr. TEV0EM1E (international Labour Organisation) said he wished

to describe what seemed to him to be the best means of furthering the
Commission's work and also to give a clearer picture of the ILO's position
in the United Nations family and of its role in the African.continent.

In the first place, it was necessary to define three basic concepts,
that of development, that of co-operation and, lastly, that of African

Unity and economic or political integration.

It was a question of determin

ing what part the ILO could play in efforts to clarify those three concepts
and to translate them into reality.

He warned the Commission against making the serious mistake of

confusing development with a slavish imitation of the way of life of
Kuropean countries.

One of the most curious economic phenomena of the

century was to be seen in Africa.

Most of the countries imported from

abroad articles or products which they could manufacture or produce

locally. Such a disregard of the natural environment was the opposite
of development, which might be defined as growth based on facts, develop
ment of the available sources and qualitative improvement through personal
effort. The function of the ILO was to draw attention to the profound
importance of authenticity and individuality. Work, whether it concerned
an individual in his profession or the mobilization of a whole community,
whether it involved an intellectual or a material investment, was the

only true source of development.

In drawing attention to that principle,

the ILO was remaining true to its proper role.

The purpose of the

Organisation which had been set up by Albert Thomas in 1919 «* which was
now one of the oldest in the

United Nations family was to enhance the

importance of labour, to reaffirm respect for the worker and to ensure
his protection at the international level.
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Co-operation might be defined as an exchange between partners with

mutual respect for each other1s individuality and differences in character.
It must therefore meet

place,

certain requirements.

continue to affirm its existence.

Africa must,

Its institutional and admini

strative machinery must be independent and stable,
exist

only between genuine partners.

in the first

since co-operation could

If co-operation were to exist9

Africa

must avoid ideological conflicts which might thwart the legitimate aspira

tions of its peoples.

Co—operation was an association of peoples jointly

seeking a balanced course in a spirit of endeavour and understanding.
The ILO had long ago defined its world-wide and regional aims.

In

its view, efforts at co-operation must transcend national communities,
but a good government could not disregard the policy dictated by the
geography of its country.

The only alternative to Africa's present

isolation based on individualism and to the levelling-out process with
which it was now threatened lay in regional organization and integration.
That was precisely what ECA was proposing.

Africa should be grateful to the Executive Secretary of ECA for having

developed the regional structure of the Commission, which had been conceived
in terms both of unity and diversity.

The regional approach which had been

adopted would lead to a better understanding of the realities of so immense
a continent as Africa.

Following the example of the United Nations, the ILO had undertaken

a decentralization of its own activities and had established its regional
machinery,

Africa had to be considered both as a whole and in its diversity.

The ILO's regional office for Africa,

whic was at Addis Ababa, was responsible

for co-ordinating all the Organisation's activities in Africa;

it would,

in particular, be responsible for co-ordinating those of the sub-regional
offices to be established in Algiers for the Maghreb,
eastern area,
southern area,

Dar—es-Salaam for the central area and Lusaka for the
as well as at Dakar,

Lagos and Yaounde.

The ILO wished to identify itself with Africa,
workers*
felt,

Cairo for the north

its problems and its

There was not a single African State where its presence was not

and the Commission would shortly receive a brief report giving a
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comprehensive account of its work.

The latter mainly related to the train

ing and organization of labour as a prerequisite for development, to the
training of qualified personnel for the management of economic activity,

and to sound and equitable labour administration.

Where political and

social affairs were concerned, attention should be drawn to the important
work being done by the International Institute for Social Studies at Geneva,

established by the ILO.

Similarly, the international centre for advanced

technical training at Turin x*as open to skilled workers wishing to improve
their qualifications.

In the belief that the training of workers and qualified personnel
was the key to economic growth in Africa, the ILO placed its experience ,
and the services of its officials and experts at the disposal of the

continent in the firm resolve to further international co-operation.

It

proposed to collaborate closely with the Economic Commission for Africa
and with the Organization of African Unity, with which it was already
associated through an agreement.

It hoped that the

African Governments,

employers and workers would form a united front for production and develop
ment.

Mr. SOLODOVNIKOy (Observer for the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said he was confident
that the peoples of Africa would succeed in overcoming the obstacles to
social and economic progress which still beset them.

The Soviet delegation

supported those peoples in their efforts to put an end to the policy of
racialism and apartheid pursued by the Government of South Africa.

It also

supported the General Assembly resolution terminating the mandate of the
Republic of South Africa over South West Africa.

The Soviet Union was

co-operating with the African countries in opposing the racist regime in

Rhodesia.

It also supported the African freedom fighters battling against

the Portuguese colonialists in Angola, Mozambique and so-called "Portuguese"
Guinea.

The Soviet delegation believed that ECA could implement its

resolution 94(Vl) immediately by authorizing Angola, Mozambique and South
West Africa to participate in its deliberations as associate members.
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In spite of some progress, the newly independent African nations
had not yet remedied the grave economic legacy inherited from the colonial
era.

Industrial growth had not yet

led to a radical reconstruction of

the national economies of the African States.

Food production was lagging

behind population growth, and Africa1s needs for qualified national person
nel were far from being met.

The Commission would have to strive to solve the main problem confront
ing the African nations, that of securing economic

independence.

Only

profound social changes could remove the obstacles in the way of agricultural
and industrial development.

Possession of capital was not enough.

It was

also necessary to have the right social conditions for rapid industrializa
tion.

The public sector had a decisive role to play in the economic develop

ment of the African countries, and the Commission's secretariat should pay
more attention to that problem.

African countries had great difficulty in finding outlets for their

semi-manufactured and manufactured products in Western markets.

The Soviet

Union supported their efforts to improve the conditions of their foreign
trade.

The African countries needed an inflow of economic aid, and it was
only natural that such aid should be granted to them by the capitalist
States which had been pumping enormous profits out of Africa for so many
decades.

Unfortunately, however, neither the volume nor the terms of

Western aid were satisfactory.

The statistics of the volume of aid did

not reflect the outflow or capital represented by the substantial dividend
and interest payments which the African countries had to pay foreign

investors.

Those countries should not accept foreign private capital unless

it was intended to be used to promote national development plans.

The aim

of economic and social progress should be to enable countries gradually to
dispense with financial assistance from abroad.

The Soviet Union welcomed the progress made in regional co-operation
in Africa, which was one of the prerequisites for economic development.

It was, however, necessary that the economic groupings to be set up should
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rebuff all attempts to turn them into appendages of the various old and new

"blocs of developed States.

In fact, these attempts of some of the Western

countries led to the dissociation rather than the unification of African
countries.

Economic co-operation must not be prejudicial to the national

interests of the African countries.

The Soviet Union was seeking to strengthen its ties of economic co
operation with the independent countries of Africa.

In 1965,

the total

value of its trade with those countries, which had doubled since i960, had
amounted to 500 million roubles or almost £550 million.
present trading with twenty-four African countries.

The USSR was at

More than 57 per cent

of its exports to the African countries consisted of machinery and equipment.
Its imports from those countries consisted not only of the traditional com
modities but also of goods manufactured by the national industries*

long-term credits which it granted to the African countries
development totalled over 1,500 million roubles.

The

for economic

The USSR was currently

assisting in the construction or expansion of 250 enterprises in Africa,

97 of which were already in operation

About 70 per cent of the credits

granted were channelled into the development of national industries.
The Soviet Union also helped the African countries in training their

national personnel.

More than 5,000 young Africans were attending insti

tutions of higher learning in the USSR and over 10,000 young Africans

were receiving technical training there.

A large number of local technicians

had also been trained on the construction sites of the enterprises built
with the assistance of the USSR.

Thousands of young Africans were study

ing in institutes and schools in Africa, built and fitted out with the
assistance of the USSR.

The Soviet Union took part in the United Nations Development Programme,

but did not believe that activities under that
aspirations of the independent African nations.

Programme fully met the
The choice of projects

was still inadequately co-ordinated with national development programmes,
and the contributions of the USSR,

SSR were being under—used.

the Ukrainian SSR and the Byelorussian

The German Democratic Republic was not allowed

to take part in the technical assistance activities of the United Nations*
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The Soviet delegation accordingly wished to make three specific
proposals.

First, the ECA secretariat should be requested to study the

conditions under which the African countries had access to the world market
and suggest spedific measures for their improvement.

Secondly, the ECA

secretariat should be requested to prepare a report on the flow of financial
resources into and put of Africa, showing, in. particular, the amount of

interest and dividend payments to foreign investors.

Thirdly, the Soviet

\

Union was prepared to allocate funds from the unused part of its technical
assistance contributions to the United Nations to finance a regional
vocational training school cr a regional training centre which would operate
in Africa under the auspices of ECA,

■■" ■

'■■-'■'!

Lasting peace was vital to the harmonious growth of the developing
countriese

He hoped that, dyring-its eighth.session, the .Economic Commission.

. ■

■

for Africa would; succeed in solving .some of the most acute problems that:,
were delaying the progress of the African countries,

p*m.

_ -.

...
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ONE HUNURED AKD THIRTY-SECOND MEETING

Thursday, 16 February 196?t at 9«35 a.m.

Chairman:

Mr. AYIM (Nigeria)

ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION IN AFRICA (agenda item 6)

(E/CN.14/346, E/CN.14/352, E/CN.14/351| e/cn.14/354, E/CN.14/366 and
Corr.l and e/cn.14/386)
GENERAL UEBATE (continued)
Mr. CHIMBA (Zambia) said that the biennium I965-I966 had been a
period of change for Africa.

As a result of the collective endeavours of

the countries of the continent,

three more nations - Botswana,

and Lesotho - had achieved independence.

the Gambia

But the cancer of ignorance and

racialism which continued to afflict the majority of the population in

South Africa had spread

northwards to Zimbabwe.

efforts of African nations,

With the determined

that disease would nevertheless definitely be

checked.
An economic battle had also been waged on the

continent.

The Aswan

dam and other important infrastructural developments had been completed
or initiated and oil refineries,

other industries had sprung up,
in agriculture.

textile mills,

fertilizer plants and many

while surprising advances had been made

Africa had begun to move away from being a supplier of

raw materials and hoped that its efforts to achieve stable world commodity
markets would be

successful.

For Zambia, the years 1965 and 1966 had been both difficult and

interesting.

The unilateral declaration of independence (UDl) in Rhodesia

had brought hardship and necessitated sacrifices.
of other African nations,

Without the support

particularly the United Republic of Tanzania,

and the advice and efforts of the Economic Commission for Africa,

the

country's difficulties would have been even greater.
Where the future was concerned,

Zambia regarded the preliminary work

on the formation of the Economic Community of Eastern Africa as a signi

ficant achievement.

If the objectives of the proposed Community were
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to be achieved, however, consideration should be given to the immediate
development of the economic infrastructure of the region, a matter in which
the African Development Bank could play an important part.

The development

of. alternative outlets to the sea through friendly African countries was
vitaX to Zambia's orderly economic advancement.

The difficulties caused by

UDI.in that respect were well known. Zambia held the United Kingdom Govern
ment solely responsible for that act and expected that when the effect of
economic sanctions began to be felt, the United Kingdom would honour its

pledge to shield the Zambian economy from ruin.

His country was anxiously

awaiting the findings of the committee of twenty-four government experts
appointed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations to recommend a
new draft convention on the transit trade of land-locked countries, and

hoped that the session would be informed of progress made to date.

Mr. ASIC^J (Nigeria) said that the efforts made by the ECA
secretariat, in compliance with previous decisions of the Commission and
particularly with its resolution 142(VIl)f to establish permanent insti

tutions for sul>-regional co-operation were significant.

The questions to

be considered in discussions on economic co-operation in the African subregions, .and ultimately in the continent as a whole, included better

transport and communication links, chaap and abundant sources of energy,
industrial harmonization and balanced development, the removal of trade

■barriers, satisfactory payments arrangements, and the long-term co-ordination
of monetary.policies*

Clearly, however, the major impetus to African

development had to come from the willingness of Africans to make sacrifices
and work hard.

How could the possibilities outlined in the excellent documents
submitted to the Commission be translated into programmes of fruitful
action?

In discussing that question, he would refer in particular to

West Africa, taking- as his point of departure the suggestions made by

the representative of Dahomey at the previous meeting.
The suggestions made on page 34 of document E/CN.14/386 were useful
and realistic.

Nigeria hoped that by the end of the session, agreement

would have been reached on definite timetables for the ratification of the
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draft articles of association for the establishment of a West African

Economic Community and for the first meeting of the West African Interim
Council of Ministers.

The formalities for the establishment of the com

mittees on transport, energy and industry should be completed within the
next three months.

Subsequently, work should start on preparation for a

treaty for the creation of a permanent West African Economic Community.
With regard to industry, existing pre-feasibility studies and the sugges

tions on siting made by ECA should be accepted as a basis of work.

Detailed

engineering and economic feasibility studies for the development of bankable
projects should be made.

It was necessary to accept the principle that the

African share of the cost of the necessary detailed studies should be
jointly financed.

As the Head of his Government had said, "all African

countries should regard themselves as truly equal partners" in the joint
development

effort•

Immediate progress could also be made in transport.

Within the new

institutions envisaged, discussions should be held on the execution and

financing of the projects mentioned in document e/CN.14/386.

The Nigerian

Government would do its best to execute those projects which fell within
its territory.

It was important, however, that developments should be

synchronized.

The assistance of SCA was required in preparing the basis

for merging some existing airlines of West and Central Africa.

The Com

mission should also co-operate with the United Nations Development Program
me (UHDP) in studying possibilities for co-operation in the use of the

Emrplus energy available at the Volta dam in Ghana and of the natural gas
not at present being utilized in Nigeria.

It was necessary to explore

immediately the advantages of increased intra-regional trade in manufactures

and other goods.

It was a fact that the tariff structure of some African

countries discriminated against other African countries in favour of

European and non-African countries.

There was no altruism in so-called

aid from countries which would not trade fairly with developing countries.
Africa must liberate itself from the false security offered by archaic
paternalism in international economic relations.

That was a subject which

should be discussed in the proposed sub-regional institutions.
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But economic co-operation should not be confined to the internal
activities of African countries.

Export-oriented industries could fee

established in Africa, provided the developed countries were prepared to
be genuine partners with the developing countries.

There was no reason

why those firms in developed countries which imported raw materials, such
as tropical hardwoods and petrochemicals, processed them and then exported
the finished products should not set up establishments in Africa and export
the finished products from there to their traditional markets.
the "benefits would be shared.

In that way,

Was there any reason why all the petrol

consumed in Africa should not be drawn from Algeria, Libya, Nigeria and
other African producers?

The developed world should recognize that inte

gration in Africa would assist them as well as Africa,

His delegation

hoped that African countries could look forward to the genuine co-operation
of the developed world, not only in ECA and the United Nations but also
within the existing special trading arrangements.

Mr. KEBRAH (Ghana) reminded representatives that, in an attempt
to find additional markets for the products of the developing countries
and for those of developed countries which were suitable for promoting
rapid economic growth in developing countries, Ghana had organized one of
the most impressive trade fairs ever held in Africa.

It hoped that the second half of the twentieth century would be; a
period of international co-operaticn and concern for the fate of.develop
ing countries.

Although international co-operation pre-supposed that each

nation would make its contribution to the general prosperity of mankind,
most developing countries still required assistance in order to do so.
Assistance to Africa might take three forms: assistance in acquiring,

new skills,

a sympathetic attitude towards the problems of

African economic

development, and an increased flow of investment from outside, mainly in
form of outright financial grants and low-interest loans.

suffered from a lack of modern technological skills.
be in a position to draw up their own plans,

Africa

As Africans should

serious attention should

be given to the provision of facilities for training African personnel
capable of formulating and executing economic development plans.
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The solution to the problem of education in Africa fall into two parts:
first, African countries should spend more of their national revenue on

education and training programmes and make the most productive use of their
available manpower; and, secondly, organizations in the United Nations

family should supplement Africa's manpower resources by providing large-

scale assistance in education and training for general economic development,
Africa expected sympathy for its economic problems.

Agriculture was

the most important sector of African economies, and experience had shown

that rapid and self-sustained growth could not be achieved by the export
of primary commodities alone.

The terms of trade had deteriorated for

Africa with the result that, during the period 1950-1962, the continent's
foreign exchange reserves had been depleted by some $5,000 million.

Acceptance by the developed countries of equitable commodity agreements
would be of far greater psychological value than aid offered in default
of a rational commodity trading policy.

Developed countries could show that they were imbued with the spirit
of the new era by increasing their investments in Africai

The spirit

behind such investments should, however, be that of the second half Of the
twentieth century.

Ths imperative need for the developed countries to

provide adequate sums of money in the form of direct financial grants to
supplement the assistance given in the form of commodity agreements and
investments in Africa could not be over-emphasised.

In view of their

of repeated desire to hslp Africa, the developed countries should be will

ing to agree to the establishment of a fund for African development*

By

doing so, they would demonstrate their acceptance of, and participation in,
the era of international co-opsraticn.

It should be recognised that Africans cculd find considerable markets
for their products in Africa itself.

In view of the difficulties Africa

was encountering in entering foreign markets, it seemed more realistic to
orient the expansion of outpat and industrialization to the needs of

domestic markets.

The markat for consumer goods was bound to expand in

the future and, with a well-designed and well-executed strategy of develop

ment for capital goodr. industries, substantial inroads could be made into
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the capital goods sector,

liis Government,

ECA's policy of economic co-operation,

therefore,

fully supported

,.:

particularly if pursued on. pragmatic,

lines that did not.confine such co-operation at all timeB within the same,
geographical boundaries*

The need for co-ordinated development.planning

in the early phases of independence cculd not be over-emphasized.

_ .

Once

the habit of unco-ordinated planning had become ingrained and vested
interests had .been created,
co-ordinated planning.

prospects for

it would be much more difficult to introduce

The very absence of development improved the

economic unity and co-ordinated progress.

Unless African

countries could combine for the purpose of industrial development, they

would either be unable to create an industry at all or would create only
an inefficient industry which would limit the possibilities of increasing
their incomes*

The fourteen countries comprising the West African sub-region should

use the occasion of the eighth session of ECA to re-establish the bonds
of economic co-operation which had existed among them in pre-independence
days.

If,

instead of going their several ways,

those countries had

continued to work together, they would have consolidated their independence
and generated more capital for their joint development.

Those countries

which had not yet done so should therefore approve the draft articles of
association for the establishment of a West African Economic Community.

In the long run,

such a Community would serve as the means not only for

examining economic co-operation links" but also for strengthening political

ties.

Ghana was preparod to share the powai? generated by the Volta dam

with Togo, Dahomey, the Ivory Coast and the- Upper Volt a and would net allow
any event to undermine its determination to make that power available to
as many members of the' sub-region as possible.

It would also examine the

possibility"" of co-operation in air transport with Nigeria, the Democrat to
Republic of the Congo, Liberia and Sierra Leone.

Would ifnot be possible:

to t'urh"the abandoned -'Ghanaian project build an atomic reactor for peaceful
purposes into ^'multinational West African project, thus making it easier

to request' help from international

agencies in completing the project?
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Ghana was ready to co-operate with the members of the sub-region in matters
pertaining to the production of iron and steel and fertilizers and in
improving road transport regulations.

Any attempt to divide the countries

of the sub-region by language or super-imposed alien cultures should be

resisted.

Henceforth, all school children should be required to learn

both English and French, not only in order to break down the language
barrier but also to facilitate sub-regional co-operation,

Mr. KING (United Kingdom) oaid that the Commission's work in the
sub-regions was probably the most significant of its achievements during
the previous biennium.

As the Head of the Nigerian Federal Military Govern

ment had said, the Commission was entering a new phase, and the proposals

made by the Executive Secretary in the introduction to document E/CN*14/L»321
seemed to be well conceived and realistic.
His Government fully recognized the economic difficulties confronting

Zambia as a result of the illegal declaration of independence in Rhodesia.

In particular, it had been anxious to assist Zambia in the rapid develop
ment of new supply routes and local coal and power resources-

Since that

declaration, the United Kingdom Government had spent or offered nearly
4>24 million of assistance to Zambia.

Referring to the statement made at the opening meeting by the Head
of the Kenyan delegation,

he said that the United Kingdom recognized

that African countries needed soft loans or grants, with long maturity

dates-

Of the sum of i£0 million per annum which the United Kingdom spent

on official aid to Africa, more than &40 million had been given in the form

of grants in 1965/66.

Since July 1965* "the vast majority of loans made to

African countries had been on interest-free terms with maturity dates of
twenty to twenty-five years; in many cases, there had also been a moratorium
on the repayment of capital-

Recognizing the need for longer-term commit

ments of aid to allow for proper forward planning, the United Kingdom had
entered into such commitments for Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Lesotho and Botswana,
The number of experts recruited to serve in operational and advisory posts

abroad had increased from 1,905 in 1961 to 5,013 in I965.

A permanent corps
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of experts for service abroad had been established"in the Ministry of

Overseas Development and opportunities for industrial training in the United
Kingdom had been expanded.

In his statement, the Head of the Kenyan delegation had referred to
the growing number of critics of aid in the developed countries.

The people

of the United Kingdom were anxious to play their part in the provision of
aid,

but they did not like to see aid misdirected or used for uneconomic

projects.

Furthermore, they did not react vey well to what they regarded

as unfair or unfriendly action by a country to which the United Kingdom
Government was giving significant quantities of aid.

In the end,

it was

public opinion that determined how much of a budget could be., devoted to
overseas aid*

The United Kingdom delegation would study,

carefully and sympathetically,

the statements made by the Head of the Kenyan delegation.

It would, however,

be failing in its duty if it did not indicate some of the ways in which the

Commission and African countries could also help to improve the situation.
Were African Governments prepared to take the political decisions necessary

to establish the larger regional groupings and markets which were so essential
for large-scale development?

Were they prepared to establish political,

legal and fiscal frameworks which would attract private sector investment?
Were they prepared to pursue sound financial and economic policies and to
avoid the temptation to run up a dangerous level of debts to foreign con

tractors and financial institutions for projects,

in some cases of doubtful

economic viability pressed on them by commercial interests?

Were they

prepared to create and maintain an efficient administrative machine even
if that meant continued reliance on expatriate advisers and operational
experts until their own nationals were trained to take over?
prepared to grapple with the problem of population control?

Were they
Those were

five fundamental points which should be taken into account in considering a

future development strategy for Africa.
its part and to support,

The United Kingdom was ready to play

both bilaterally and through the United Nations

and the specialized agencies,

the efforts of the African Governments, EGA and

the African Development Bank to maximize the development
benefit of all.

process to the
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Mr. TIRTOJGA3XJM (Mauritius) said that Mauritius hoped to be able

to attend the ninth session of the Commission as a full member.

It had

attended the meetings on economic co-operation in East Africa at Lusaka
and Addis Ababa, and had signed the draft articles of association of the
Economic Community of Eastern Africa.

Small countries stood to gain more

than large ones from economic groupings.

To meet the basic needs of its

people, Mauritius needed to import and therefore also to export."" It would

be glad to supply its partners in the Economic Community of Eastern Africa
with sugar at a remunerative price, and to contribute to the development
of Indian Ocean fishing for the benefit of the protein-starved peoples of
the Mascareignes and East Africa. One of the country's main resources was
its well-educated population, and it was therefore suitable for industries
requiring little capital but an adaptable and skilled labour force.

Since

such industries could not be established sufficiently quickly, Mauritians
were willing to emigrate, and as they spoke English and French equally well,
they could serve as teachers or in other capacities in other African coun
tries and in international organizations.

Mauritius would be glad to

discuss possible projects with those African countries which were under
populated and whose economies would benefit from immigration; it would

welcome ECA assistance in the matter. It would welcome students from abroad
in the agriculture and development sciences faculties of the University of
Mauritius, provided that,.in return, other African countries would offer
places to Mauritian students who wished to study a subject for which no
facilities ;were available in Mauritius.

The services of the Mauritian

Sugar Industry Research Institute could be put at the disposal of neighbour
ing sugar producers. Mauritius was willing to buy from other African coun
tries products it could not produce economically itself.

The question of

the products it could best produce for export and those it could most

suitably import from its partners should be discussed within the framework
of the Economic Community of Eastern Africa.

Mauritius strongly supported

that Community and was grateful to ECA for the part it had played in creat
ing it.
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Mr., JEST-TIC (Observer for Yugoslavia); speaking at the invitation
of the Chairman, said that, while the complex processes of economic trans
formation remained primarily the responsibility of the African countries

themselves, it was recognized that national efforts must be supplemented

by broad regional an'! sub--regional collaboration.

The limited scope of

existing trade among African countries showed that substantial unexplored
potentialities existed in that field.

His Government therefore followed

with interest the schemes for regional co-operation promoted by ECA.
The latest reports of the regional economic commissions and of "UNCTAD
had shown that, even under the most favourable circumstances, the spontaneous

operation of the world trade mechanism had not ensured equally favourable
development opportunities for countries with different production structures

and at different levels of economic development.

It was therefore imperative

that the efforts of the developing countries should be supplemented by
positive measures of international co-operation and assistance.

His own country was devoting primary attention to the expansion of its
economic relations with other developing countries, and trade with such
countries was the most dynamic sector of its foreign trade.

During the

fiVe»year period 196I-I965, Yugoslavia's imports from the African region

had tripled,

while its exports to that region had more than doubled.

Another

feature of his Governments relations with African countries was the develop
ment of co-operation with respect to investment, technical co-operation, and
the training of personnel,

Yugoslav

tech leal experts were active in Africa

and many young Africans were studying at Yugoslav ".liver^ities.

Important

development projects were being executed by Yugoslav firms in fourteen
African countries.

His Government would continue to explore ways of promoting a further
expansion of trade and other forms of co-operation with the African coun

tries by reducing or eliminating Customs ;"^ies and tariffs on tropical

products and by concluding agreements on preferential treatment in mutual
trade*
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His Government was anxious to give

its

support and assistance to

ECA in order to demonstrate its solidarity with the African countries.
Better international understanding and lasting stability in the world could
be achieved only by international

co-operation for the development

of

Africa.

The meeting; was ad.journed at 11*15 a.m.
at

and resumed

Il»30 a.m.

Mr. NALRAVEN (Observer for the Netherlands), speaking at the
invitation of the Chairman,
countries was one

said that

co-operation with the developing

of the basic aims of his Government's policy.

It had

allocated the sum of approximately $130 million to development aid for

I967 and intended to reach the development aid target of 1 per cent of
the national income

in the next

few years*

tions to international aid institutions,

It made

substantial

such as UNDP,

contribu

the World Pood

Programme and the International Development Association (IDA), and it was
satisfied that they were
in Africa.

It had also

spending an appropriate part of their resources
joined consultative groups for financial assistance,

such as those for Nigeria,

Tunisia and the Sudan.

The Netherlands Government would make every effort to contribute to the
success of UiTCTAD*

I1; aiao endorse! tlie new chapter of the General Agreement

on Tariffs and Ti-.ide, which \^.b dedicated to the principle that developing
countries were entitled to special treatment
take a constructive part

It

similarly wished to

in the work of the new United Nations

Development Organization.

It had been among the first

donation to the United Nations

initial

programme

Industrial

countries to make a

for industrial

projects

and in the past two years had contributed a total of £1*7 million for that
purpose.

It had donated $1*4 million the previous year for the purpose

of expanding the work of the United Nations in development

projections.

Of that sum,

for Development Planning,
Headquarters,

planning and

Si million would be allocated to the Centre
Projections and Policies at United Nations

and to the associate.! planning divisions in the

of ECA, ECAFE and ECLA,

secretariats

while $400,000 would be allocated to four planning

institutes,

including the African Institute for Economic Development and

Planning at

Dakar•
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The reports of the four sub-regional meeting on economic co-operation

testified to the valuable work being done by ECA in that field.

The Con

ference of Industrialists and Financiers organized by ECA at Addis Ababa

the previous month had also been most useful.

The Netherlands had already

co-operated in several ECA projects, such as the Niger river project, and
hoped to give further support to ECA activities by providing the services
of highly qualified Netherlands experts.

The Netherlands National Organiza

tion for Applied Scientific Research was prepared to co-operate in several
projects mentioned in document E/CN.14/356-

A greater number of Netherlands

experts and fellowships could be made available at the request of African
Governments.

On a bilateral basis, his Government was co-operating in projects of
extended technical assistance in Africa to a total value of more than 40
million Dutch guilders.

It was also participating in the financing of

non-commercial projects being carried out by private organizations in
African countries.

Finally, there were many international study courses

in the Netherlands which might be of interest to postgraduate fellows from
African countries,

Mr. JANDA (Observer for Czechoslovakia), speaking at the invita

tion of the Chairman, said his Government appreciated the

Commission's

contribution to the economic development, and particularly to the indus
trialization, of the African countries.

The part the Commission had played

in the Regional Industrial Symposium held at Cairo the previous year and
also in sub-regional conferences on economic co-operation would undoubtedly
facilitate the preparations for the world symposium on industrialization to
be held at Athens at the end of 19^7 •
Trade and economic relations between Czechoslovakia and the African

countries had considerably intensified in the last decade.

In 1957, *ke

total value of Czechoslovakia's trade with Africa had been $80 million,
and it had risen to JH80 nillion by 1966.

During the same period, African

exports to Czechoslovakia had grown relatively more rapidly than African
imports from Czechoslovakia and had reached the value of $100 million in
1966.
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During the previous decade, Czechoslovakia*s exports "of its traditional
consumer goods had decreaced as those goods started to be produced in the

African countries, while its exports of machinery and industrial equipment
to those countries had increased.

Czechoslovakia had so far granted credits of about $300 million for

the delivery of machinery and industrial plant to ten African countries.

His country placed great emphasis on the training of the necessary technical
and administrative personnel for the industrial plant it supplied and it
was also providing experts in scientific, medical and other fields.
He again stressed his Government's willingness to participate in

seeking solutions to problems of international economic relations, parti
cularly with a view to removing the considerable disparities existing in

the world economy.

He believed that the second United Nations Conference

on Trade and Development would considerably improve general commercial and
economical relations among all countries.

Finally,

he was convinced that

ECA's activities would further contribute not only to the economic develop
ment of African countries but also to the solution of problems concerning
world trade in general™

Mr. MUSIELAK (Observer for Poland), speaking at the invitation
of the Chairman,

said that his Government believed that the main aim of

the African countries,

which was to strengthen their independence, must

be based on their economic development,
other countries in Africa and elsewhere,
and economic systems,

supplemented by co-operation with
irrespective of their political

and on a basis of equality.

His Government's views on international economic co-operation often

coincided with those of many African countries.
ment

shared the view that

For example,

industrialization could not and should not be

considered separately from the natural resources of a country,
been a sponsor of a draft resolution concerning permanent

natural resources,

his Govern

and it had

sovereignty over

submitted to the General Assembly at its last session.

His Government had also contributed to the adoption of the resolution on
a partial division of labour between developing and developed countries
in the industrial Zl.^X-z ;-.t
and Development,

tL-j first United Nations Conference on Trade
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His Government appreciated the significance of the research work
carried out by ECA and welcomed the fact that an increasing number of
African countries were taking advantage of the experience of Polish

specialists.

One of the key problems in Africa was the training of

scientific and professional staff and his Government was contributing
actively to the provision of.facilities for such training.

It hoped to expand co-operation between ECA and the African Institute
for Economic Development and Planning,

and research centres, on the other.
second stage of ECA's activities,

on the one hand,

and Polish university

It also hoped to collaborate in the

namely, the elaboration of feasibility

and engineering studies.

Mr. WAIT2EN3BGGER (international Monetary Fund), said that, during
the two decades of the Fund's existence,
thirty countries,

its membership had grown from

including three in Africa, to 105,

°f which almost one-

third were from Africa.

The Fund maintained constant contact with member countries in Africa

through regular consultations and informal discussions.

The regular annual

consultations provided an opportunity for the Fund to review a country's
economic and financial situation and were related to the Fund's role as
an agency responsible for ensuring observance of an international code
of behaviour in matters of foreign exchange and international payments.
Negotiations on stand-by arrangements were instituted in response 'to a
recjuest for financial assistance by a country in balance of payments

difficulties; the total financial assistance made available to eight

African countries in 1966 and to date in I967 amounted to $148 million.
In accordance with the provisions of its Articles of Agreement, the
Fund's activities were guided by ->.orl-and medium-term considerations.

Long-term financing for development was the task of other institutions.

It was, however, fully aware of the importance of its operations for the
economic development of its members and co-operated closely with the
institutions concerned with development financing, particularly the

International Bark for ".^ccnctruction and Development (IBRD) and its
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affiliates, and with the Africr.n Development Bank.

It had also assisted

certain African countries in debt rescheduling discussions with creditor
countries,,

In 1966, the Fund had reviewed its policies in order to determine
how it could give greater assistance to members,
exporters,

particularly primary

encountering payments difficulties resulting from temporary

export short-falls.

As a result of that review,

the compensatory financ

ing arrangements first introduced in 1963 had been liberalized.

That

liberalization was expected to be of considerable importance to member ■

countries in cushioning the impact of export fluctuations.

Of the two

drawings so far made under the new arrangements one had been by a member
country in Africa.

The Fund's technical assistance activities had expanded considerably

during the previous two years*

As of February 19^7» ^ nad- an assignment

a total of twenty-five experts, twelve of whom were serving in African
countries.

For some years? the Fund had also assigned staff officers to

member countries to advise them in carrying out monetary stabilization.
In those activities,

the Fund had endeavoured to work in close co-operation

with the. United Nations and the .regional economic commissions and results
so far had been encourc^ing*

■ The Fund had Icng- been active in the field of personnel training

and in 1964 the Ej? Institute had toon established for the further expansion

and diversification of training programmes.

Ey the end of I966, the

Institute had organized seven courses on financial analysis and policy,

and three on balance of payments methodology? which had been attended by

seventy-five participants from thirty-one countries in Africa.

The Fund

would be glad to see an increasing number of African officials applying
for participation in its

courses.

During the past two years, the Fund had carried out technical

analyses of the complicated subject of international liquidity which
had led to significant advances in the understanding of the subject.
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Discussions of the matter had reflected the view that the expansion of

international liquidity and the financing of development were separate
objectives,

although the solution of■liquidity problems was,

of course,

bound.to affect economic development.

In conclusion,

the Fund looked forward to even closer co-operation

with its African member countries and with ECA in efforts to aohieve rapid
economic growth combined with stability.

Mr. MENECT (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization) said he.was glad that several speakers had stressed the
importance of training and education for economic development.

Education

was rightly being made an integral part of national planning in many
countries.

He thought that the periodic meetings of

ministers of educa-

tion were most valuable for the formulation of appropriate education policies,
which need not follow the European or American pattern, but should try
to preserve the African personality and Africa's cultural heritage.

At

the same time, the educational system should not exclude the valuable
contribution that could be made by foreign cultures and knowledge.
Since

1961, UNESCO had trebled its budget for activities in Africa

and had sent expert missions to thirty African countries.

It was helping

Governments to prepare, educational programmes and was participating in
the work of the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning.

Mr. TUMBLIR (general Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) said that
as most African countries were now Contracting Parties to GATT,

its

secretariat had a continuing interest in their balance of payments position

and in ways of strengthening it.

It was trying to assess the trade and -

aid implications of the development plans of individual countries, the

market prospects for major African exports and the possibilities of increas
ing intra-regional trade.

That work required the closest co-operation

with all other organizations concerned with international economic
development•
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GATT would continue to collaborate closely with ECA, especially in

■

such matters as research into the flows and patterns of intra-African tradej
the two organizations had already done useful work in the joint ECA-FAO-GATT
study of West African trade in livestock, meat and meat products.

He

believed that the two types of obstacles to trade, stemming- respectively
from commercial policy and inadequate infrastructures, should continue to
be tackled simultaneously.

By bringing more variables into play, it would

be easier to achieve a balance of concessions and gaina for each participat
ing country.

Although liberalization of trade would clearly benefit the

region, it could not be achieved unless each country was satisfied with

its bargain.

It was standard procedure for trade arrangements to be

scrutinized by the Contracting Parties as a group to ensure that all

legitimate interests were safeguarded*

The dominant consideration was

the economic well-being and progress of the countries parties to the agree

ment.

At a recent session of GATT's Committee on Trade and Development, the

Contracting Parties had re-affirmed their intention of giving sympathetic
consideration to any trade arrangements conducive to the broadening of

regional and sub-regional markets,

through which better utilization and

hence a more rapid growth of production capacity might be achieved.
In the final stages of the Kennedy Round of negotiations, efforts
were being made to ensure that offers made on products of special interest
to developing countries would be maintained and, as far as possible,

improved,

Numerous concessions had been offered en manufactures of immediate interest
to African countries, mainly in North Africa, which were already beginning
to export manufactured and semi-manufactured products to developed countries.
The reduction or elimination of duties on tropical products had been
envisaged, but difficulties had arisen mainly because some African countries
enjoyed preferences in certain markets.

The value of those preferences

might be reduced by a decrease in the most-favoured-nation tariffs under
which they were given,

and such a decrease could,

therefore, be made only

if supplementary arrangements granting equivalent benefits to the African
exporters concerned could be agreed upon and became effective simultaneously.

The discussions had nevertheless shown that,

in the markets of other indus

trialized countries, tariffs on tropical products could be reduced or
eliminated.
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In the context of the Kennedy Round negotiations, the developing

countries in GATT had undertaken to explore the possibility of expanding
their mutual trade through an exchange of tariff conoessions and it had
been recognized that trade liberalization resulting from those efforts
could contribute to the success of the negotiations.

The developing coun

tries concerned were handicapped by a lack of up-to-date information on

market conditions? existing trade patterns and import regulations in
different

countries*

In seeking new markets outside Africa,

Governments and export insti

tutions might benefit from the facilities offered by the GATT International
Trade Centre, which provided market information, advice on market research
and the organization of export services,

and export promotion training.

The Centre provided such training for candidates from developing countries
in formal courses held in developed countries, and also provided in-service
training.

It had prepared a three-month course in export promotion for

twenty African candidates beginning in September I967.

The Centre's Trade

Promotion Advisory Service had undertaken seven on-the-sport missions to
establish or improve export promotion services*

■

In association wi-jh ECA and UNDP, GATT had for several years offered

short specialized courses in commercial policy formulation and negotiation
for junior officers of African Governments*

Those courses were held twice

a year, alternating between the jjVench- and Snglish-speaking African

countries.

Arrangements were "being made to bold such courses at Kinshasa

and Lusaka in 19^7•

Mr. BUTOT (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development)
said that,

since June 1966,

J;he Bank.

Corporation (IPC) had made :!.-. r^:

IDA .and the International Finance

cr^lits end investments in eleven African

countries to ths total value of $123 million,
previous year's total.

The IDA had granted credits in the amount of some

$49 million to six African countries,
70 per cent,

over 70 per cent of the

exceeding its 1966 total by more than

T~o of the new ISA projects were in education; $7 million

was being provided for the expansion of secondary and technical education
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and teacher training facilities in Kenya, while a credit of «l3 million
would provide nearly 20,000 additional places in secondary schools and
agricultural training centres in Tunisia. Such projects were important in
view of Africa's overwhelming need for middle-level manpower,

In August 1966, IFC, jointly with European and domestic investors, had
financed the first fertilizer plant on Africa's west coast, in Senegal.

In December of that year it had helped to finance the development of tourist
facilities in Kenya.

The Bank and its affiliates had so far provided 31,535 million for

109 projects in thirty-two African countries. Results had been encouraging,
but by no means adequate. Success in Africa would require large-scale
co-operation, not only between the donors and recipients of aid, but between

the African countries themselves.

He welcomed the joint efforts of Guinea,

Mali, Mauritania and Senegal to develop the Senegal river basin.

The

African Development Bank would give a new impetus to that trend and the

International Bank was ready to give every assistance in its power.

In the Bank's activities, there was an increasing tendency towards closer
co-ordination of financial and technical assistance from various sources.
Since 1958, a number of African countries had received co-ordinated aid
under the Bank's auspices.

To make such aid more effective, the Bank and

IDA participated with interested Governments and institutions dn preparing
and jointly financing or administering- projects. In Somalia, for instance,
IDA, UHDP, the Common Market and the Government of Somalia had pooled their
technical and financial resources to staff a Road Department and finance
the construction of a major road.

The Bank was co-operating with other United Nations agencies in the
preparation of projects.

In the agricultural sector, preparation of

projects and subsequent financing was in some cases being impeded by the

lack of a government policy and effective government action to secure
agrarian reform and other institutional changes.

Two permanent missions

had been established at Abidjan and Nairobi to assist in the search for
bankable projects, especially in agriculture and transport.
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Mr. DAGUERHG (United Nations Industrial Development Organization)
emphasized the need for closer collaboration between his organization and
ECA, which had already co-operated with the Centre for Industrial Develop

ment in such joint undertakings as the Symposium on Industrial Development
in Africa?

Outlining the stages in the establishment of UNIDO,

its terms

of reference and its structure, he explained the dual character of its
work,

oriented respectively towards operational assistance and research.
Under^its special industrial services programme,

financed by voluntary

contributions from Governments and administered jointly with UNDP, projects
had been approved for a pulp mill in the Ivory Coast,

Liberia,

gunny bag manufacture in Ghana,

a steel plant in

industrial estates in Malawi,

engineering workshops in Tunisia and a pulp mill based on bagasse in the
United Arab Republic.

UEJIDO was considering requests for assistance in

the rehabilitation of industries in Algeria,

copper and iron mining in

Morroco, the construction of industrial plants in the Sudan and the manu
facture of cement and sulphuric acid from gypsum in Tunisia,

The forthcoming meeting of the Council for Industrial Development
was expected to give a new direction to UNIDO activities, making them more
effective and more closely co-ordinated with other United Nations work
relating to industrialization of the developing countries.

Special attention would henceforth be given to the problems of the
interdependence of pre—investment operations and industrial investment

itself.

UNIDO would try to interest financial institutions in projects

and obtain commitments from them to participate financially if technical
studies proved favourable,

in order to bridge the present gap in United

Nations practice between pre-investment activities and financing.

gap was a major obstacle to industrialization in Africa.

That

UNIDO would

therefore maintain close contact with financing institutions, especially
the African Development Bank.

The General Assembly had entrusted UNIDO with the co-ordination of
all United Nations activities connected with industrial.development•

Following the recent meeting of the executive secretaries of the regional
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'

economic commissions and the heads of the specialized agencies, UKIDO had
decided to initiate a trial co-ordination programme.

It had also been

decided that UNCTAD and UNIDO would combine their activities in the promo

tion of exports of manufactured goods and a joint UNCTAD/UNIDO unit had
■been established to advise developing countries on the subject.

Other

joint action would include a meeting to study government export promotion

policies, with the participation of representatives of the regional economic
commissions and observers, exploratory missions in the three developing
regions,

and the organization of training courses in export promotion.

In collaboration with ECA, UNIDO would organize a course in industrial
planning and programming at the African Institute for Economic Planning

and Development in September 1967-

Mr. STROM (international Civil Aviation Organization) stressed
the important role of transport, and particularly air transport, in economic

development, and drew attention to document E/CN.14/390, describing the

activities of his organization's activities in Africa during 1965/66.
In 1967-68T ICAO would give African countries technical assistance
to the value of &1.5- million,

30.4 per cent of its total aid programme.

It attached the.greatest importance to training and had experts working
in twenty-six countries.

Advanced training- facilities were available at

the Civil Aviation Training Centres at Cairo, Casablanca, Kinshasa, Tunis

and Zaria.

A new centre would shortly be opened at Nairobi.

The Directory

of Training Facilities in Africa had been completed and would shortly be
distributed.

Giving some details of the Nigerian Civil Aviation Training

Centre, he said that UNDP had contributed approximately $1.8 million
against Nigeria's counterpart contribution of about $4 million.

The high

cost of the project was more than justified by the ample and modern facilities
it provided.

It was intended that the Centre should train African aviation

instructors, technicians and administrators, who would in turn train
students from Nigeria and other African countries.

The meeting rase at 1.15 P»m.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-THIRD MEETING

Friday,' 17 February 1967, at 9*30 a.m.

Chairman;

Mr. AYIDA (Nigeria)

SCGNQMIC CO-OPERATION IN AFRICA (agenda item 6) (e/CN.14/346, E/CN.14/352,
E/CN,14/351, E/CN,14/354 and Add.l, E/CN.14/366 and Corr.l, and E/CN. 14/386)
GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
Mr* BRIGHT (Liberia) said he had noted with keen interest those

sections of the reports submitted "by the Executive Secretary which dealt
with economic co-operation in West Africa.

His Government had long

attached great importance to co-operation throughout-the continent and

especially in West Africa,

Two years before Ghana had become independent,

his Government had invited that country's authorities to discuss co

operation, particularly in the economic field.

Again in 1959, after Guinea

had become independent, Liberia acted as host to the presidents of Ghana

and Guinea for joint discussions of the probeem.

That same year, his Govern

ment had convened a preliminary Conference of African Businessmen,, a second
session of which had been held at Casablanca in 196I.

Those meetings had

given the representatives of thirteen African countries the opportunity
to explore avenues of economic co-operation; thanks to ECA assistance,

they had made possible the establishment of the African Development Bank.
Lastly, in 1961, after many West African countries had become independent,

his Government had acted as host to an assembly of African Heads of State
and Government, at which the possibility of achieving co-operation in the
continent had been considered.

All those meetings had expressed themselves

in favour of co-operation and had led to a decision that the first steps

should be taken at the sub-regional level.

At least ten other meetings

had since been convened, both at the technical and the ministerial levels,
in an effort to translate into effective action the desire for co-operation
that had been displayed.

Unfortunately, it had to be admitted that substan

tial progress had not been made in economic co-operation.

The funds and

resources spent in organizing the conferences would have gone a long way
towards financing the engineering studies for the road network which had
already been discussed at the West African Transport Conference held at
Monrovia in I96I.
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His country had no intention of forcing the other countries of the
region to take decisions contrary to their own interest or against their

will.

It merely wished to remind them of the decisions which had teen

taken in principle and to stress the urgent need for specific action.

Africa had many friends prepared to provide assistance as sodn as .the
Governments concerned had reached agreement on joint projects and programmes

of co-operation.

The Governing Council of the United Nations Development

Programme had recently considered the question of international assistance

to Africa,

and had taken a special interest in regional projects.

He was

sure that the same was true of other United Nations organs and bodies.

At that point, his delegation wished to make a few proposals concerning
economic co-operation in West Africa.

First, the Commission should, at its

eighth session, request the West African States to submit to the Executive
Secretary by 15 March 1967 their views on the draft articles of association
for the establishment of a West African Economic Community, which had been
recommended by the Niamey sub-regional meeting.

Secondly,

as soon as

replies had been received from at least seven Governments, the Executive
Secretary should convene, by .30 April 19&7, a meeting of accredited ministers
or plenipotentiaries for the final adoption of the articles of association*

Thirdly* member States should make every effort to send representatives at
the appropriate level to the meeting.

Fourthly,

the success of any arrange

ment for co-operation would depend on an effective secretariat, which should

be established as soon as possible, either by the West African Governments
themselves or, as had been proposed,

in conjunction with ECA.

Fifthly, the

ECA secretariat should make a thorough analysis of the key aspects of
economic co-operation.

Lastly,

it should undertake a limited number of

detailed studies and projects bearing on sub-regional co-operation.

His delegation did not undes-eetimate the need to establish regional
economic co-operation and co-ordinate action at the sub-regional level.
It considered,
step in that

however, that sub-regional co-operation was an important

direction.

.

■

■ .

.

,
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He wished to stress th? importance of the project for establishing a
West African iron and steel complex.

His Government had taken several steps

in that connexion since the Commission's seventh session.

Consultations

had taken place with all the countries of the sub-region which had agreed
in principle to the establishment of an iron and steel authority within

the framework of the general system of economic co-operation in West Africa.
His Government had commissioned several pre-investment studies

for the

plant to be set up in Liberia in view of the positive reaction of the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and other financing

institutions.

That phase of the project was being carried out with the

assistance of UNIDO and the financial aid of UNDP,
had also provided extensive technical assistance,
decision"taken at the Bamako Conference,

The ECA secretariat
in conformity with the

It was to be hoped that the

implementation of the project would represent a first step towards close
co-operation in all

fields between the countries in the region,

Mr, BAHIZI (the Democratic Republic of the Congo) said he thought
that

economic co-operation in Africa was primarily a question of harmo

nizing production plans,

trade and research on economic development.

being introduced at the regional level,
between neighbouring States or at the

Before

co-operation must be achieved

sub-regional level.

In connexion with the harmonization of production plans,

he said that

industrialization would enable the African countries to raise their
standards*of living and buttress their political independence.

Close co

operation among the young nations was essential in view of the obstacles
which international finance placed in the path of their economic prbgress.
In Africa,

a Ftart could be made

in sub-regional co-operation by taking

stock of each country's potentialities^
ing up concerted development

plans.

defining priority goals and draw

Such a division of labour would call

for a study of financing and implementation conditions for the projects.

In that connexion, ECA would have to persuade the developed countries to

institute' what Mr* Mboya had called a "Marshall Plan for Africa".

:
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As far as trade was concerned, only an "open-door" policy would make
possible closer co-operation among the African countries.

Free-trade group

ings had been set up and it was important for lower trade barriers between
such areas and their neighbours in order to facilitate broader co-operation.
His country had already contributed to that development, as its trade with
other African countries showed a clear excess of imports over exports.
The African countries must pool their efforts in research.

His

country made available to other African countries a number of economic,

industrial and scientific research institutes and centres, mainly located

at Lovanium University (Kinshasa) and at Lubumbashi University.
Increased co-operation was also needed in the training of professional

staff.

Instead of sending their students to the developed countries, where

they chose a subject of study not yet offered in their home countries,

the African States should encourage them to attend African universities.
That would make it possible both to justify the substantial sums invested
in those institutions and to avoid cutting students off from the realities
of their environment while guaranteeing them a sound training.
One of the most important forms of co-operation should be the harmoniza

tion

of national economic infrastructures, which assumed special importance

in regard to transport,

particularly rail transport.

Unfortunately, Africa was at present divided, not only by the language
barrier, which was easily overcome, but, what was much more serious, by
the methods of economic co-operation inherited from the former colonial

Powers.

As the Nigerian representative had so aptly pointed out,

some

African countries, because of preferential tariffs, were often obliged
to buy the commodities they needed from developed countries rather than .
African countries,
economic unity.

African unity could only be achieved on a basis of

The African countries were also divided by their fiscal

arrangements and Customs tariffs and by their differing monetary systems,
factors which constituted a major obstacle to effective economic co
operation.

For that reason, his Government had noted with satisfaction

the action taken by the Executive Secretary of ECA to speed up the economic
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integration of Africa by dividing it into four large sub-regions.

Unfortuna

tely, it had to be noted, with regret, that the results expected had not
yet been achieved in Central Africa,

His Government was determined to

continue and strengthen the "open-door" policy it had hitherto followed, and
its objectives had once more been approved by the summit conference of African

Heads of State which had just been held at Kinshasa.

State

The seven Heads of

who had attended the conference had expressed their full support

for the Congolese people's struggle for economic independence*
also set up two committees,

They had

one of which would be responsible for security

matters and the others for transport and communication problems.

Experience

in the Congo clearly showed that security was a prerequisite for economic
progress.

The experience gained by the Democratic Republic of the Congo was

certain to be of interest to the other countries of the continent*

For

that reason, he wished to give a brief account of his country's achieve
ments and projects.

The Congolese leaders considered that planning was

a responsibility of the Government,

functions.

and one of its most important

They thought that the Congo should base its middle- and long-

term objectives on the general trends of the economy over the last twenty
years.

In fact, when the Congo was still a Belgian colony,

and social development was ensured by planning.

its economic

The first ten-year plan

(1950-1959) made it possible to establish and infrastructure, thanks to
which the annual growth-rate of the Congolese economy reached 11 per cent
during the period 1950-1955, as against 7 per cent before.

During the

same period, the capital investments made averaged 22 per cent of the
gross national product.
economy.

Those facts showed the dynamism of the Congolese

In view of almost unlimited resources in agriculture, mines,

manufacturing industry and energy, that dynamism should guide the Govern
ment in its economic development policy.

As it intended to double the

national income by 1975, the Government was taking measures to industrialize
the country, to undertake the construction of the great Inga project and
to stimulate agricultural production.

In the light of those objectives

it had been possible to determine the broad policies of the future
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five-year plan, which would begin in 1968

TTrvm +v. * * •

for tto'ConaoW
u decided to take interim measures
lnie' t
tto Congolese economy had

agriculture, fisheries and the deification of industry,

b

and short-term,loans negotiated by the Government. There was
obvious relationship between the general objectives of the five-year

and the mediate measures taken under the interira plan.
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countries in c[uestion.

Those obstacles could be overcome, thanks to the country's vast
resources in hu.an potential and the possibilities of action open to the

publlc authorities. The labour force had remained intact and capital had
not suffered to the point of making an. recover, impossible. Numerous
me™, were envisaged, notably in fisheries, food crops and animal pro

duction, which would be accompanied by parallel action on problems of

supervision, infrastructure and finance.

For the industrial sector, it was neoeSSary to increase production,
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represented about 40 per cent of total national production.

Mining products

from the Congo held a prominent position in the world market and provided the
country with considerable foreign exchange revenue.

The

manufacturing

industry was highly diversified and in full process of expansion: its rate

of growth had been about 13 per cent during the period I96O-I964.
the textile,

chemical,

However,

food-processing and building materials industries

were chief among those that had made the most rapid progress.

Thanks to

the development of the industrial sector it was already becoming possible
to meet most of local demand.

The Congolese industry therefore played a

leading part in the economic life of the country.

■

Mr. MEHIRI- (Tunisia) noted with satisfaction

the progress made

by EGA in its efforts to rationalize its structure and to provide for itself
proper.instruments of action so that it could play its part more effectively
in the economic development of the continent.

The past two years had been

marked by the increased activity of the Sub-regional Offices, which had
become genuine centres for eflection and research, and which,

on the basis

of local realities,

attempted to integrate larger and larger economic

areas.

the,various meetings organized to examine problems of

Similarly,

paramount interest had been very useful, since it had been possible to
organize a joint meeting with the OAU ad hoc Committee of Fourteen at

Addis Ababa in I966 to determine the most effective methods of intensifying
intra-African trade.

He was also gratified at the efforts made to harmonic the positions

of the African countries at the second United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development.

Similarly, the African countries should not remain aloof

to the concerns of countries participating in the Kennedy Round.

They could

consult with.one another at the meeting of the 771 which was planned to be

held at Algiers with the. other developing world countries so that they could
present a common front at the second United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development.

They would have to try to influence the positions of the

privileged countries so that the latter should take the vital interests of the
developing countries into account.

The constant distortions of trade flows

and the sometimes spectacular declines in the prices of the primary products
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they exported were serious obstacles to the economic expansion of the
developing countries.

Tunisia had not been spared by such disturbances,

which had been all the more damaging to it as they had been motivated by
political considerations.

The bases of international trade would have to

be relaid in such a way as to ensure the developing countries an adequate
and steady income.
Despite the progress made,
tinent was proceeding too

the economic development

slowly.

The meagre rate of growth was

the inadequacy of capital investment..
and foreign aid,

explained by

The income of the peoples was very low,

vexj much less than *rhat was needed,

ingly intolerable conditions. He agreed with Mr.
not

of the African con

was

coupled with increas

Mboya that foreign aid could

currently be considered as the essential basis for any development planning.

To ensure the economic growth of the continent they would need massive foreign
aid that would not be reflected in a constant deterioration of the terms of
trade,

an aggravation of the burden of debt and new difficulties in the balance

of payments. The privileged countries would have to adapt their aid to the real
needs of the beneficiary countries.

themselves to make the

However,

it was for the developing countries

structural reforms that would allow them to increase

their domestic capacity for financing capital investment.

The Executive Secretary of ECA had rightly emphasized that foreign
capital, both public and private,

would probably be forthcoming in the

desired quantity as and when the Governments mobilized the human and

material resources of their countries more completely and took the measures

necessary to create a climate favourable to investment.
strategy that must

First of all,

That was the

serve as the basis for development planning.

it was necessary to increase national savings.

By

reducing the rate of increase in operating expenditure and improving

tax policy, Governments should be able to increase their savings substan
tially*

In'the same way, by sustained action in educating their citizens,

it should be possible to increase the savings of individuals and enter
prises and to reduce capital transfers to the minimum.

That was how

Tunisia had been able to make a very substantial increaee in the ratio

of

investment to..the gross national product, which had risen from 14 to 28 per
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cent between i960 and 1965, a period during which domesticjavings had also
grown, in order to maintain gross fixed capital formation at. a, high level,

that policy -would be continued, and it was planned- that gross domestic savings
should reach the level of 17-5 per cent of the gross domestic product.

Thus

Tunisia's external deficit in goods and services could be reduced from 10
to about 4 per cent of the gross domestic product by 1970.

He was happy to note the importance that ECA attached to the question

of training. The recommendations of the Working Party on Manpower and
Training that had recently met at Addis Ababa would have to be implemented.
Tunisia was trying to lay the foundations of manpower planning and to

collaborate in that sector with the other African countries. In addition
to the fellowships-that the Tunisian .Government had offered through OAU,
the forthcoming establishment of an. African insurance institute in Tunis
would contribute to the, training of competent African cadres.

The efforts

of RCA, the Dakar Institute and the .other African training centres, as

well as of UNITAH, should-make it possible to carry through the important
task of vocational training for the younger

generation.

The efforts made by ECA to achieve economic co-ordination in the

North African sut-region deserved to be emphasized.

In June 1966, at the

Tangier meeting, the countries concerned responded to resolution 142(VII)
by submitting projects for complete economic integration and by manifesting
a joint determination to establish among the Maghreb countries a vast
market that would in Iarg3 measure be Open to the other sub-regions of
Africa. Tangible results had been achieved, and the countries of the
sub-region knew that they could count on the active assistance of ECA.

In conclusion, he wished to refer to the Second United Nations Regional
Cartographic Conference for Africa, which was held at Tunis from 12 .to 24
September 1966. The report of the Conference contained resolutions which
it was important to implement, in particular one concerning the establish
ment of an ECA cartoSraphic co^ittee, ,hich would be a valuable complement
to the, establishment cf the various African centres contemplated,. Further-

mere, the idea of settings a common centre for specialized services in

surveying and mapping had also made progress.

That would be an important

step along the road to intra-African scientific and technical co-operation.
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Ato ABDURAHMAR (Ethiopia) said he wished to touch on the African

continent's economic and social problems before discussing the ECA pro

gramme of work.

Africa was beset by hunger, disease and

ignorance.

Economic

development was therefore an essential means of alleviating those ills,
but the question of how to achieve those ends was still unanswered..

The

method of trial and error was impracticable; concerted action and common
methods were necessary^

The Commission had been set up to study economic development problems

and find the best ways of solving them.

It had so far diagnosed, defined

and analysed the problems, and had in particular stressed the urgent need
to develop agriculture and education in order to counter hunger and un
employment.

It had already declared that it had completed, the first phase

of its work, that of making studies, and intended to go on to the second
phase, that of implementing programmes and assisting member States with
their economic and social projects.

The programme of work submitted by

EGA for the coming biennium still, however, seemed to be dominated by

preliminary and general studies, which were unlikely to lead to speedy
action.

In his opinion, ECA should revise its programme of work and

submit specific proposals, especially for increasing agricultural production
and expanding industry.

Co-operation among African countries was also

hampered by a lack of information on trade opportunities and practices.

The programme of work should, therefore, be revised in that respect, too,
and a change in the administrative machinery of ECA should perhaps be
considered.

Mr. CHARFENTIER (France) said he had a number of comments to
make on developments in the economic situation and the problems, it
posed for African economic development.

Totals for 1965 and estimates for 1966 showed that international
trade had continued to grow during that period, but that the developing

countries had not fully achieved the targets they had set themselves.
The position in regard to commodity trade was' still disquieting.

In

1965, cocoa prices had fallen in :real terms to the lowest level .since
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1930,

and coffee prices had "been maintained with difficulty.

speaking, the price index of primary commodities,

Generally

which had risen approxi

mately 7 per cent between mid-1965 and mid-1966, had since declined.
On the whole,

even if economic conditions vere not too unfavourable

for the time being, the actual structure of the commodity markets apparently
remained unchanged.

As several speakers had pointed out, the deterioration

in the terms of trade was still a particularly troublesome problem and it
was essential to redouble efforts to find a solution.

In that general context, he wished to give a brief account of the
part played by France in the expansion of trade and in aid for development.
In 1966, France's trade account with the developing countries in Africa

had shown a very much larger deficit than in 1965between 1962 and 1966,

The deficit had tripled

enabling the African countries to secure, through

their trade with France,

resources to assist in balancing their overall

external accounts and in financing their domestic development.

France's contribution to the development of the African continent

was not limited to trade*

Allocating, as it did, I.85 per cent of its

national income to external aid, France was still the chief donor country
in relative terms and the second largest in absolute terms.
aid went to the African countries,

Over.half that

and was given on favourable terms,

80 per cent of France's official aid was in the form of grants.

since

The con

tributions of private capital took the form of investments rather than of
more

or less

long—term credits.

France was also seeking to improve the programming of its aid and

the procedures involved.

It appreciated the importance of planning to

the African countries and it had therefore supported their efforts to
draw up development plans.

From that standpoint,

training was crucial,

a fact which explained why the proportion of technical assistance in

French aid had risen from 20 to 27-5 pe? cent between 1962 and
In the special case of Algeria, France was gratified that a formula
for agreement relating to oil and industry had been worked out^ marking
a felicitous innovation with respect to methods*
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But increased trade or the provision of financial and technical
assistance was not enough to solve the problems facing the developing
countries.

A more rational organization of trade between unequal economic

partners was requested, which would call for some modification of the
principles of economic.liberalism.
As long as commodities accounted for practically 80 per cent of the

export earnings of the developing countries (90 per cent in the case of

the African countries) and the international community took nc steps to
prevent the continuation of short-term fluctuations and long-term deteriora
tion in commodity prices,

it would be impossible for those countries to

make any economic forecasts or to base their economic and social development

on their exports.

Since the possibilities for increasing the volume of

exports were limited,

the emphasis would have to be placed on prices,

which

must be fixed at equitable Ir.vilsand maintained by concertedaction.
In trade, the principle of equality operated in the same way as the
principle of liberty.

In situations of inequality,

and rules degenerated into injustice.

equality of principles

Inequality between partners in

economic competition required that products exported by under-developed
countries should encounter fewer obstacles than those marketed by the

developed countries*
other countries,

Hence tlio idea of preferences which France,

like

was upholding in international organizations*

France would continue to give unqualified support to any consistent

and realistic proposals put forward by intra-African organizations with
a view to fostering economic co-operation in Africa.
spirit

that

It was in that

it would continue to collaborate with ECA.

Ktr. GOLDSCHMIBT (Observer for the United States of America),
speaking at the invitation of the Chairman,

said that the disappointing

rates of growth in Africa reflected the failure of the Members of the
United Nations to meet the objectives of the Development Decade.
the Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs had said,

As

the

difficulties of certain problems had not been accurately sized up in
the first flush of enthusiasm over independence*
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Africa had made progress, but there was still far to go.

It now had

a chance of tackling its problems with the assistance of various program

mes which gave meaning to the provision of the Charter of the United Nations,
which stated that the Organization ■. should promote higher standards of living,

full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress and develop
ment.

Africa could now also draw upon a whole range of new techniques.

The advances in energy, information, transportation, communications, medicine
and agriculture were among the miracles of the age.

Africa could similarly

benefit from institutions such as the African Development Bank, QAU and
ECA, and it ha4 an enlightened leadership, which recognized its needs and
was finding ways of. meeting them.

The accomplishments of ECA and other

African institutions substantiated the hopes of the United States for the
optimum development of

Africa.

In referring to the strategy for economic development, previous

speakers had often placed emphasis on the importance of self-help.
Mr. Mboya had rightly pointed out that the task of developing Africa wts

one for Africans working in co-operation,

The United States shared that

view and regarded the priorities established by ECA as sound.

The United

States Government had always placed the greatest emphasis on sufficient

food, education and health.

It was ready to assist multinational projects

in education, health, communications, transportation, energy and agri
culture, either through voluntary programmes or through its 'Contribution
to the United Nations Development Programme and the specialized agencies.

Studies and surveys financed by the United States would soon be under-

taken on the establishment of a telecommunication link between Lagos and
Abidjan.-

Other surveys would deal with improvement of transport in

Central Africa and the development of energy in West Africa.
The pragmatic regionalism in which President Johnson was a firm

believer required the co-operation of all.

:

The United States, for its

part, would do its utmost to further such co-operation.

Mr. MANFREPI (Observer for Italy), speaking at the invitation

of the Chairman, said that the Italian Government would continue to assist
in Africa1s development by means either of bilateral or of multilateral

agreements, in other words, through the various regional or international
bodies.
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The aid given "by Italy sometimes assumed a special character because of

the structure of the Italian economy.

He

was thinking in particular,

of

the'construction of giantdams to increase the energy resources of Africa
and'facilitate irrigation.
programmes,

Italy also participated in road and railway

as well as in communication projects.

Italian aid took the

form of the despatch of technicians and the granting of credits.
The Italian Govenment

intended to increase

its collaboration with the

developing countties through bilateral agreements.
ships for study in Italy,

It would offer fellow

finance the building of Italian schools in Africa

and send experts to the continent.
of economic plans and studies.

It would participate in the financing

Italy had concluded agreements with a

number of African countries which were already in operation.

An International Centre for Advanced Technical and Vocational Training

had been inaugurated at Turin in March 1966 under an agreement with the
International Labour Organisation.

The

Italian Government,

Italian private

industry and the municipality of Turin had contributed $36 million towards
the construction of that Centre,

the annual operating cost of which would

amount to $1»5 million.
Italy was close to Africa and its prosperity was bound up with that

of Africa-

It was convinced that the efforts undertaken by the African

countries would be crowned with success.

Mr* PREBISCH (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development)
said that the reason why the main objective of the United Nations Develop

ment Decade would apparently not be achieved - as the observer for the
United States had also noted,

with regret - was largely that the inter

national community had not yet recognized the need to adapt itself to
the extraordinarily rapid progress made in technology,

which would neces

sitate changes in. at least three sectors.
First,

the spread of modern techniques and the raising of income in

the developed countries led to changes in the demand for all kinds of
products*

During the past twenty years,

instead of taking measures to

counteract the unfavourable incidence of such changes on the exports of
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developing- countries, the industrialized countries had reacted with new

restrictive measures on the flow of goods from the developing countries,

not only primary products but also manufactured goods, for example, textiles.
Secondly, technical development required the mobilization of consi
derable financial resources, both locally and internationally.

However,

the. financial assistance granted by the industrialized countries to the

developing countries was continuously deteriorating, in relation to the
gross income of the industrialized countries, and even in terras of the
volume of aid.

Unless measures were promptly taken to correct the situa

tion, very grave consequences would follow.

Thirdly, the majority of the developing countries had not yet

recognized the need to adapt their economic and social structures to develop
ing technology.

The whole effort of international-co-operation might fail

unless that eBsan-ttaX-iransformation were made.

It was necessary to stop casting all the blame on the developed; or
on the developing, countries; both groups shared the responsibility for

building international co-operation, and the moment had arrived for truly
coordinated and synchronized action in that direction.
not

It was admittedly

easy to change structures in the developing countries, but that task

would be less difficult if the necessary trade and financial measures were

taken to accelerate the rate of growth of those countries.

There was

hope that the second United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
would discuss that cardinal problem and would manage to find a starting
point for the necessary Joint action.
.

The most important thing was to.,

quantify the^problems so as to work out commensurate solutions.

.;

Both in trade and finance, some subjects seemed to be mature for
immediate action and should be capable of solution.

In trade, there had since the first Conference been distinct progress

in the attitude of

the developed countries to a system of trade preferences

in favour of the developing countries.

Even if, as was hoped, the Kennedy

Round led to a general 50 per cent reduction in prevailing Customs tariffs,
the industrialized countries would Jhave to grant additional reductions for
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goods - both primary products and manufactures - from the developing countries.

All the developing countries, and not only those which were already partly
industrialized,

would immediately benefit from such measures.

His organization was currently preparing a report on trade between
the socialist countries and the developing countries, the expansion of
which might be facilitated by increasing trade between east and-west.

Africa should not,repeat the mistake made by Latin America, which,
at a time when world trade was in recession,

split up into about twenty

economic units,

each of which made similar efforts at industrialization

at great cost*

Times had changed and Africa could make a bold bid' for

regional and sub-regional integration by profiting from the experience Latin

America had gained since the war.

The Latin American Free Trade Association

might

but the Central American Common Market

still need to assert

itself,

was a reality and a ruocp^b,

Nothing had happened to justify the misgiving

entertained when it was established.

On the contrary,

everyone in the

countries concerned recognized that the Common Market was an important
factor in the development of the region.

Successful efforts at

integration

had already been made in Africa and the nuclei established should initiate
new flows of trade and new experiments in integration.
At its

last session,

the Trade and Development Board had invited

the UNCTAD secretariat to co-operate closely with the regional economic
commissions to promote regional and sub-regional

express undertaking that

integration.

He g&ve an

he would personally do his best to secure all

possible assistance from UNCTAD to EGA;
United Nations agencies was,

indeed,

such collaboration between two

both natural and easy.

He would also

do his best to ensure that UNCTAD provided ECA with assistance with the
minimum of delay.

Administrative delays were not the natural order of things

atid could be changed.

As an example,

the Economic Commission for Latin

America (ECLA) had been able to establish a pool of experts, with UNDP, so
that experts were,

if necessary,

the same sort of arrangement not

made available within a few days.
succeed with ECA,

the African countries looked for leadership?

Why could

an organization to which
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It was encouraging that President Johnson,
few days before,

'

in a statement matje only a

had supported the idea of pragmatic regionaliaation and

had proposed granting financial and technical assistance for African multi
national projects through the African Development Bank,

In Latin America,

the Inter—American Development Bank was playing a great role.

In the field of finance,
was not very far away.

there were two questions on which agreement

The first was the question of supplementary financing.

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) had, in
this connexion,

drawn up a project which governmental experts who met.

recently at Geneva regarded as very good.
tries' were still reticent,

Although some of the big coun

there would certainly be a large measure of

agreement for that project at the

second Conference*

The so—called

"supplementary" financing would be in addition to the basic financing
provided by international agencies.

The second question was that of buffer stocks*
financial problem,
such stocks.

It was essentially a

since no organization was responsible for pre-financing

There was also another obstacle,

in the special case of cocoa,

namely,

prices.

However,

there were certain encouraging signs that

fresh negotiations might lead to a satisfactory arrangement, without the
risk of resultant over-production.

In that connexion, UNCTAB had-prepared

a,preliminary report containing some modest proposals.

■.:..-■•

Special emphasis must be placed on the importance of international
measures as far as agricultural products were concerned.

The developing

world would run a great risk unless it reacted swiftly to correct a

tendency to division into vertical compartments and returned to multilateral
systems.

The final point to which he wished to draw the attention of the Com
mission was the imperative need to take special steps in favour of the

least developed countries.

International assistance should be apportioned

according to the level of development attained.

The UKCTAD secretariat

had taken particular interest in that question, which the Trade and Develop
ment Board had decided to place on the agenda of the next Conference.
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In conclusion, h9

expressed his tlxa conviotion that ^^ ^

was necessary a*d that the developing countries should play their part in

■the very important political and economic transformations which would occur
in the world within the next ten years.

They could do so by clarity of

thinking and objectivity of purpose.

&' ?RXWT' (Iberia) thanked the Secretary-General of UNCTAD

en behalf of all the members of the Commission and suggested that the text
of his speech should be considered as a Commission document; the ideas

.that he had enunciated would be considered during the discussion on agenda
item 9 (Relations with other members of the United Nations family).
The CHAIRMN said that the proposal would be considered by the

drafting committee.

**' POgnl (°re^ization of African Unity) pointed out that

economic co-operation had pride of place in the aims ^d objectives of

OAU, whose Charter called on the African Governments to pool their natural
and human resources as a matter of duty, in order to improve the living
conditions of their peoples.

The Economic Commission for Africa had already carried out animportant
task, Hkely to promote realistic decisions in order to ensure the economic
growth of the African countries.

The studies carried out by EGA showed

the immense wealth of the continent; they gave grounds for faith in the
future, provided that Africans were determined to co-ordinate their efforts
to identify and Exploit all those resources. The Commission had, to its
credit, made Africans aware of the similarity of their problems and

characteristics. There were clear parallels between the legislation, methods

of administration,- accounting and statistics of the various schools -

English, French and other - that were currently held in esteem in Africa.
The Commission had. completely succeeded through its work in defining what
was technically possible in Africa's struggle for development; that work

■had already resulted in a movement that was bringing African countries
closer together.

;

.

,
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As the impetus had ouju givo±;,

it seemed necessary to consider the

future of the various attempts made at: economic co-operation.

Care would,',

have to be taken that such-attempts-were not neutralized and did not

accentuate the economic inequalities between various States and parts of.
Africa.

Also,

the emergent harmonization should gradually spread until it

covered the entire

continent*

Some of the multinational re-groupings that had been made,

being made*

;

or were

centred around similarities inherited from the colonial period

and were aimed at preserving the advantages of the co-operation that had

existed before the countries gained their sovereignty.

Other experiments,

including the four sub-regional associations promoted t>y ECA,

implied co

ordination of the various methods of administration sjad planning in groups

of neighbouring countries.

In the first cases

■

there was a great risk of

strengthening the former economic dependence on Europef without decisively
intensifying tra.de with othor African States and even.with partners in the -..
association*

In the second case, there was a danger that the development

of a group of countries would in the end bo detrimental to the others and

: ■....

would tend to make each part of Africa.inward-looking.
It was therefore

essential \.o establish permanent negotiations among

the African 'States in order to avoid too flagrant
development.

inequalities in their

Such permanent i?egotiation raised the problem of the sacrifices

that each would ha*~a to make :vr...;t."ne common, interest.

It implied a constant

adaptation of national policies to achieve th3 harmonious development of
all.

: ■

It was vital for that essentially political enterprise to succeed,

if the efforts of 30A were to boar fruit.

In that spirit he had proposed at Niamey in October 1^66 that, by
a rational division of labour,

OAU should beooine the centre for such

negotiations and should make politically viable the projects that ECA had
prepared technically,

xlis Organisation could become the forum in which

were negotiated arrangements calculated to remove the political obstacles
that might hamper the economic development of Africa.
.about the necessary mutual ooncccsionso

It could also bring
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If his Organization were to play that role, two conditions would have
to be fulfilled.

The first was that all the African States members of OAU

should undertake to persuade the multinational groupings to which they

belonged to pool their experience.

The second condition was that specific

rules should be laid down to guide OAU in any attempt to compose differences
among African States in regard to economic co-ordination.

With that end in view, it would be useful to draw up a statement or
work out a charter on African economic collaboration.

Rules already existed

within the framework of ECA and OAU, but not in a sufficiently comprehensive

form.

As in the case of human rights, the basic requirements should be

formally laid down, without necessarily imposing any binding obligation
on States.

In such a document, the African States would undertake to co

ordinate their economic activities with those of their neighbours, fostetf

the development of their associates

as well as their own, harmonize their'

transport and communications, and refrain from curtailing any programme

for economic co-operation with neighbouring countries because of temporary
political friction.

The general secretariat of OAU hoped that the African States would
take speedy steps with a view to the definition of such principles.

The

present session would be a historical one if it initiated such action.
The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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one Hoii'saLL- *u;l r:ai:iv.; -■■GuT.th jeeteig

Saturday, 18 February 1967, at 9«5O a»roc

Chairman:

Mr. AYIDA (Nigeria)

ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION IN AFRICA (agenda item 6) (E/CN. 14/352,' E/CN,14/351,
E/CN.14/354j E/CN,14/366 and Corr.lj E/CN.14/386)
GENERAL DEBATE i^:ntinued)
Mr. KCRE (Mali) said that, although considerable progress had
been made towards co-operation, words had not been matched by d3eds0
Confronted with the harsh facts of development and even subsistence,

each

State would continue for some time to concentrate its effort 1. on mobiliz
ing domestic resources and negotiating agreements with countries outside

the continent.

Those facts, which had to be borne in mind in any realistic

approach to the matter

included the existence of bilateral agreements

whose effects on a country's short- and medium-term policy militated against
general co-operation.

The

conflict between each country's current projections

and the need for concerted action should lead to some modification of the

Commission's methods and procedures*

Progress would be possible if ECA

supported measures which could lead to immediate results and provide a

definite impetus tc cc-operra^v^r^

The r.^rrber of immediate objectives eheuld

be curtailod;and-thoce selected pursued with greater vigour.

At

the' same

time, the possibilities of increased co-operation should be explored3
.lacked determination and would benefit Uy pondering.,on 3e.neca*s

Africa

spying

that there was never a favourable wind for "the ■ perse. 1 who did not Imow

where he was goir-g-.

The developed countries should realise that a policy

of peace and concord v;as' tha surest guarantee of a,

.ua.lits.tive s.nd cpianti—

tative improvement in international co-operation for the benefit of all*

Mrs de LAi.GL'ESIA (Obs-arver for Spain), spe.^::.^ at the invite.-.
tion. of the Chainnan,

raid that,

v.'hile it was essential for developing

countries to close the trade gap by increasing their exportr, the domestic
markets of those countries vj^tq not large enough to justify production
units of the size necessary fcc exploit the possibilities offered by techno
logical progress
essential*

Integration in wider economic areas was
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Spain could contribute to African development by increasing its trade
with the continent and supplying technical assistance to it.

In I966,

trade "between Spain and Africa had had resulted in a surplus of $120
million for African countries,,
intensified*

It was hoped that that trade would be

Spain had experienced some of the problems facing Africa;

the technical assistance it could offer was therefore realistic and useful.
Ninety-one Spanish experts were at present working in the African countries
under multilateral schemes,

and 539 experts were working in Africa under

bilateral agreements with eight

countries8

His Government had granted

ninety-one scholarships to students from twenty-one States members of ECA
and several scholarships had also been offered by non-governmental centres.
In addition,

the courses given by the Spanish Institute for Economic Develop

ment were open to African planners.
It was encouraging that

international economic institutions,

sucii as

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD) had realized that their structures and principles would have to be
adapted to the needs of developing countries^

The establishment of the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) was, however,
the most welcome development in that direction.
second United Nations

Conference

on Trade

If realism prevailed,

and Development

might

the

represent

a milestone in the solution of the problems of developing countries,

Mr.. SMCfAT KUO (Cameroon) said he first wished to express his
delegation's gratification at the admission of Lesotho,
to membership

Botswana and Gambia

in the Commission*

The developing world as a whole was successfully working to break the
vicious circle of under-development-

During the previous five years,

Cameroon had achieved a growth rate of 7-3 per cent while the relative

importance of the agricultural sector had declined,

with a corresponding

increase in the importance of the industrial and services sectors.
trend would be strengthened during the second five-year plan,

vided for total investments of fr.CFA 165,000 million.

That

which pro

Despite the progress
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made, however,. African countries would achieve rapid development only if
they co-operated closely and effectively with each other.

The success of national development plans depended en an adequate flow
of international financial assistance.

Discussions on methods of accelerat

ing and increasing the transfer of means of financing from the developed to
the developing countries were imperative, because it was only through such
discussions that understanding could be reached and the impediments to

international co-operation removed.
play a vital role in that matter.

The African Development Bank (ADB) could
The course of the negotiations on an

international cocoa agreement proved the need for continued efforts to
stabilise community prices.

Cameroon had constantly expressed its support for the principle of...

intra-African co-operation.

i.C_.::

Co-operation at the continental level should,

however, be preceded by sub-regional co-operation.

The agricultural speciali

zation such co-operation implied,would cause difficulties for some coun

tries because it would lead to monoculture at a time when, in order to
achieve economic security, most States were endeavouring to diversify pro

duction.

T&e difficulty of obtaining financing for industrialization would,

however, facilitate sub-regional co-operation in well-chosen industrial
projects." In the matter of industrialization, African countries should pass
from the" stage of words to that of deeds.

It was essential that studies

on the subject should be limited to specific projects for which financing .

was available.

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization- (UNIDO)

should assist ECA in defining a global and regional industrialization stra
tegy, in selecting projects and in linking projects to investments.

The

efforts of international organizations in training industrial cadres and man
power should be intensified, and the International Labour Organisation
(ILO) should make its experience in that matter available to ECA.
Successful regional or sub-regional co-operation would call for

objectivity and humility on the part of the secretariat, which should
ensure that efforts at co-operation did not interfere with national develop

ment plans and that member States played an active part in all stages of
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the various projects.

It was essential that the sub-regional offices should

be directed by nationals of the regions concerned, and that the sub-regions
should be adequately represented on the Commission's staff.

In Africa,

the principle of equitable geographical representation should be supple
mented by that of. equitable representation of the two main language groups.
At a previous session; the Commission had recommended that a committee
should be established to assist the Executive Secretary in speeding up the
Africanization of the staff.

That committee's terms of reference should

be expanded to enable it to ensure an equitable balance between the Englishand French-speaking members of ECA's staff.

Mr. BORICO (Equatorial Guinea) said that, between I963 and 1967,
j>er capita income in Equatorial Guinea had increased at an average annual

rate of, 7*5 Per vent*

That increase was to some extent attributable to

th&.country's public investment, policy, as a result of which new roads and
a new airport had been built. . Special fiscal and credit facilities were
provided to foster private investment in the processing of agricultural

products (a necessary step towards African industrial development), the
manufacture of building materials (essential for the achievement of the

country's housing programme)^ and food-freezing industries (to ensure the
proper distribution and marketing of the available meat and fish).

Pro

gress had been made in developing the country's main export commodities -

timber, cocoa and coffee.

Spain imported cocoa and coffee from Equatorial

Guinea at preferential rates*
in the.country's economy.

Tourism had also played an important role

Equatorial Guinea had beer assisted in its

efforts to achieve economic development by EGA, in whose work it would
continue to participate.

Mr. IONESEN (Observer for Rumania), speaking at the invitation
of the Chairman,

said that the determination of African countries to

co-operate to overcome under^-development was commendable.

As the

experience of the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) showed,

it was

quite, possible for countries with different economic and social systems
to work together harmoniously.

Rumania was willing to co-operate with

all countries, and in the United Nations had supported a resolution
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advocating increase^ co-operation between countries with different economic

and social systems.

In UNCTAD, it had supported the recommendations relat

ing to improved trade structures, increased flows of finance from the

developed to the developing countries, and the transfer of technology.

It

had supported the establishment of UHIEO, which it hoped would assist
African countries to make the best use of their natural resources.

The

sums' certain developed countries spent on armaments could be used more
profitably to promote the industrialization of African countries.
His country was glad to co-operate with ECA and would welcome any

Afrioan experts who wished to study its iron and steel works or its chemical,
gas or oil plants.

It had established contacts with the Democratic Republic

of the Congo, the Republic of Congo and Nigeria, and hoped to be able to
co-operate with other African countries.

: It was essential that the obstacles to development should be speedily
removed because the-African^people were entitled to a share in the world's
prosperity.

Mr. WEBER (Observer for the Federal Republic of Germany), speak
ing at the invitation of the Chairman, said special importance attached
' to^the recent conferences on sub-regional economic co-operation organized

by ECA in Lusaka, Brazzaville, Tangier and Niamey deserved particular:
mention.

His Government had contributed to those conferences by providing

two comprehensive studies: one on chemical industries in East Africa and

one on transport in West Africa.

The results of those conferences showed that

a purely national approach was not adequate to solve economic problems in

-Africa, since the available national markets were too small.

That fact had

t»en oontinaaXly emphasized by ECA, which had suggested practical economic
solutions for the realization of sub-regional projects.

His Government agreed that special attention must be paid to the-agri
cultural sector-

Food production figures for Africa were not quite so

alarming as for other parts of the world, but it was essential tp initiate
development measures immediately if the spectre of famine were to beaverted.
He agreed that there was no such alternative as industrialisation or
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agricultural development; "both sectors must be developed simultaneously in

order to promote balanced economic development.

His Government attached

considerable importance to the creation of small- and medium-size industries.
The consensus of opinion appeared to be that inter-African trade was

still capable of considerable expansion and that it must be promoted by a

gradual elimination of tariff barriers and the construction of a sub-regional
infrastructure in the field of transport*

Germany's imports from Africa

had more than doubled over a five-year period, while its exports to Africa
had increased at a much lower rate, resulting in an increasingly adverse
balance of trade with Africa.

His Government had made available to the member Countries of ECA bi
lateral financial assistance as well as experts and funds for technical
assistance projects and it was contributing a substantial share of the

multilateral aid hexv.g emended to Africa.

It would continue to support

the African Institute for Economic Planning and

Development and,

would shortly submit a study on chemical industries in North Africa to
ECA.

Co-operation between ECA and the German Foundation./or Developing

Countries would be continued and.increased.

In addition to such bilateral

co-operation, his Government would urge international organizations! such

as IBRD and the International Development Association (IHA) to give increas
ing consideration to Africa in granting loans.

Finally, he was confident

that the African countries would play their full part in building their own
future•

Mr. HACHEMI BAGHRICHE (Maghreb Standing Consultative Committee),
speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, briefly outlined the structure

and organization of the Maghreb Standing Consultative Committee, which had
been established as a result of a conference of the economic ministers of

the four countries, held at Tunis in 1964.

The work of the Committee would

lae carried out by ten committees dealing with such sectors as industry,

trade, tourism, etc.
up at Tripoli,

A Centre for Industrial Studies had also be,en,set

financed partly by the United Nations Development.programme

(UNDP) and partly by the four Governments.

:
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: The Committee had studied the programme of work put forward "by the

last Conference of Ministers and its committees were implementing action in
their various fields.

It. had commissioned from EGA important studies on

such subjects as comparative industrial potential and requirements, com

parative agricultural production, chemical and petro-chemical industries
and building materials.

It would continue to collaborate closely with ECA in all fields of

industrial and economic development.

It has requested the assistance of

international experts in making a detailed study of trade co-ordination,
and it was particularly interested in the possibility of establishing a

development bank for North Africa and in assistance in the establishment, of
road, railway, air and telecommunication systems and in setting up regional
training institutes.

Finally, the establishment of the Committee might be

considered an excellent example of co-operation between African countries,
Mr. SANCHEZ (Observer for Chile), speaking at the invitation of
the Chairman, said that in view of the agreement on economic integration
which had been signed by five Latin American countries the previous year,

his Government was glad to find that sub-regional organizations for the
same purpose were being set up in Africa,

,.

Since the development problems facing the countries of Africa, Asia

and Latin America were similar, it was essential that there should be. close
co-operation between the regional economic commissions.

He hoped that

increasing and more rationally co-ordinated aid from the developed countries
would be forthcoming to eliminate the wide gap which existed between
developed and developing countries-

Bilateral and multilateral relations, particularly between neighbour

ing countries, must be as close as possible in order to facilitate trade.

Countries with similar and thus mutually competitive products must establish
a joint policy to safeguard their interests.

For that reason, his Govern

ment had initiated discussions with the Government of Zambia for an agree

ment on copper; those discussions would subsequently be extended, to other
copper-producing countries, such as the Democratic Republic of the Congo
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and Peru.

In conclusion, his Government would like to see closer collabora

tion between organizations responsible for regional economic development,
for example,

in the form of an exchange of technicians.

Mr«. DIOUF (African Groundnut Council), speaking at the invitation
of the Chairman,

said that his organization had been cited as a fine example

of collaboration.
for groundnuts,

Its member States,

anxious to ensure a remunerative price

had drawn up a concerted programme of actionfl

The Council

had arranged to set up a commercial information centre of Dakar and had made
arrangements, for new sales contracts..

It also dealt with the co-ordination

of scientific and technical research.

It hoped to set up a joint marketing

board for all its members in the near future.

The Council continued to collaborate actively with FAO and had begun
negotiations with UNCTAD with a view ±o drawing up a world agreement for

the marketing of groundnuts..

It collaborated with ECA and hoped that o-fcher

organizations of primary producers1 would be set up under the latter1s
auspices*

,

Mr. PANIKKAR (World Federation of Trade Union), speaking at the
invitation of the Chairman,

said that the statements made by previous

speakers had amply demonstrated the difficulties facing the continent.

The

problem of raising the living standard of the population and providing

employment could only be solved by completely transforming the economies of
the countries concerned so as to end their dependence on foreign interests.

The World Trade Union Conference for the Development of International Trade
and Economic Relations in the

Budapest,

Interests of Workers and the Peoples,

held at

had emphasized that the trade union movement must be increasingly

active in solving international trade problems,

and had called on trade

unions in all countries to co-ordinate action in pressing for the supply of

capital, technical assistance and capital equipment to developing countries
on favourable terms.
He believed that,

given the necessary goodwill,

the co-operation

necessary for the rapid development of African countries could be contin
uously increased.

In that connexion,

the European Economic Community was
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having a harmful sfiecJ: en Af_:.can oecnc:r,ic ,.o-:>peratioi..

ECA must devote

its attention to solving- that problem and to ensuring the necessary expan~

sion in the trade t. : all African /'■..■■ ■»

In the latter respect. ECAfs co

operation with UNCTAD was very important.

Efforts must "bo maclo to strengthen the national economies and to avoid

domination by foroign investors,

Independent economic development could

best be assured by an expansion of the public sector in key industries.

The question of limiting concessions to foreign capital and ensuring effective
control over such concessions was one on wliich there should be close co
operation emong African States, and ECA could do useful work in helping to
achieve a nore united policy en the matter.
closely involved in that

The trade unions should be

procasse

Prom the cutset, &CA had recognized the organic relationship between
economic'and serial dcvGlopr:onj0

At the Second African Conference on

Social Security held at Dakar ths previous year, the limited social security
coverage had ~c?Qn emr^iasized and improvements u.v.r."." :" .-*

Particular

attention would "be paid to the social security problcr-i", of African countries
in the preparations being made by WFTU for a world trade union conference
on social security.

The continued rise in consinner prices in many countries of the
continent in conditions ox high iincmployaent and underemployment was
depreG':'.ng tha alre:^y Ic.-; standard of living of tho workers.

The trade

union or#ani«Ji.tions could r.ot accept a Jevelopmont of production which

did not also '-alzo prcvirio^ :"(>:■■ an i^provemdr.- in the standard of living
of the peoploo

Eoo.cc.uio devwIo^.K-nt pl^nc shoiild. provirls for the adjust

ment cf wage policies ana for a:c':vn&-s-l education c:?/X vocation?! training1
for the broad ir.asse,":; of tao people.

In the final analy^ir,.
wage-eamsrS;

'jconcmic development depended on

entrepreneurs and technicians.

the farmers,

In the process of bringing

about sound social and eoono-nio growth and improving the living standards
of the working olues, the impcrtant role of the trade unions could not be
dver-emphasisedr

and ha hof^d th

countries of tJie region would ensure

full freedom for tl"3 Cov.?"1 oizaoni of i^.dop^jideni; and democratic mass trade
unionse
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Mr. ADEBOTA (international Confederation of Free Trade Unions),
speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, welcomed the admission of
Gambia, Botswana and Lesotho to full membership in the Commission and
endorsed the decision to allow Angola. Mozambique and South West Africa
to participate fully in the Commission's activities.

With regard to the reference which had been made to extravagant
public and personal expenditure in some African countries, his organization
advocated a spir;V; of frugality and the elimination of all prestige projects
at least during the period of intensive economic development necessary to achieve
economic independence.

The ICFTU was particularly concerned with the impact of

economic and social development problems on the working peoplet

for remunerative employment,
facilities*

decent homes,

food,

clothing,

whose need was

education and medical

It was regrettable that the development plans of many States treated

employment as incidental to economic growth, whereas the creation of employ
ment opportunities should be given priority by the development planners.
It was important to bear in mind that development was intended for the
benefit of the country as a whole and not only of those in the government.

Workers must, thereforej have an opportunity to participate fully in the
process of economic planning and be adequately represented in planning
bodies.

State enterprise was an RRsential factor in developing countries;

there should also be public participation in all major undertakings to
ensure that a reasonable proportion of profits was retained in the country
for re—investment.

Very few member countries had allocated more than 5 per cent of their

total budget for low-income bousing,
was unproductive was fallacious,
affected productivity.

The argument that such investment

since poor housing conditions had adversely

It would be interesting to know what action had heen.

taken by countries on the recommendations made at the two previous sessions
regarding the use of indigenous building materials and the design of new
types of houses to reduce construction costs0

To deal with the housing

problem, governments should encourage workers1 housing co-operatives by
providing land at low cost, provide roads and other amenities,

subsidize
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house "building,

make skilled personnel,

available to housing co-operatives,

give financial guarantees for housing projects and increase their annual
housing budgets.
His organization was convinced of the need for increasing economic

integration in Africa with the reduction and eventual elimination of all
trade barriers to expand trade among African countries,.

The open-market

policy' already adopted by many African countries would facilitate the diversi
fication of African exports.

Improvements in inter-African transport and

communications were urgently needed to promote inter-African trade.

countries should pool their resources in that field.

African

He hoped thai the

current session would seriously consider the desirability of international
railway systems in Africa;

it might,

for instance,

be advisable to extend

the railway line from Maiduguri in Northern Nigeria to Chad for the move
ment of agricultural products and to extend the line from Idogo in
Nigeria through Dahomey,

Togo and Ghana.

West African Currency Board,

Western

Sub-regional bodies such as the

the West African Airways Corporation and the

West African Research Centre had played a useful role before the. countries

concerned had attained independence,

and it might be in the common interest

to re-institute such arrangements.
The ICFTU would continue to co-operate with Governments and employers
in all genuine efforts to improve and stabilize

African countries*

industrial relations in

It was nevertheless disappointed by the attitude of

some African Governments which had hindered the activities of workers1
organizations even to the

workers'

extent

of banning strikes and imprisoning

leaders without trial.

The fact that Africa was now divided by a language barrier and that

the sercives of foreign interpreters were needed at meetings of Englishand French-speaking Africans pointed to the need for a reorientation of

the educational system*

That was a subject which could usefully be

discussed by ECA and OAU,

,

■

Mr. DIALLO (international Federation of Christian Trade Unions),
spdaking at the invitation of the Chairman,
of Botswana,

said he welcomed the admission

Gambia and Lesotho to full membership of ECA.
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External factors such as world trade conditions and foreign aid were
not solely responsible for economic and social stagnation in Africa-

It

was partly due to the lack of a coherent national development policy,

co

ordinated development targets,

favourable political conditions for joint

undertakings and intra-African co-operation, a sufficiently precise defini
tion of basic economic and social problems and proper organizational contact
with the workers and farmers.

The

IFCTU had drafted a note for circulation,

outlining the requirements of national economic and social planning.
Economic integration in Africa could not
tical agreements.

succeed without prior poli

ECA and OAU should again appeal to Governments to prepare

the ground at the political level for the establishment of supra-national
economic institutions.

industrial,

Sub-regions would then have to work out

agricultural,

investment and trade policies.

common

Delicate monetary

questions would have to be settled before a payments union could be established.
Listing the defects of domestic markets in.developing countries,,he :
emphasized the inadequacy of national infrastructures,
price instability,

,

.

especially transport,

and the.gradual decline in real incomes.

t.

The obstacles

to industrialization could be removed only by breaking the monopoly of the

industrialized countries in raw material processing,
organization,

price—fixing and sales

by reversing Africa's present role as a primary producer and

a market for foreign manufactured goods,
exploration and training.

and by speeding up research,

Those objectives could be achieved through a

concerted strategy and through the co—operation of the developed countries,
which must

accept the reality of African economic as well as political

independence and give

suitable technical and financial assistance.

terms of trade of the developing countries had,

however,

The

deteriorated since

the first session of UNCTAD, thus further impeding their economic progress.
The African countries could greatly improve their position by establish
ing an African common market,
session of UNCTAD,

presenting a world trade charter at the next

removing political and economic bajriers,

a genuine desire for unity.

and displaying

lU
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The conclusion reached at the two recent African seminars on the role
of the trade union ir.ovanont

in development planning had been that balanced

and harmonious econcmic and social development

long as the workers'

and farmers1

could not be achieved as

organizations were excluded from the

policy—making and planning "bodies coaoerned with development,

case in most African countries*
things,

Their participation would,

ensure improved living and working conditions,

ment of economic independence,

as was the

among other

the speedier attain

and the production of plans which took account

of the workers1 needs and aspirations;

it would also generate enthusiasm

for development by creating a sense of partnership.

"Mr. I^V0AHA>TGY-AN3HIANAVALC:TA (Madagascar) said his' Government
firmly believed in the

effectiveness of economic development

planning and

in I964 had launched a five-year plan, whioh had provided for an increase
of 3 per cent per annum in the gross national product,
rate.of increase would bo 2*5 ?sr cent*
culture,

the main crops being rice,

bananas* . The Government's policy

although the actual

The economy was based on agri

coffee,

cotton,

sisal,

vanilla and

was to increase the quantity and improve

the quality, of.agricultural cv.tpu.tf

Efforts were being made to teach the

farmers more advanced And profitable methods of cultivation with the aid
of machinery and fertilisers.

operatives for-that pu??ponoB

The farmers had formed associations or co

Ooncnmers1

co-oporatives had been instituted

to combat,unwarranted prico ir.crcas3£i«

■

Industry still picked a nir.br role in the economy,

but plans were

being made to process privary products for domestic consumption or export.

The Government would ensu^o Viai; an adequate
available for those . indus ::■?].r?3.

supply of raw materials was

Two industrial promotion bodies had been

established: the SociefeX.A^^'^-g. djinvestissements and the Bureau de
de*veloppement et A3 p:^omot.1-cn industrielle.

His Government was keenly interested in the problems of inter—African
co-operation*
Eastern Africa,

Madagascar was' a full member of the Economic Community of
which it regarded merely1 as a stage towards the establishment

of an all—African ponrrunity*

. J.t

intended to make its research facilities
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available to other African counties and was considering the possibility
of turning its national resea.cn centres into regional centres, with

technical and financial assistance from ECA.

M-1OULAN (United Arab Republic) said he was elad to find that

an increasing number of countries had resorted to economic and social

Planning to ensure the best utilization of their resources. The results of

TH IT had "°WeVer gSnll y b en "«™**>*. -liiy ^cau

of the lack of development capital. Increased external financing was
therefore, necessary, although that would increase the burden of indebted

ness of developing countries, some of which used up to 40 per cent of their
export earnings on debt servicing. That burden could be eased by lowering

interest rates and extending debt mat;jxity.

Another problem was the lack of experienced planning personnel, a
matter in which the African Institute for Sconomic Development and fan

ning could play an important part.

It Kas gratifying that the Institute

had established working relationships with the National Planning Institute
at Cairo and other similar bodies. In his view, it could best meet the

needs of African- countries if its staff was chosen not only for its

technical competence, but also for its sympathetic understanding of African
culture and problems, and its ability to adapt methods of work to local
conditions. Secretariat reports had revealed a shorty of statisticians
at all levels in almost all African countries and he suggested that ECA
should give more attention to the countries' needs in that field.

Since the expansion of food production had lagged behind population
growth in Africa, it was vital to find way, of increasing agricultural '
reduction. That problem could best be approached on the socic-«£onomloPlane by finding ways of passing on scientific and technical knowledge in

a simplified and convincing form to African farmers.

Where the problems of industrialization were concerned, he supported
the establishment of a United Nations capital development fund to provide •
developing countries with the financial resources needed for industrialisa
tion. He welcomed the establishment of UNIDO and expressed satisfaction
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with the recommendations adopted at the African Symposium on Industrial

Development,

The Meeting of Industrialists and Financiers recently held

at Addis Ababa had thrown light on some major industrial problems in African
countries.

He emphasized the need for research on building materials with

a view to substituting indigenous materials for imported products.
The dependence of many African countries on one or two export products
and the fact that they traded largely with a single developed country made
them particularly vulnerable to fluctuations in demand and price,
there was a close relationship between their export
growth.

since

earnings and economic

He hoped that the UNCTAD Group on Supplementary Financing, which

was now meeting at Geneva, would reach satisfactory conclusions.

The

solution lay primarily in freer access to the markets of the developed

countries, and the developing countries therefore were awaiting the results
of the Kennedy Round of negotiations.

It was clear,

however, that the .

interests of the developing countries had not received the high priority

in those negotiations which had been promised by the GATT Conference of
Trade Ministers and recommended by UNCTAD0

His Government was disappointed

at the exceptions lists of some of the major industrialized countries and
believed that the 50 per cent reduction in tariffs was not an earnest
"measure on their part.

It was vitally important for all member countries

of~UNCTAD to implement its recommendations and he hoped that the forthcom
ing meetings of the Seventy-Seven and the second session of UNCTAD would
create more'favourable conditions

for "the

developing countries.

Referring to the unjustifiably high freight ra^3s charged for the
products of developing countries,
present

its findings on the

he said he hoped that EGA would shortly

subject and suggested that an African sym

posium should be convened in 1967 to study the effects of rising freight
rates on African trade.

He thought it was time for the secretariat to

investigate the possibilities of collective action by African countries
in the field of air transport

and aircraft

construction.

Where the relationship between ECA and OAU was concerned, it had
been decided at the last meeting of African,Heads of State that the
Economic and Social Commission of OAU would study and plan economic
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programmes for the development of African countries in collaboration with

the ECA secretariat.

He proposed that development programmes should be

submitted to the African Heads of State at their annual meetings for a
decision on priorities; ECA should then adhere to those programmes and
priorities.

Mr. MENSAH (secretariat), replying to some of the points raised
by speakers, explained that ECA was establishing regional offices as a
first step towards sub-regional co-operation, but that the United Nations
did not itself undertake the organization of sub-regional economic co
operation.

themselves.

The African countries had to make their own arrangements

Guidelines for such arrangements were given in documents

E/CNU4/386, E/CN.14/LU/ECOP/8, and E/CN.14/L.321, paragraph 6% He hoped
that African countries would take such action without delay, as aid-giving
agencies and countries looked for evidence of determined efforts by

recipient countries to co-operate among themselves and mobilize their own
resources.

ECA tried to co-ordinate the activities of African inter-governmental
organizations to avoid duplication of effort and overlapping.

It had

helped the East African countries to organize their common market and would
be glad to place its services at the disposal of other groups of countries
with practicable plans for similar arrangements.

He emphasized the importance of identifying and preparing specific
projects in which countries were clearly willing to co-operate effectively;
applications could then be made for external aid.

The secretariat would

help groups of countries at the current session to draft suitable resolu

tions expressing their intention to pursue

specific work programmes.

The decisions could then be taken immediately.

He had indicated at the

131st meeting (e/CN.14/SR.131(VIII), page 4) the four points on which
the secretariat would like guidance from countries in connexion with subregional arrangements.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-FIFTH MEETING
Monday, 20 February 1967» at 9-30 a.m.

Chairman:

Mr, AYIDA (Nigeria)

AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING (agenda item 7)
(E/CN.14/367)

■.

- :

The CHAIRMAN said that, before opening the discussion on item 7t

he wished to welcome the United Nations Commissioner for Technical Co
operation, who would make a statement in Committee I.

STATEMENT BT THE DIRECTOR OF THE AHtlCAN INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AND PLANNING

Mr. TOURE (Director, African Institute for Eoonomio. Development

and Planning), introducing the IDEP report (s/CN.14/367), began by describ
ing the work of the Institute since the seventh session of the Commission.

That work could be broken down into three broad categories: training, research
and advisory services.

With regard to training, the regular nine-month course at Dakar was

designed for university-educated civil servants who were already in the
employ of African Governments and were being groomed for high-level posi

tion in national development and planning agencies.

The syllabus of the

course had been adjusted each year in the light of the experience gained in
the preceding year and also of the results obtained by similar United
Nations or governmental institutes. As the idea of making the Institute
into a super-unniversity for economic planning had been firmly rejected,

. the tracing given was largely practical and operational in character. But
while it was necessary to avoid laying too much stress on the theoretical,
a^ instruction worthy of the name required some formal framework; some

blueprints were required as a guide for future action.

Given existing

methods and the rate at which they were developing, it was essential to

provide those who would later be responsible for African planning and

. development with tools for analysis and action which would enable them to
.. deal with increasingly complex problems. The subjects included in the
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syllabus of the nine-month course for I966-67 could not, of course, be
studied in depth,

as that would require far too much time.

was designed to give the trainees at

least the

already found some application in Africa,
specific projects,

which were at

The instruction

survey of methods which had

the emphasis-toeing- placed on

the heart of any plan..

The other training activities - the Cairo

'

.

specialized course1 and

regional courses - were planned on the same lines,

but were

shorter and

therefore mainly intended for officials whose Governments could not

spare

them for any length of time.

Where research was concerned,
co-ordinated programme,
and facilities,

the Institute did not as yet have a

for such a programme would require not only.funds

which were already available,but

were still lacking-,

also human resources,

At its last session, hr.wevo:?,

which

the Governing Council

of IBEP had Teoo.eni zed the need for continuing long-term basic scientific
research-

:

The advisory services of IDEP were provided at the request of Govern
ments and were

co-ordinated with those of ECA»

After drawing attention to the parts of the report dealing with the

parallel activities of IDSP and it? relations with the specialized, agencies

and other development" iristltutes, he pointed out that of the three regional
institutes,
task,

only IDE? was "bilingual and thus had a particularly'difficult

it therefore ncs&ecL but unfortunately had not so far had,

a stable

personnel.
The

Institute's

thing to be desired,

initial period of operations admittedly left

some

especially as only an insufficient number of candidates

(twenty to twenty-five) could be recruited for the principal training
activity, the nine-month course»
through UNDP,

Although thirty fellowships had been offered

only twenty could in fact be awarded.

rise to concern and should be remedied without delay*

That situation gave

To reducethe level

of requirements for candidates would not be a solution, for IKEP's aim
was to train high-level development and planning staff, while the sub-

regional and national

institutes undertook the training of middle level staff*
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One reason for the difficulty being experienced was probably that Govern
ments found it hard to dispense with the services of officials qualified
for the course for long periods of time.

to find a solution to that problem.

Governments themselves must try

For its part, the Institute was making

every effort to inform Governments of the facilities it had to offer.

But

it was true.that similar facilities were offered by other Governments under
bilateral programmes and by other international agencies.

Careful co

ordination was therefore necessary at least of the assistance offered in
that field by the various United Nations organs.

That had been the purpose

of a meeting of representative of IDEP and the specialized agencies recently,
held in New Yorko

:In.conclusion, he urged the Commission to approve the proposals in

section X of the report, which were designed to ensure the continuity
of the Institute's work after the initial five-year period, in conformity

with its statute., Under those proposals, UNDP would continue its financial
aid to the Institute for a further five-year period.

During that period,

the contribution of the African Governments,would increase from Si.5
million to $1,681,200, thanks to the increase in the number of contributing
Governments. . Implementation of the proposals would enable the Institute
to consolidate its position and develop its own character and personality,
provided that the African Governments showed their determination to make
full use of it as a centre for advanced training in development and planning.

GENERAL DEBATE (concluded)
The CHAIRMAN said that it was often easier to find candidates ..

for training courses in Europe or the United States than for those in

.;.

African countries, although the latter could give more satisfactory results
from the

standpoint of actual conditions

in Africa.

.........

Mr* N'DAW (Senegal) commended the quality of the report and"the
frankness of the statement made by the Director of the Institute.

The difficulties encountered were partly due to the fact that the
African countries did not make sufficient use of the Institute, whose

establishment they had, however, themselves requested, and partly from
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the very.. quality of the. training given by the

Institute.

The report

that the training was too encyclopaedic and not practical enough.

showed

The

curriculum of the nine—month course had become wider in content and more

difficult from year to year.

In addition to the courses proper, a study

tour was scheduled and each trainee had to write a memorandum and maintain

his argument

in.an oral examination.

Under these conditions it was not

surprising that the.number of candidates was constantly decreasing, a

phenomenon that was all the more disturbing as for the current year only
two countries,

Senegal and the United Arab Republic, provided half of the

candidates. .

That regrettable state of affairs would have to be tackled without
delay; therefore, the.Senegalese delegation suggested the following remedies:

the organization, of a. round of information and propaganda

visits to all

the countries of Africa; the re-thinking of the practical and theoretical
content of the instruction given, taking into account the genuine needs of
the continent and the social and economic problems that arose in Africa;

the establishment of a limited but concrete programme; the organization of
practical work and the staggering of seminars throughout the year in order

to promote analysis and thought; the sending of trainees to practical
courses in various ministries in the African countries; and finally the
renewal of the current system of financing and an appeal for voluntary
contributions at the end of the initial period of operations.

Mr. NIRGAD (Observer for Israel), speaking at the invitation of
the Chairman,

said that the tasks of the Institute were particularly

important, because the African countries needed capable planners:to make

the best use of external assistance and local resources, to determine their
manpower potential and to choose the most beneficial applications 6f modern-

technology.

In that connexion, the on-the-spot

personnel was the type most appropriate.

training of skilled

To bridge the gap between the

developed and developingcountries.was the greatest challenge to the

generation of the day,, all the more urgent as the population of the world
was growing more quickly than income.

That was a tremendous task but it

..
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could be carried out provided that technology and capital joined hands and

that sufficient manpower was available.

The new forms of energy gave

grounds for the greatest hope that other new resources would be discovered.
The example of Israel which, like many African countries, had attained

independence after the Second World War,

showed how important a part was

played ty the training of human resources,

external assistance and planning

in the economic and social development of a nation.

Especially, :in young

countries, social structure must be considered when dealing with economic,
health and educational problems.

For that reason he was glad that the-

curriculum of the Institute for the current year included the relationship
between economic development, human resources and social structures.

Israel would gladly make available its experience to the Institute,

and that experience was often directly applicable to Africa, because Israel
had to fight, and was still fighting, against the scarcity of natural
resources and the desert«
two African countries,,

It was providing technical assistance to twenty-

In 1966, 406 Israeli experts - in agriculture,

health, education, planning and engineering - had served in Africa, and
Africans had come to Israel to receive training for various occupations.
Since 1958, 4,385 African students had been trained in Israel.

Moreover,

Israel had recently launched a new "on-the-spot" training course_for

Africans,

His country was co-operating with African countries both on a

bilateral and an international basis, through the organs and agencies of
the United Nations, particularly EGA.
commerce and industrial co-operation,

Its contributions lay notably in
the creation of infrastructures,

the development of water resources, the construction of roads, and public
utility projects.

The current flow of capital could not generate an investment at the

required scale in the developing countries and could not stimulate the
transition from subsistence economy to a growing one.

That was why

Israel had proposed the so-called "Horowitz plan" - within the framework
of UKCTAD - which provided for the large-scale mobilization of funds for
development, and whose implementation could provide an equitable solution
to the financing of development..

That plan also provided the mechanics

by which the flow of capital would achieve the required volume.
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In conclusion, he assured the Commission that

Israel would-■continue--^

its efforts to assist Africa in the firm hope of seeing an end to the para
doxical situation whereby the growth of population was highest in countrieswhich could least afford it, the increase of growth was less in.countries

which most needed it, and the terms of trade continued to favour developed
countries.

Mr, BONGHO-NOUARRA (Republic of the Congo), thanked the Director
of IDEP for his statement.
study.

Some of the points he had raised deserved thorough

First, action could be taken at the level of recruiting trainees :

so as to establish less severe selection criteria and to extend the course
of study beyond nine months.

Secondly, it was essential to take the initia-.

tive in order to make the African States understand better the services that
the Institute placed at their disposal.

For example, it would be desirable

for the composition of the Governing Council of IDEP to be established on
a sub^regional.basis, and.it was to be hoped that proposals to that effect

would be submitted to the African Governments.

Finally, he assured the

Director of the Institute that the collaboration of the Government of the

Congo,could be taken for granted because the IDEP would make possible the,
training of the new men who would build the new Africa.

Mr. HENRY (United Nations Development Programme) stated that
UNDP was directly interested in the success of the African Institute for

Economic Development and Planning not only because it contributed at least
two-thirds of the general budget of the Institute, but also because-it saw
the Institute as the physical expression in Africa of United Nations

activities in training, research and advisory services.

In this connexion

he mentioned that UNDP was participating in financing the development
institutes at Santiago, Chile, for Latin America, and Bangkok, for the

Asia and Far East region.

The experience gained in that sphere, particularly

concerning the Latin American institute, proved that several years were

needed before a definite statement could be made on the merits of such a
project.

The Dakar Institute had been in existence for only three years,

and it was impossible to draw any valid conclusion regarding its future,
except that it was essential for the programme to continue.

That was why
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the Administrator of UNDP had decided to grant

'

■ :

any request that ECA might

submit to it for the extension of the assistance provided to the Institute

"beginning in 19&9 for a further five-year period,

and he had no doubt that

the Governing Council would approve that measure*
should,

therefore,

The financing of IDEF

raise no major difficulty during the coming seven years*

That was a reasonably long period,
Institute's activities,

so that

which guaranteed the continuity of the

it ought to fee possible to re—organize and

plan them with all due care,
On the average,

:

it took about ten years for, an organisation like the

Institute to take root.

The difficulties that the Institute was currently

encountering were normal.

However»

the reduction in the number of African

States that had paid their annual contributions - although it had'had no imme
diate effect from the point of view.of the budget,

owing to the financial

intervention of UNDP -. showed that there was a certain amount of apathy
regarding the
not

Institute among the countries directly concerned.

for.UHDP to decide whether that

It was

state of affairs was due to lack of

publicity or to the nature and duration of the courses; UNDP was interested
only in the proper implementation of the project and in the actual parti
cipation of the Governments,,

: .

■

During a working meeting in New York between representatives of the
Institute,

UNDP,

ECA and the

specialized agencies,

it had been decided that

during the coming two years the programmes of seminars and 'training courses
would be co-ordinated,

agencies.

.

often .under the

joint

aegis

of the

specialized

Such a decision in itself represented considerable progress*

The representative of the Republic of the Congo had felt that the

members of the Governing Council of the Institute were not chosen'on the
basis of equitable geographical representation.

That was beyond dispute^

since the Governing Council comprised no representative of Central Africa.
Nevertheless,

the Governing Council,

under the

chairmanship of the

Executive Secretary of ECA, was perfectly competent to study the questions
regarding the syllabus which'had been raised by Mr. Toure and several"
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LTTr

xn the syllabus would be bound tQ

should not raise serious difficulties.

In conolusion he considered that more importance should be attached
to the activities of the Advisory Board on Studies and Research, which
■nxght benefit from the work of the groups whose meetings included the
specialized agencies concerned.

IDEP
at thT^
)
IDEP at the fourth session of the

ed '^ " ** b6en de°ided ^establish

emission to train the staff indispensable
for the economic and social advancement of the African States. After three

years of activity, the Institute was passing through a difficult period

despite the laudable efforts of its leaders. The difficulties that it waS

encountering might become aggravated unless measures were taken to change

its structure. In fact, in spite of the number of fellowships offered and
the encouraging results obtained, the number of trainees and teachers was
decreasing year by year. Only the conditions of study and recruitment could
explam that situation in a continent that had so urgent a need for senior
staff and specialists. As far as the other activities of the Institute
were concerned, the situation was no better, since it had not had an

opportunity to provide advisory services, through lack of requests by

Governments-

It was, therefore, essential to re-examine the organization and
structure of IDEP in order to adapt them to the genuine needs of the
African countries However, such a measure might be ineffective as long
as the functions of IDEP «* the servioes

better known throughout the continent.

It should be noted that many of

the States members of EGA had not fulfiHed the obligations incumbent upon
them under the terms Of Coranission resolutions 72(V) and 92(Vl) on the
financing of the Institute. Six countries had not yet paid their con

tributions for 1964, and thirteen for 1965.

It was true that the "

financial situation of the Institute was not too unfavourable, but that
was explained by the fact that States concerned did not fully exploit
the possibilities offered to them.

■
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Consequently, he would propose that the African Governments should be
represented at the forthcoming second Conference of African Planners by
responsible officers in their planning departments, who would study the
possibilities of establishing stable working relations with the Institute
and would define what measures should be taken to reinforce its activities.
Mr. LOKO (Dahomey) said he thought the Commission should make

specific proposals to the Director of the Institute. Where actual
instruction was concerned, the Institute should move towards practical
training based on specific cases and should take account of the everyday

difficulties which the African States encountered in planning.

Where the

recruitment of trainees was concerned, there were undoubtedly a large
number of national institutes in the developed countries which sometimes

offered more attractive facilities than the Institute.

The Director of

the Institute should get into touch with such bodies with a view.to the
possibility of organizing two seminars.

The first, which would be very

sbort, would take place in the developed countries and the second, which

Would deal primarily with practical work, would be held at Dakar,

In that

-connexion it should be borne in mind that the United States Government
offered fellowships to trainees-wishing to complete their training locally
in Afrioan institutes and administrations. The Director of the Institute
might consult that Government on the possibility of the programme being

brought under the auspices of the Institute, at least in part.

Finally,

in the very necessary field of information, and in order to make the Institute
better known in the- African countries, the Director should make a persona!
approach to the responsible individuals in national administrations and
inform them of his difficulties with a view to giving the problems of
recruiting trainees.

.

.

Mr. TEVOEDJKE (international Labour Organisation) said the ILO

would give its full support to the African Institute for Economic Develop" ment and Planning. In the first place, it was necessary for African States,
for which economic and social developnent was a major preoccupation, to be
better acquainted with the services the Institute placed at their disposal.
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The Director,

lecturers and research students working at the Institute

should give lectures in all the African countries and endeavour to interest
the Press and other information media in the activities of IDSP«

Where

research was concerned, the basic principle should be the need to adapt
planning to the actual realities of the countries to which it was being
applied.

Trainees sent to Europe

experience in foreign conditions,

or other developed areas acquired
a defect which had to be rectified giving

them an opportunity to immerse themselves once more in their true environ
ment.

That should be IDEP's primary aim.

It was also necessary for IDEP's services to be widely used by other

national or international organizations*

As an example, reference might

be made to the seminar on trade union participation in development planning,

which had been organized under the auspices of the ILO and in which IDEP
had participated.

It would be desirable for seminars or meetings of that

kind to become an integral part of the Institute's programme in future.
After stressing the need to ensure stability in the administration of
IDEPr. he drew attention to the growing number of training institutes of
every type in Africa.

He therefore wished to appeal to the representatives

:or- member States not to propose the establishment of new bodies as* long as
existing establishments were not being used to full capacity.

Finally,

it

would fee advisable for IDEP to become the African correspondent of all

institutes in Europe and elsewhere which were directly interested in the

developnent.of the African continent.

That would enable it to fulfil the

centralizing role which rightly belonged to it.

The CHAIRMAN thanked the Director of the Institute and all those

who had spoken on agenda item 7*

He hoped delegations would submit speci

fic proposals which might pave the way for a better definition and more

vigorous prosecution of the Institute's activities.

RELATIONS WITH THE ORGANIZATION OP AFRICAN UNITY AND THE AFRICAN DEVELOP

MENT BANK (E/CN.14/HF/32) (agenda item 10)

.

.

.

.

Mr. SYLLA (Secretary of the Commission) recalled that, at its
seventh session, the Commission had requested the Executive Secretary to
takef in agreement with the Administrative Secretary-General of the
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Organization of African Unity, all necessary measures for an agreement
or arrangement that defined in a precise manner the framework of co
operation between the two organizations.

The note by the Executive

Secretary which the Commission now had before it (E/CN.H/lNF/32) gave
the latest developments in the situation.

Since the establishment of

OAU in may I963, the, ECA secretariat had constantly provided that organiza

tion with'assistance in many fields and in a variety of forms, as it was
convinced that the decisions taken and the programmes adopted by the two
organizations necessitated close co-operation between them.

Such co

operation had developed in several fields, being reflected at meetings and
conferences and in the preparation of programmes.

On 16 November 1965, the Secretary-General of the United Nations and

the Administrative Secretary-General of OAU had signed an agreement between
the two organizations on co-operation between OAU and the Economic Commission

for Africa.

The text of that agreement was annexed to document E/CN.14/INF/32.

The ECA secretariat considered that the provisions of that agreement
should be broadly interpreted.

What was necessary was that the two

secretariats, in the execution of their programmes of work should be able
to ensure that their activities were complementary and that they should
try to avoid duplication and overlapping.

Mr* POGNON (Organization of African Unity) thought that despite the
agreement signed in November 1965 by "the Secretary-General of the United
Nations and the Administrative Secretary-General of OAU on the relation

ship bVtween the two organizations, the question of co-operation had still
not been fully clarified.
The agreement on co-operation took note of the desire of the two

organizations to co-ordinate their efforts to promote economic and social
development in Africa, to consult each other on their projects and
programmes so as to avoid unnecessary overlapping and to exchange informa

tion so as to avoid

any wastage of the resources of either organization.
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Co-ordination of r.ctior. \rj the two organisations had led to a number
of practical results.,

Thus,

from its inception,

OAU had been able to

call on BCAfs technical experience in preparing the programme of work of

itsEconcr.lo and Social* Commission*.

In addition, ECA had transmitted to

that Commission a detailed .list of ihe studies it had undertaken with
respect

to natural resources.,

development plans,

financial,

fiscal and

social regulations and various legislative provisions relating to labour
and the labour force*
After the

signature of the agreement between OAU and ECA,

secretariats had agreed to select,
their respective programmes,

the two

frcra the various meetings included in

subjects on which joint meetings might be held,

such as the ECA/OAU meeting on telecommunication problems and the meeting
on trade and development problems «>
However,

analysis

of the .decisions which each secretariat was required

to implement revealed a certain overlapping in the programmes of the two

organizations.

Thus,

for example,

in January I965, the Economic and Social

Commission of OAU had adopted at its second session a programme of priorities
for co-operation among African countries in the economic,

social sectors.
in ECA,

Two months later,

the

financial and

same member States had again studied,

a programme of prioritise for those sectors,

me adopted by OAU were no longer valid for ECA.1

as though the program

Similarly, .the second

session of the Economic and Social Commission of OAU had recommended the
setting' up of two groups

of experts,

one

for trade and development

problems

in Africa and the otii^x for eoc^cmic integration a,t the continental level*
Two months later,

:

ECA had established identical working groups.

It was quite clear that

if the two

secretariats strictly observed

the administrative provisions governing their activities,

the result

would be that each would undertake similar studies and hold successive'
conferences or seminars on identical themes*
secretariats must - implement

the decisions taken and the

by the political organs to which it was
as part

While each of the two-

subordinate,

it

of a consistent national system of co-operation,

programmes drawn up
should nonetheless,
cede the

implementa-'

tion of part of the programme assigned to it to the other organization where
the latter was better equipped to deal with it.
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In order to achieve a clearer definition of proper relationship between
OAU and ECA, it was necessary to delineate the respective powers of the two
organizations in the separate fields of the establishment and execution of.
joint programmes.

The resolution of the Economic and Social Council establishing the
Eoonoaic Commission for Africa stated that the latt.er should "initiate and
gartioipate in mem^e. for facilitating..concerted action fn» .«,. o»^<-

develops of flfri^ and also -assist in the formulation and development
of co-ordinated policies,as a basis for practical action in promoting
economic and technological deployment in the regipn".

The Commission's activities had so far been in complete accordance
with its terms.of .reference. But in view of the establishment of OAU and
the aims and objectives it was pursuing, some changes should be made in
ECA's activities. The Charter of OAU clearly expressed the will of the
African leaders to co-ordinate, within the new organization, their general,
policies in all fields, including the economic and social, in other words,
to draw up their concerted or joint development programmes within OAU. It
was difficult to imagine that ECA could thereafter continue to be the centre

where the lines of general policy were determined and where African economic

and aocxal development programmes were considered and decided upon.

The overlapping he had mentioned occurred, however, more at the- level

of.the political organs than at that of the secretariats. It should be

realized that OAU must be the sole forum for the drafting of decisions on
economic policy, for the formulation of the most appropriate programmes

and.for the selection of the projects best adapted to African realities,

whereas ECA should limit its efforts to seeking the most effective technical
or financial means to implement those programmes. As at present drafted,
BCA'B terms of reference might still lead,the Executive Secretary to cause
the.;Commission to intervene in. the preparation of. programmes and the
orientation of national, regional or continental policies in the economic
and social field. That intervention would be limited, particularly as th.
political organs of OAU would certainly reaffirm their determination to be
henceforth the sole authorities in the matter of defining African economic

policy and the preparation of programmes of economic and social co-operation.
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The fact that OAU was essentially a policy-making and executive body

and that ECA's role was to deal with advisory and technical questions could
never be sufficiently emphasized.

Mr. SYT.TA (Secretary of the Commission) considered that the

existing problems were more at the level of the political organs than at
that of the secretariats.

The latter1s work should, therefore, be guided

-by the obligation to respect the terms of reference of each of the two..:.1.-organizations.

Only the decision-making bodies, namely, the Council of Ministers of

OAU or the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, could decide
on the division of work.

It had not proved impracticable to apply the

existing agreement on co-operation.

Quite the contrary, since that agreement

had made possible certain complementary activities, there was,-therefore,

no immediate need to modify the agreement on co-operation which had been
concluded.

It should also be remembered that the higher organs of OAU had reduced
the number of its specialized bodies in order to avoid any dispersal of
effort and to enable the bodies which had been retained to work more

efficiently.

The reasons behind that decision should be respected and no

radical change in the terms of reference of each of the two organizations

should, therefore, be envisaged.

Indeed, any new division of work must

have repercussions, particularly of a financial nature, in member States.
The collaboration between the two organizations should continue in
the same conditions as at present.

Continuity of action was another

Oonsideration which should be borne in mind, particularly since, from its
earliest sessions, ECA had undertaken a number of projects, the development
of.which should not be impeded.

Any overlapping should, of course, be

avoided so that work could proceed as efficiently as possible.

If circum

stances required, it wculd always be possible, in the future, to contemplate
a change in the arrangements for co-operation between the two organic
tions.
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Mr. DEBRAH (Ghana) said that the question of the division of work

"between ECA and OAU should be treated with caution.
was to ensure a rational allocation of tasks.
arose,

The real difficulty

When an important question

it would be necessary to consider which of the two organizations

,

was best equipped to deal with it in such a way as to meet Africa's needs.
He was glad that ECA and OAU had undertaken to organize joint meetings;
tfiaV decision' seemed calculated precisely to prevent overlapping.

Mr. TQULAN (United Arab Republic) referred to his earlier statement regarding relations between ECA and OAU.

He believed that the Assembly

of Heads of State and Government was the only body competent to make
effective political decisions for the two organizations.

A draft resolution would be submitted shortly requesting ECA to comply
with the provisions of the resolution adopted by the Heads of State and

Government at the Niamey meeting and to co-operate with the QAU secretariat
in carrying out the work entrusted to the two organizations by that
resolution.

A resolution had been adopted in 1962 calling for Africanization of
the ECA secretariat.

That resolution had not yet been fully implemented,

since less than 50 per cent of the secretariat were at present Africans,

and he proposed that a resolution should be adopted,

calling for a change

in the system of recruitment ?,n order to ensure that by 1970 "the ECA
secretariat would consist entirely of Africans.

Mr. PARKER (Liberia) said he thought that the African, Develop
ment Bank was ECA's most important practical achievement and expressed

satisfaction at the useful work done by the Bank since its establishment.
Unfortunately, not all African States had responded with the enthusiasm

expected of them; some had fallen behind with the payment of their subscriptions.

The Bank should be given the fullest support, particularly

as it was now considering a number of multinational programmes.

He hoped

that the' African.-countries would discharge responsibilities with respect
to the Bank.

.

'■■■■■■--"-■
The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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ONE HUNDRED AND Til HOT-SEVENTH MEETING

Wednesday,

22 February 1967,

Chairman:

at 9.45 a.m. ■

■

-

■

Mr. AYIDA (Nigeria)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT FINAL REPORT ON MATTERS DEALT WITH IN PLENARY

MEETINGS (e/cN.14(VITI):l- land 3/CN,14(VIIl)PL.2.
The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to consider the sections of

the draft report on matters dealt with in plenary meetings, which were

contained in documents.e/cN.14(VIII)PL.1 and E/CN.14(VIIl)PL.2.
Mr. PANIKKAft (World Federation of Trade Unions) pointed out that
his organization.did not appear in paragraph 9 and requested the rectification
of that

omission*

■ ' Mr.. KRATZ. (international Monetary Fund) pointed out that his' organi
zation Had also been omitted and asked that the IMF be mentioned in para

graph 5*

■ ■"' ■* ' ■

-.

■■: ■ .

Mra LAMANA (Chad) said that the Chad Basin Commission should also
be mentioned in paragraph 9-

Mr. TOULAN (United Arab Republic) said he was surprised that some
countries which"had been absent from the meetings,
United Republic of Tanzania.,

such as Uganda arid the

had been listed among the participants.

In

addition, the'Rapporteur had not been listed among the officers in para
graph 11.

<A ^iSecu-etaiy of the Ccrumission) assured the Commission
that all those omissions would be rectified?

With regard to t-he inclusion-

in the list of.participants of countries absent from the meetings,

the

delegations in question had sent the Commission formal letters announcing ■
their intention of attending1 the session; they had therefore initially been-

included-in the list of participants,

which would,

■

; .
:

of course, be duly corrected.

The sections of th-? draft report on matters dealt with in plenary meet

ings, which were contained in documents E/CN014(VIIl)PLvl and E/CN«14(VIIl)PL.2.
were adopted unanimously,

sub.ject to the amendments proposed•
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Mr. ALA3SAUE (Dahomey) proposed that the plenary meeting should
be adjourned and that the committees should meet immediately to consider
the many draft resolutions,

;:

Mr. HACENE (Algeria) supported the proposal of the representative
of Dahomey.

The meetirff rose at 10.35 a.m.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTYr-EIGHTH I«TING

.■

,

■,

Thursday, 23 February 19^7> at 9.5O a.m.

Chairman:

Sir. AYIDA (Nigeria)

CONSIDERATION OP THE DRAFT REPORT OF THE COMMISSION. FORJCH& BIENNIUM

24 FEBRUARY I965 - 12 FEBRUARY 1967, PART I (E/CN.14/L.321 and Corr.l)
The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to consider the draft report

of the Commission for the Hehhiurti"-24^xe'bruary I965 - 12 February 19^71
part I (E/CN.14/L.321 and Corr.l), which would form part of the Commission's
report to the Economic and Social Council.
The draft report was adopted unanimously.
CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT REPORT ON MATTERS DEALT WITH IN PLENARY

MEETINGS AND THE FERTINMT DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (e/cN.14/(VIII)PL.3 and
E/CN.I4/EJF/35) rcontinued)
invited the Commission to consider the draft section
of the report on matters dealt with in plenary meetings,

contained in

document E/CN.U/(VIIl)FL«3.
The draft report in document E/CN»14/(VIIl)Hi»3 was adopted unanimously.
The CHAIRMAN asked representatives for their views on the best
procedure

to be adopted for the consideration of the draft resolutions

before

Commission-,

the

After a short procedural discussion,

it was agreed that the plenary

meeting would adjourn to enable Committees I.and_II to continue consideration

of the draft resolutions before them, and jto enable the sponsors of draft
resolutions dealingwith the same subject to attempt to combine their
texts.

The meeting rose_at

10.2*5 a.m.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-NINTH MEETING
Friday, 24 February 1967, at 10.5 a.m.
Chairman:

Llr, AYII)A (Ni&eria)

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT FINAL REPORTS AND DRAFT RESOLUTIONS PROPOSED BY

COMMITTEES I AND II (e/CN.HCVIIIJ/c.I/l.I, E/CN.14(VIIl)/C.Il/L.l,

E/CN.14(VIII)/C.I/L.2, E/CN.14(VIII)/C.II/L.2| E/CN.I4/L.338. and

E/CN.14/L.339).

Mr> SYLI4 (Secretary of the Commission) reported that, owing to
an omission, the draft resolution on agriculture (ECA(VIIl)COMM.l/

EES.3/Eev.3), adopted by Committee I, had not been included in the report
of that Committee. Moreover, the reports of the two Committees contained
remarks touching on their consideration of the programme of work that did
. not always agree. It was clear that those sections would be rearranged and
combined in the final report. Lastly, the draft resolution on manpower and

training (ECA(VIIl) COMtIM.Il/RES.32) had been considered by Committee II
and could be adopted in the plenary meeting if the Commission so desired.

.

J^SBIHI (Chairman, of Committee I) introduced the report of
Committee I (e/cn.14(VIII)/c.I/l.1) and the nineteen draft resolutions
adopted by that Committee <E/OT.U(VIIl)/c.lA.2), In that connexion,
he wished to suggest that, in future sessions, the Commission should
appoint not only a drafting committee consisting of representatives of all

the sub-r«gions, taking into account the two working languages,

but also

a resolutions committee, which would be in charge of combining and con

solidating the drafts submitted by the delegations.

He moved that the Com

mission should adopt the report of Committee I and the various draft

resolutions submitted, including that on agriculture (ECA(VIIl)C0MM.l/RES.3/
Rev.3)«

.

MrjJlSIODU (Nigeria) notddanommission in paragraph 32 (a) of
the report.

In fact it had been agreed that the following words should be

added at the end of that paragraph : "and (d) Nigeria and Tunisia to act as
■hosts to joint centres".

Mr' ™° (Cameroon) noted that his country's name had also been
omitted from that paragraph.
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E (Mali) pointed out that he had supported
the
pp
he candidacy
candid

of the Niger to apt as host to a joint centre for cartography but that
he had submitted his own country's offer to act as host to the centre for
photogrammetry, the interpretation of aerial photographs and geophysical
surveys.

Mr. SBIHI (Chairman of Committee i) explained that, during the
discussions of Committee I, the members had recognized that it was not for
the Commission but for the Governments concerned to determine the most
suitable sites for the proposed centres, in collaboration with the
secretariat and on the basis of the studies carried out by it.

Bfr. BQKGHO-NOUARRA (Republic of the Congo) suggested that

Governments that wished to make offers to act as host to the various centres
should prepare detailed documents for that purpose and submit them to the
secretariat.

It was so decided^

:

The CommisBiQ" adopted the report of Committee I (E/CN.ld(VlU)/c.l/L.l.
The CHAIRMAN called on the Commission to vote on the draft

resolutions recommended by Committee I (E/CN.14(viIl)/c.l/L.2).
Ato WAKWAYA (Ethiopia) asked that note be taken of the reserva
tions of the Ethiopian delegation concerning operative paragraph 1 of
resolution VIII, the whole of resolution X, and operative paragraph 5 of
resolution XVII,

The CHAIRMAN stated that the reservations of the Ethiopian
delegate would be noted*

The Commission adopted the draft resolutions recommended by Committee T

fVl/L.P and ECA(VlIl)COMM,IyfrES.YRqv,^The .CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to consider"the report of
Committee II,

.Mr. LAMANA (Chairman of Committee II) introduced the report of

Committee II. He recapitulated the agenda items that the Commission
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had assigned for study to his Committee which had accomplished its tasks

without any major difficulties.
resolutions to the Commission.
Draft resolution

The.Committee also recommended seven draft
Several of those drafts called for comment.

III, on setting up a pool of African civil servants

indicated that the Governments of some Member States were prepared to place

qualified officials at the disposal of other African countries.

However^

as that form of assistance implied a certain number of commitments and'
obligations that had aroused anxiety among some delegations, Committee II

had in its final report made a point of indicating the ..scope of the project,
In draft resolution VI, the delegations present wished to. emphasize the
humanitarian, social and economic character of assistance to reftigees,.'

distinguishing it from any assistance that might be given to subversive
elements who might take advantage of their status as "refugees".

That was

why the -first preambular paragraph mentioned the United'Nations Convention
on Refugees.

Draft resolution VII on the equitable distribution and

Africanization of posts in the secretariat of ECA was inspired, by the
desire to ensure within the secretariat equitable representation of all the
sub-regions of the continent, taking into account the working.languages.

The point was to strengthen the solidarity of the African States within
the Commission and to make its action more effective.

In this connexion,

he pointed out that a preambular paragraph had been omitted in the fin^l
version.

Therefore, the following paragraph:. ''Recalling General Assembly

resolution 2241B(XXl)" should be inserted after the first preambular.
paragraph.

Finally,

Committee II had emphasized the necessity fox rapid

Africanization of the ECA secretariat.

The term of" Office'b'f "the^ "Committee

set up pursuant to resolution 5l(lV) was limited to two yearsi;. Therefore,
certain delegations had proposed setting up a committee comprising the
current officers of the Commission and three other members appointed by
the latter.

The Commission adopted the report of Committee II

C.Il/L.l).
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The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to consider the draft

resolutions proposed by Committee II-

If the Commission approved the

proposals made to it concerning the Committee set up pursuant to resolution

5l(lV), it would also have to appoint three of the members of that Committee.

Mr. TOULAN (United Arab Republic) recalled that Committee II
had decided to specify in its report that 80 per cent of the

secretariat

was to be composed of Africans by the end of 1970.

Mr. LAMANA (Chairman of Committee II) noted that, owing to an
omission^

the report of the Committee contained no section dealing with

that point.

Furthermore,

he wished to mention that the delegation of

Madagascar had withdrawn the amendments which it had submitted on that
subject.

The CHAIRMAN said that note would be taken of that fact.

Regard

ing draft resolution VII, he suggested that the secretariat should insert
into the report a section on the discussion in Committee II of the question
of Africanization of posts in the secretariat of ECA.
It was so decided.

Mr. KABALA (Democratic Republic of the Congo) recalled that,
in draft resolution I,

it had been decided to alter operative paragraph 2,

sutvparagraph (c) to read as follows: "(c) Action needed to encourage young
people to stay in rural communities,
areas".

in order to curb their exodus to urban

He proposed that that wording be retained.

It was

so decided.

Mr« HSBRAH (Ghana) proposed that the words "and those who fail

to obtain diplomas" be inserted in operative paragraph 2, sub-paragraph (a)
after the words "holding diplomas".

Mr. LAMANA (Chairman of Committee II) doubted whether the
Commission meeting, in .plenary, cpuld. without discussion amend the text
of a draft adopted unanimously by Committee II.
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The CHAIRMAN considered that the amendment proposed by the
representative of Ghana was not incompatible with the general apirit

of the draft resolution*

He therefore suggested that the Commission should

approve it.

It/was so decided.,

The Commission adopted the draft resolutions recommended by

Committee II (E/CNa4(VIIl)/C.II</L.2).

Mr-. LAMANA (Chairman

of Committee II) said he would be happy

if the Executive Secretary would give his opinion on appropriate means for

reviving the Committee set up under resolution 5l(lV), whose term of office
expired in 1964«
He proposed that the new Committee should comprise the four serving
Officers plus three members who would be chosen in a plenary meeting.
The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that nominations could be submitted

to a plenary meeting or in writing to the Appointment and Promotion Board
at Headquarters.

He recalled that the procedure governing the operation

of the Committee was in conformity with the United Nations Charter as well

as with the Terms of Reference and Rules of Procedure of the Commission.
He furthermore affirmed'that the Africanization of the Commission "staff
was continuing,

in the interests of the United Nations and of the African

States*

■

Mr. LAMANA (Chairman of Committee II) recalled that the Staff
Recruitment and Training Committee should comprise seven members.
addition to the four officers of the eighth session,
candidacy of the United Arab Republic,

In

he proposed the

Dahomey and Cameroon,

.

\

-.

The proposal made by the Chairman of Committee II was adopted
unanimously.

The draft resolutions proposed by Committee II were adopted unanimously!
The CHAIRMAN asked the Commission to vote on draft resolution

E/CN.14/COHM.I/HES.32.
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■Mr.. PEERAH (Ghana) pointed out the exceptional importance of
manpower in the development of African countries.

Experience had amply

shown that capital was not the only factor to be considered in economic
and social development.
precisely,

It was therefore necessary for countries which,

lacked capital to concentrate all their efforts on improving

their main asset: manpower.
unanimously.

He hoped that the resolution would be adopted

...

Draft resolution e/CN.14/C0MM.I/RESc32 was adopted unanimously.
CONSIDERATION OF THE. DRAFT REPORTS ON MATTERS DEALT WITH IN PLENARY

.

MEETINGS .AND THE PERTINENT DRAFT RESOLUTIONS (E/CH.14/L.329» 330, 331,. 332f ,
336, 342, 343, 344 and 345) (concluded)
; v

The. CHAIRMAN called on the Commission to vote on draft resolution

E/CN.14/L.342.
.

.

,

■

...

...

,,,-Mr.- HACENE (Algeria) hoped that the draft resolution would be

adopted unanimously-

-

'-''Mr'. LttKO (Dahomey) asked for Dahomey to be included among the

■

sponsors of the draft resolution-

Draft resolution E/CN.14/L.^42 was adopted unanimously.
The CHAIRMAN asked the Commission to vote on draft resolution
E/CN*14/L.329.
resolution,

However, he pointed out that the sponsor of that draft

Somalia,

was absent.

Mr. MBOYA,(Kenya) deeply regretted the absence of the representa
tive of Somalia, who had seen fit at a previous meeting to refer to

political problems concerning Somalia and Kenya.

For his part, he did

not believe that the Commission was the proper place to raise divergencies

of a political ri-atuiev ■-On-the other hand, he was happy that in..view of
the absence of the Somalian delegation the draft resolution would-not -:..■iK-,,

have.to be_da;sQussed, because the delegation of Kenya would. then:.have had
to cast doubts on the competence of ECA to adopt a draft resolution that
was so clearly oriented towards political questions.

If the Government of

Somalia wished to discuss such questions it could come and do so at Nairobi,
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CHAIRMAN ruled that in the absence of the sponsor of draft

resolution E/CN.14/L.329, it would not be discussed.

He called on the

Commission to vote on draft resolution E/CN.14/L.33O.

Mr* LAMANA (Chad) mentioned that the draft resolution had been
submitted in order to facilitate the increasingly heavy task of the
secretariat and to allow the sub-regional offices to intensify their activity

and to deal with problems concerning the sub-regions.

The co—sponsors of

the draft resolution hoped that the personnel of the sub-regional offices
would be strengthened.

On the other hand, he would be happy if the sub-

regional offices could organize meetings on problems that concerned them
but not the whole Commission.

He hoped that the draft resolution would be

adopted unanimously.

Draft resolution E/cn.14/L.33O was, adopted unanimously.
The CHAIRMAN called on the Commission to vote on draft resolution

E/CN.14/L.336.

.

Mr. BMJAEER (Morocco) pointed out that the four countries of the —
Maghreb had since 1964 been taking action for the co-ordination and harmoniza
tion of development efforts.
that purpose".''

A Consultative Committee had been set up for

It "was true "that" "EGA had greatly helped the Committee, but

the scope of the task required that it should receive direct assistance
from specialized agencies of the United Nations.

A request to that effect

submitted to the United Nations had not been granted because the Committee,
being consultative,

was not entitled to receive such aid.

hand, the Council of Ministers was so entitled.

On the 'other

He hoped that the draft

resolution would be adopted unanimously.

Draft resolution E/CN.14/L.336 was adopted unanimously.
CHAIRMAN called on the Commission to vote on draft resolu

tion E/CN.14/L.331.

.

Mr. N'DIRYE (Senegal) considered that the draft resolution

was

calculated to strengthen African unity and urged the Commission to adopt
it unanimously.

.-..-.
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Ato VfAKWAYA (Ethiopia) recalled that the Director of the Institute
had mentioned in his report that the state of contributions was not satis
factory.

It would therefore be hardly realistic to recommend the continuation

of the current system of financing, as in operative paragraph 4,

On the

contrary, he proposed recommending a revision of the system of financing.

The Conference of African Planners would be perfectly competent to do that.
The CHAIRMAN suggested including the reservations formulated by

the representative of Ethiopia in operative paragraph 3 and leaving operative
paragraph 4 as it

stood.

Ato WAKHAYA (Ethiopia) considered that that suggestion would make
operative paragraphs 3 and 4 contradictory.

He merely proposed that it be

stipulated at the end of paragraph 4 that the current system of financing

be continued "subject.to..the.re-examination referred to in operative para^graph 3 above."

The amendment proposed by the representatives of Ethiopia was adopted
unanimously.

Draft resolution E/CN.14/L.331 was adopted unanimously.
Draft resolution on relations with the Organization of African Unity

(E/CN.14/L.332).
Mr. TOULAM (United.Arab Republic) indicated that the delegation
of the United Arab Republic and that of Somalia had submitted draft

resolution E/CIM4/liO332; although they had no precise reason to think that
co-operation between ECA and OAU was not satisfactory, they had the
impression that relations between the two organizations were not very clearly :

defined.

If the sponsors obtained an assurance that their doubts were

unfounded, they would'gladly withdraw their draft.

However, on the other"

hand, if it was confirmed that some clouds darkened those relations it would
be preferable to work now to dispel them rather than allow the situation to
worsen.

If the wording of the third preambular paragraph should appear too
categorical, the sponsors would agree to replacing the words "once and
for all" by the words "viith precision".
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The CHAIRTO remarked that it was a little late at that stage of

the work to cast doubts on the effectiveness of the agreement concluded
between the two organizations.

During the discussion on agenda item 10 the

delegations could have addressed any question they wished to the representa
tive of OAU, who had then been present,

Mr- T0ULAN (United Arab Republic) pointed--out that the representa
tive of OAU had been informed that doubts subsisted in the minds of some
delegations.

The very fact that the representative of that organization

was not present to dispel such doubts rather gave reason to think that the
draft resolution would have some utility,

ft*' L0K0 Dahomey) considered that the Commission could not pass
judgement on the state of relations with QAU in the absence of the representa

tive of that organization, who had left Lagos.

The dcubts expressed by the

representative of the United Arab Republic were not based on any particular

circumstance.

In any case, it would be deplorable if relations were not

cordial between two organizations which had in fact common aims*

The

Dahomean delegation hoped that a frank discussion would take place between

the Executive Secretary oJT ECA and the Administrative Secretary-General of
OAU in order to prevent the recurrence of such an unfortunate discussion at
the next session of the Commissio;:,

fe-gYIJ4 (Secretary of the Commission) recalled that he had
confirmed during the discussion that relations between the two secretariats
were excellent.

Of course, problems were raised h7 the implementation of

the agreement that had l^sen concluded because it was not easy.to.draw a

line of demarcation between what was political, and consequently within
the competence of OAU, and what was technical, and consequently within the
sphere of ECA.

The question was in abeyance for the moment, but practical

co-operation between the two secretariats was not thereby disturbed.

He

considered that the Commission had no obvious reason to fear that the tenor

of the agreement left anything to be desired and he therefore requested that
the Commission should for the time being refrain from making any comment,
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since the agreement had not yet been truly put into force.

It would be

better for the Commission to await its next session to consider the report
that would be submitted to it concerning co-operation with OAU.

Mr. LAMANA (Chad) recalled that in its resolution 132(VII) the
Commission had entrusted the secretariat with a taskj-the latter had
performed that task by signing an agreement with the OAU.

The Commission

had noted that agreement and had had ample occasion to discuss the matter
during the session.

The Commission should express its approval of the

agreement so that it could then be approved by the Economic and Social

Council and the United Nations General Assembly, but it would be premature
to pass judgement on an agreement whose actual worth could only be verified
in the future when it was implemented.

The draft resolution added nothing new to what was already being done.

Mr. HACEHE (Algeria) paid a tribute to the delegation of the
United Arab Republic for its laudable concern for efficiency and harmoniza

tion.

However, after the explanations of the secretariat and the interven

tion of the previous speakers he asked that delegation whether it had any
new arguments to put forward in support of the draft resolution.

Mr. TOULAN (United Arab Republic) could not entirely concur
with those who considered that too little time had elapsed' for it to be
possible to pass judgement on the agreement concluded between ECA and QAU.
As that agreement dated from November 1965, it should be possible to

determine whether the co-operation between the two bodies was proceeding
on the right lines or not.

After all it was the African countries that

would suffer if such co-operation was not harmonious.
draft resolution was to clarify the situation.

The only aim of the

However, in view of the

absence of the representative of OAU and taking into account the assurances
given by the secretariat, the delegation of the United Arab Republic would
gladly withdraw the draft, expressing the hope that the Commission would
never have to reaume a discussion of the type that had just taken place.
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Draft resolution for action by the Economic and Social Council

' The CHAIRMAM said that that draft resolution would be included in the
report of the Commission to the Economic and Social Council and that its
purpose was to invite the Council to approve the report as well as the
Commission's programme of work,

priorities and the measures it had taken.

Draft resolution E/CN»14/L*343 was adopted.

Draft resolution of thanks to the host country (e/CN,14/l.344)
■ Mr. MBQYA (Kenya), after recalling the address that the head
of the Federal Military Government had given at the opening of the session,

asked the-Commission to consider the draft resolution proposed by all '
delegations present,

in which the Commission expressed its gratitude to the

Government >and people of Nigeria for their kind hospitality.

Draft resolution E/CN.14/L.344 was adopted unanimously.
Draft resolution of congratulations to the officers of the session

and'the secretariat (e/CNo14/L»345)«
Mr. MBOYA (Kenya) said that it was largely thanks to the efforts
and devotion of the Chairmanj the Vice-Chairmen, the Rapporteur and all the
members of the secretariat that the session had been able to conduct its
work under satisfactory conditions.

He therefore called on the Commission

to express to them its gratitude by adopting the draft resolution proposed
by all delegations presents

Draft resolution E/CN.14/L.345 was adopted unanimously.

DATE AND PLACE OF THE NINTH SESSION (agenda item 13)

■

Mr. ■ MBHXRI (Tunisia) said that his country invited the Commission
to hold the, ninth session at Tunis*

Mr* BONGHO-NOUARRA (Republic of the Congo) regretted that he could
not

support th© proposal of the representative of Tunisia because his Govern

ment also wished .to invitethe Commission for the ninth session.
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fe. SBIHI (Morocco), notiiig that the. Commission had to make a
delicate choice "between two brother countries,

proposed that it should agree

to hold its sessions in rotation in each of the four sub-regions.
apart from the sessions hald at Addis Ababa,

Since,

the headquarters of the permanent

secretariat, the Commission had already met in each of the four sub-regions,

he considered that it was again the turn of North Africa to act as host, .
Consequently, he also proposed that the Commission should accept the invita
tion of Tunisia,

Mr. LOKO (Dahomey) recalled that in I964 the sixth session was
to have been held at Algiers and that it was for reasons concerning solely
the domestic affairs of Algeria and completely unconnected with the Com
mission that the sixth session was finally held at Addis Ababa.

Normally,

the Commission should therefore have already held two sessions in North
Africa.

He proposed that the meeting be suspended so that delegations could

confer.

Mre LEEBRAH (C-tiana) supported the proposal of Dahomey and further
more, proposed that during the suspension the heads of delegations should
meet to take a decision by secret ballot,

Mr0 KONE (Mali) also supported the proposal of Dahomey in the
hope that one of the two countries that had given invitations would withdraw.
If they should prove unyielding, the Commission might decide on resumption
of the meeting either by sacret ballot or by drawing lots.

Mra LAMflflA (Chad) said that, if the Commission adopted the
principle of

rotation proposed by the representative of Morocco,

it would

also be necessary to decide in what order the Commission would successively

hold its sessions in the various sub-regionsc
The CHAIRMAN said that,

if the Commission adopted the principle

of rotation, the heads of delegation could during their meeting study the
manner in:which that principle would be applied*

Ato WAKWAYA (Ethiopia) asked if the question of the place of meet
ing of the Commission were dealt with in the rules of procedure.
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The CHAIRMAN replied that,
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according to the rules of procedure,

the Commission decided at each session the place at which it would hold
its next

session'.

Mr* SBIHI (Morocco) thought that the Commission could adopt the
principle of rotation
The CHAIRMAN

without thereby having to alter its rules of procedure.
noted that the members of the Commission were in

agreement that in principle future sessions of the Commission would be
held successively in each of the four sub-regions in turn.
The meeting was suspended at 1 p.m.

and resumed at 1*35 p.m.

The CHAIRMAN reminded members that before the meeting was

suspended they had agreed in principle that the Commission should" hold its
biennial sessions in each of the

sub-regions in turn.

If for any reason,

a country.was obliged to withdraw its offer to act as host,
in the

other countries

same sub-region should be afforded the opportunity to receive the

Commission.

If none of them was able to do so,

the

session concerned

would be held at the Commission's headquarters at Addis Ababa*
with that principle,

In accordance

the Heads of Delegation had decided that the next

session would be held in the Republic of the Congo,

the one after that in

Tunisia and subsequent ones in the East and West African sub-regions,

in

that order.

The next session would be held early in 1969»
decided by the

secretariat

the exact dates being

in consultation with the Governments of Member

States.,.
CLOSURE OP THE SESSION

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY referred to the Commission,its secretariat
and -their role in the process of African development.

The rapid attainment

of political independence by.African, countries had left them little time
to plan a pos^-independence programme.

The experience of other regions

had shown that political independence did not necessarily bring economic
emancipation,

without which it was worth very little to the masses*

However,

'the Commission had defined the broad policies most conducive to the economic
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and social advancement of Africa.
on the striking movement

the 1930's,
Nations.

In its work,

it had been able to draw

in economic thought which had taken place since

and which had also been strengthened by the work of the United

The Commission had had to prepare for the development

of modern

industry and agriculture in Africa and for the installation of the necessary
transport,

power and other infrastructure facilities.

It would have been a costly mistake to take a leap into the future
without first

finding the true dimensions of the

tries of Africa were now in a position to

modernization,

but

embark upon the

The coun

process of economic

in order to formulate realistic policies,- each step must

be preceded by careful study.
policy documents;

job to be done.

indeed,

Such study should lead to the preparation of

the work of the

secretariat

proposals as a basis for decision and action.

The

emphasized concrete

current

session of the

Commission had carried the process a stage further by adopting resolutions

geared to that purpose.

The profusion of resolutions submitted had shown

the way in which member countries wished the

with the details of economic policy.

The

secretariat to

come to grips

secretariat would treat the

resolutions adopted as a fundamental part of its mandate for the next
biennium.
The normal resources available within the

secretariat were not adequate

to carry out the programme of work demanded by Member States,

but he was

confident that the

from bilateral

and multilateral

secretariat would receive generous support

sources,

and he expressed his appreciation of the equally

generous assistance offered by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD.
he assured the Commission that the

In conclusion,

secretariat would continue to provide a

focus for the co-ordination of United Nations action in Africa during the
next biennium and he hoped that

its efforts would be crowned with success.

The CHAIRMAN, thought that the resolutions just adopted would make
the Commission's work more effective in the. next two years and that the one

on economic co-operation in particular represented a significant step forward
in the development of the African economies.

: He expected such development

to proceed over the next ten years at ■three levels: national development plans,
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suWegional economic integration arrangements and the continental economic
framework provided by bodies like ECA. It was the Commission's task to
harmonize and co-ordinate the activities of Member States at those different
levels.

The eighth session had endorsed Mr. Mboya's call for a Marshall Plan

for Africa, involving massive aid programmes in the four sub-regions.

He

hoped that delegations would communicate to their Governments the enthusiasm
with which the session has adopted the proposals regarding the promotion of

intra-African trade and industrial integration, and that individual countries
would take the initiative in developing closer international transport and
telecommunication links.

He was sure that the resolution on the Africanization of the ECA
secretariat would strengthen rather than weaken the secretariat, since the

Commission had expressly indicated that merit and competence should not be
sacrificed in the process. He hoped that the Secretary-General of the United
Nations and Member States would take that reservation into account in sponsor
ing candidates for top positions in the ECA secretariat.

He thanked the delegations for their co-operation and the two ViceChairmen, whose hard work in the two Committees of the whole and the Drafting
Committee had enabled the Commission to complete its agenda in good time.
He appealed to the members of ECA to continue to tackle their problems in
the same spirit of mutual understanding that they had shown at its eighth
session.

He declared the eighth session of the Economic Commission for Africa
closed.

The meeting rose at 2.5 p.m.

